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Teobn1oal development. in the late 191.0'. and early 1950'. made 
telft'1sion a reality'; 1\ bee._ a media of ....... ooamuJ.'dcaUon. It 18 
not 1lUl'pr181ng th.aNtore that teleY1a1on was quiokl7 utilized. a8 an 1n8V1.io-
t,1onal tool. Progress in eduoaUonal television __ • at. tiret, e:nrtael7 
slow due perhaps to ooate 1a estab1ishi.rtg and oparatiq ataD.d8.n1 8\attor,.. 
1tead7 pins !save beeD. Ude. 
!he state UniveraiV of Iowa'. ex.per1.m.ental station .,n between 1932 
and 1939 was probably one of tJle 1I08t exWu1" earq end ...... in eciuoaUon-
al television progr8llll1na. Iowa Stat. 0011 .. ', \t01-TV, 110euecl DT 1948, 
11'&8 the tust 'tV station owned. DT aD e4u0ational inett tuUon. 
In 1952 the ,ecteral ec.mm:s.catiou Oc:rad.sa1on allocated 242 ohannel. to 
nonoOllDero1al ue.. IaDsu State College 1n Manhattan, Ianau beoam.e the 
tirst ed.ucatioual institution to be granted a oonetruction perad.t on July 24. 
19S2. About this tille .. tmmdat40ns oontributed lunda tor the deyelopaent 
ot edw:tational telet1aion. PiT. 1I1111on dollars .s IftDted b7 !be htd tor 
Adult lcbIoat1on to 88sist in ecluoat1onal. ft' .tat1on oorurt.ruotdon and progna 
d ..... lopment.1 
lwUliam Kenneth Comndng, Thi. !! Bduoat1,ona1 fel.eV18ioq (Ann Arbor, 
1954), p. 5. 
1 
I 
JIwIh at the onginal. television programming wa. preaent,ed. 'by oommaro1al 
stations. Educat10na teln1.a1on otf'ar1np aq- now 'be gl'Ouped 1n1;o several. 
oategones. l} 'tbo .. in .. biola. BlOst o.t the prognJlll1ng 18 presented Oil ...... 
mel'01al natworke, 2) those in 1Ih1oh the effort.e are 0108817 coordinatAd wi t.h 
those ~ a commerc1al lltatteu, 3) tho" whioh are progJ:'aaned On commend.al 
outlets, and 4) those which are presented by non,...comm..re1al. edueatJ.onal 
television stations. 
Most of the programming of' Johns Hopkins University, the Univare1ty f4 
Pennsylvania., and Colwnb1a Un1versi ty' al"e presented. on aommerc1al networks. 
Johns Hopkins 18 regarded. .a the pion ... in eciucat.ional1natUiu.t1on TV 
... 
production. 
:!l!! ~~ !!oPld.n;8 Soiano! ~8! began on a loeal basts in March.. 1948. 
In Deoanber, 1948 the sholl was requested by the Columbia Broadoast1ng 8yataa 
tor ita network.2 !he Science Review is st.rictlyan "1ntorma:t1onal" PZ"OIl'Ul 
.......................... -................. 
111 th topics selected on the baais of their probable inter$8t to laymen. 
In the spring of 19$2 the University of Pennsylvania dramatized" ths 
role of bigher edlacation in aommunit)r and nat.1cmal ute ~ .!!!!! .... Amer1 .............. 08 .... aD. .  
Tr!d1tion. ~!!! l!!! world, begun in 19>1t •• a panel program in which 
archeoloctcal experts tried. to identity IN.MUlIl 1 tem8. 
Columbia Unive:rai tT'. !on lOne went on the air v1a the ABO network in 
Dec_be of' 1951. The •• progra8 aplored the subject of the tuture of 
women and such fields as psychiatry, thea:tre and poetry, raoe relationa, 
and the .tutv.ot the .t~. These shows were produce4 to tell the publio 
2 Ib14., p. ll. 
the development ot U.S. inatJ.tutions and social idealS_ 
n. first. institution in the oountr,y to use professional television 
produotion equS.pment on ita oatIilpUS wu creighton Un1 versi t7 :in Omaha. 3 In 
JulT, 1947 t.hey presentG4 a one-act play. In Jul.7, 1948 TV vi_era were 
able to watch an oroheatra. a biology program, and a a.onstrat1on ot dental 
supry_ In November, 1949 nth Cr!iil:Wn Un1vera1!rl P.re.ental each depart.-
aen' or the University over an eight week period c!emonstrated its work over 
Wow.-TV. In JaJl't.UU')", 195) Onighton alternatoci ita offerings throughout the 
week nth tJw Un1vera1ty of Nebr .... and the Universiq of Omaha. Syraouse 
... 
UD.1vers.1ty uWi" •• ita television tr.ai.n:il:lg pl"ogram for graduate students 
cml.y. The un1:,uait,. opened the oountry'a tirst un1vG:raiv owned and oper-
ateet TV a1N41o 1n April, 19$0. WSl:i-TV 1a charie" on a oamera-hour bui. 
tor ita shon. The UDivvllit7 of 1i1.i bu been partioular17 aucceaatul 
nth prograu relating to Ute in aoutheaatem Plortda and presented in 
la.ymen terms. 'l'M -.pWud.a at Miami 1. "net on programs tor their own aake, 
but on t4-a.in1na. tt4 
I4a1v" ecboola progl'8a their offerings on ~ outlew. The 
t.iD1versij:.z !! BW:talo ~ Tabl •• has bSGll a regular weekl,y oi'fering since 
lfa7, 19b.8J 1;bis features a panel of tour discu.ae1nc problau of 1oeal., 
national, or :t.ntemat1onal eign1fioance. 'I'he1r Mod.em Jied1IIin., begun in 
March, 1953, deplete recent advances in med1c1ne and. 1J\lrIer:r. ~!!! and. 
Iou presents legal problema oontront.ing the average citUen. In October, 
-
1949 the State Teacher. College in ltUl..m.u., PennqlTaD1a initiated ita 
What Do Iou Want To Know program over YmA.L-fV. Both the college and tbe 
.......-... ................. ...-.... ................ 
station reprdlUllvtJrille t • TV programa u a pubUo nm.oe. 
Most. o£ the progaaa of tb.Ct state Un1vC'a1 V ot Iowa have been :reoo:rded 
on the oampua a1nae the tall of 1953. Their TV programing, however, ft. 
begun in Nonmber, 1949. S1nce the 1953-5.4 echool year the major portion 
of the sohool t • tv produotiona baTe been ldneaooped. The State Univend.V 
or Ic:nra operated the largest edw:Jat1onal 1n8~tut10n-0wned. TV laboratoq 
in the oountry. 
The AtJ.anila Din.ion of the Un1ftrllitJ' at Georgia baa bee operating 
on WAGl-fY a1noe Apl"11, 1949. I'a1rrplea of the1r prograaa 1nolw:t. l.$-m1nute 
lanpage p~ in J'r6llOh, Spanish, or German which gi •• no ool.lege ored1t. 
Suooeaetul oompleUon of an oral EJXHdnatton taken at the un1vara1ty enti-
tle. the O&D41date to a oert:1ti ... te of oompleUon. 
Station .rIr-TV in Pb:l.ladelph1a GOOPU'atea Wi 1m eduoat1onal 1nat1: .... 
tiona in ita area tor ita publlo service program1.ng. Nineteen or tU 
.entT-to\U" 0011ege. and. universiti •• in the area accepted the station plan 
tor No'nlllber, 19.$0. The first •• meee on !!!! Uni WJ'81:v g! .!:!!! !!:l began 
1n3anuar;r, 1951. Proaram ofterings rang. "over mau;y fields. internat.i.onal 
relationa, phyd .. , ohem1st.ry, psychology, tolk mu.a1c aDd 11 terature, 
economica, arabi teot.ure, h1atory, the 8oient1!io method, pub11.o apeaking, 
orn:l.thology, toda1'*. n..,apera, art, 0GIDIIl8l'Oe, and. 1I&1l7 other.. '1 .... 
who want ou tUnes and read1ns liets cd TV tovs. mq obtain t.haI ~or 2$ 
cents.·S 
Dr early 19$6 twelve educational television stations carried "programa 
designed. tor ohi1dren to _toh whU. in aobool and twelvo atationa WeN 
carrying toNal higher edueat.1.onal coureee. By late 19.$5 at 1eaet t1ttJ-
six 0011._ and uniTend. U •• ottered 1'.IlOJ'8 than two hundJtecl courses tor 
acadead.o ored1 t via ~ and. eduOational te1ev1aion _tations,.,6 
fumata statea that in 19$6 then ..... "at 1eaat. 47 in-echool v1.aina 
et'f'orU by as m&l73' sobool 878taalJ, 406 orG<tl.t and. non-ored1t GOV ... put, 
on by 77 d1ftarent eo11 .... an4 tm11'C"siUes~ and at laut 29 olosed.-o1rcu1t 
teaching P1'Ogr_." 7 
B7 the ~ ot 19$8 then ...... lION 
. \han 100 inett tutiOIl8 of higher edw:ation ••• broadoasttng non-oredi t. 
cour ••• over commercial stations ... and. about SO public, private, and. 
parooh1al lIChool.J cotmv and. .tate board. of ed.uoat1on, and. eOJllllUn1tq 
ednoat1onal television councils 01" group. are teleouting educational 
pro;rau. Oour.u tor credit haft been wlMan by more than 40 10-
atitut.ionl ot higher education 0"" oommercial stations. To",," about 
two dozen such inaUtatiou are oonduet1ng ored1t cour ... over non-
OOlllmeroial television ltationa. Educationa1 stations alone this year 
are con.cmoUna almost 200 I"ftI\llar cove •• tor high 8Chool or coll ... 
credit. 
At the e1em.ntary and secODdary levels 1I'e lind open c1rou:l. to tel ... 
casting in almost f!I'VfIq vpe of courae. ar1tbDe1;1c" .&1gl1sh, readina. 
natu:n ~, general science, pbTSiCB, history, health, algebra, 
$rud., p. 33. 
6wU118 Y. Elliot, MeviAon t • !!p&4t S.Amenoan Culture (East 
Lansinc, 19$6). p. 283. 
7 Hi __ Xumata, !!! Invantoa !l w1iol"uctJ.onal t!Aevis1on Research 
(Ann Arbor I Deeember 19:;'l;). p. 1" 
6 
geometry, art, trigonometr,y I chem1str:r, spelling, musio, modern lan-
guages. and driver education. Alabama, Nebraska, Iort.h Carollna, and. 
Oklahoma are operat.ing on a state-wid. baa1s, wbUe 1mportant. project. 
are underway" in Atlanta, Boston, Oinoinnati, Detroit, tilwaukM, Nor-
talk, Pb11adelpb1a, Pittslnargh, and St. Lou.1 •• 
0l08ad o1rou1 t oparat1ona on a 11mi ted bans are ta.ldng place 111 
dozens ot oi Uu. The most oomprehens1 ve olo8ed clrou1 t opera t10n is 
in Washington County, Maryland .. ,.. 
At the college level. oredit oourses are being oftered through 
olosed circuit eyetaa at Penn State University, Cae. Institute of 
Technology, the Univers1 ty ot Minnesota. W.ehington State College, 
New York Universit7, and lf1am1 (Ohio) University. 
Open oirouit 1IOrk at the oollege level i8 tak1l1C place on a 
l1m1ted basis at over two dOHn institutions, nth PJ'Obably the moet. 
exterud. va projeota being CI&l'l."ied on at the Universiv of Detroit, 
where the tull b'esbman ;rear is being ottwed., at San Francisco State 
College, where tour course. are be1.na ilven, and at Oh1oago, 1fhen 8 
a full two-y1taF treab1lan ard. sophomore O\U:'r1cu.l.um 1. beiDa otter. 
The 1959 Educational Television Direot01'7 11sta 248 ed.uoat1oD&l tel .... 
vilien charmel reeervaUona with 3$ aduca:tlonal .t&Uona on the au in 24 
statu and. Pwarto 110.0. Closed. oircu1 t television i$ being wsed tor educa-
tional pUJ'Po •• :in at least 37 statu. Alabama '. at&Wllide network ot£cma 
programs IfrangiDg from. d.11"eot. t.each1.I1g on all. academic levels to those a4-
dr.Ning Ii large general aud:lenoe. A. CCDlb1ned tow of more tban 25'0 8Obool. 
an ut.11iliDg t.he network'_ teleY'ieed. lessona, either tor dlreot. teachinc 
or enr1.chm.ent..':; San hanc1aoo otter. direct. t.e.ach1ng leasona on the ale-
lIlen'toalT, HOODdary, and college level. .. well .. 1ntormal prognu tor 
8Jobn W. fqlor, -Television and. F4uCation,. !!!! !!!-i!! School Journal, 
('ebruary 1958). pp. 144-l45. 
9 Joint. OounoU on EduGat.1onal Telmaton, F.d.ucat.&jnal TeleVigen ts<\v. 
!. Status RErfOr:» (Wash1l'lgt.on, D.C., January 19$9), p. • 
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adult.. Junior oollege., colleges, and medical 0011egea, as in Oal:l.fom1a, 
~ closed oircul t TV 1netru.oUon exten. vely. Direct telev1 .. d instruction 
and enrichment propau in INbjeou like mue10 al1d. h1.tolT are pre.ented. to 
stuc1ente in II18n7 Delaware publio eohools.. Hqer8town, Karyland ud. St.. Lou1a, 
Missouri otter an ent1re range of publio school curricula s-:.lbjecta tor grad.e8 
... hiah aohool qateu, 11ke ~ .. 1n lfaoem, .Oeo;rgia and Qxf'orcl, 
ll1ss18S1ppi, offer .. oomplete ph;rslCs cour .. telecast by' COIIIGrC.lal. stations. 
J'tve aubjec't8 are taught to more than 700 student. in .mm.ton fownab1p 81gb 
Sch.ool v.la oloaed olnu1 1. TV. In Lincoln, lebnslca 490 students in 29 high 
... 
sohools 111 thin a 6o-td.le range are enrolled. 1n TV oorreepODdenoe OOune8 
in mathaaUos, the pbptcal e01ences, an, .... rican literature, and 8pa.n1sh. 
~ adul:b education course. aN cd'tared. th.roUghout the country at the 
higb school and college 1..,.1. 
Olosed oireu1t instnot1on 18 offered. v1a 13' olosed oirouit .,.8"S 
in 119 educational institutions.10 The instrllot1on rang .. hom first, arad.e 
tdlrough postpoaduate oollege_ In add1t.1on 21 mil1tar;y installationa uae 
olotMd cucui t teln1e1on tor inaV'tlction aDd irra1n1Dg purpo .... 
In lfq, 1956 the Chicago Publ10 School started experimentation with 
tel.naion instruction by telev1s!nc &dTanoed algebra to Sl6 etude_ and 
h1gh eobool pb;ys1o. to 630 students 1n ~oUJ' Chicago pu.bl.U high 
10 loint OounoU on Eduoational l'eleT1s1on and the Committee on 
Talevi,ion of the American Council on Eduoation, Closed Circuit Television 
Installationa in F4ucatlonal. wt1tutlOnfl (Washington, o. a., JUii, 1958), 
p. 1. - * .. 
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schools. Ten conaecut:S.vc lessons in each of tb888 subjeete, orig1nat.1l1l 
from Ohioago's ed.uoat1onal. telnision station, WT1W. were Viewed. by stw1enta 
in the1r claaSl"OOI'Is. 1irn year b1gh _boo1 Inglish composi tien ftS ottered 
Y1a telaviaion inY01Y1ng balt-hour telecasts each Surldq morning as a general 
sem.ce feature of DO. The students attended one regular clus meeting eaoh 
week at one of seven publio e'f'en:lDg h1gh scbool •• ll 
In the 'ebruar;r to June semuter of 19$1 the tiJ.med h:I.gh school physics 
ooV'ae of Dr.. BarveT Wb:l te ot the Un1TC'ai1V" of Oalifornia and of the 
National Sclence 'oundaUon 1IU tel ... t to 700 bright 15, 16, and 17 ;year 
old. .t04ent8 in 25 Ch1eaco PublJ.o If:I.ch School.. file aeoond s .. ster or the 
... 
high .. hool pbptcs cov ....... offered to )11 at\uic\a 1n 10 high schoole 
via television t.b:roughou't, the ___ ot 1951.12 
In. t.b.e tall of 19,)6 the Chicago O1tq Junior Oollege beau ita three 
.,-ear program of experimentation wiih tGlftis10n inatruoUon. The aperimerlt 
... macle pouible b7 the Qh10ap Boa::rd of Ec1ucation and, through i te generoua 
granta, by the Fund tor the A4vanc_ent of EdwIation. TbI program baa been 
organized and ooord1nat.ed under the d1reotion aDd gu1dance of Ol1ttord 
&l-lekson, A.sd.stant Dean in Obara. of Tel8'f'1aion. Open moult televis1n& 
Schoo~ ~:a=::~e ~::~~ ~.c::f:.n ~t10nal 
Research Association at Atlantio City; FebruarT 16-20, 1957. 
Jfax D. qel.ha.:rt" Edward C. Soblracht.gen, aDd. JIary M •• ee, The Ob.i.!M! 
Ji?bl.1o Sobool! Telev1si0a IDatru.ot1on !9er:1men~ !!!Y! Scbool1!!ialg., a 
mimeograpbeci report. 
12 '''' ___ Eng • ...,....-" .. SoblrachtgeD.) and. Bee. 
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was presentEd by Channel 11, WT1W. Max D. Engelhart, Director of Student 
Examinations of the Chicago 01 ty Junior College, and H;Jman Chausow, Director 
of Research of the Television Office, helped in planning the design ot tho 
experiment, in developing thE! eYa1u.ative instruments used, and in analys1ng 
and interpreting the rem w.13 
In the tall ot 1956 eleen'tary coureea in college Inglish, biolcl7, 
eooial science, and poll tical science were aUered. In the tirst semester 
about seventy teachers were 1nvolyed. in the course ofterings. In the Spr1na 
of 1957 the first Qourse 1n English was repeated and the s800nd s __ ter ot 
the requ.tred year'. sequence in English, b1o~ogy, and social SCience was 
telm.sed. In addition a first course in eol1eg. mathanatt •• was gi'fen. 
In the ,an ot 1957 TV College repeated the el_enta.J:7 courses ill 
English and biology usin, kinescope. of 'the original presentations. Elemen-
tary coursee in the pl'q'sica1 seieno .. , the humard. ties, beaiming accounting, 
aregg shorthand, and psychology were offered. 
lilft.luatlon of inst..ru.ct1onal telm.eion programming has greatly '1agged 
behind aotual performance. The results of ruea.roh are small when com.parecl 
to "at least 47 1n-ecshool 'Y.i8Wing attorts by' .a Ml'l7 d1f'terent eo11e,e8 and 
unt ..... iU •• , and at 1ea_t 29 oloaeO-ouou1t teaching propaae.1U 
It can be a.sumed that not all instrllot1onal t.eleYisiQn programs need 
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be burdened with an experimental researoh program. When an evalua:tion of an 
instruotional television program is to be made, f4()st authorl ties believe that 
the evaluation progra snould be considered at the planning stage, should be 
in terms at the objectives to be aooomplished, and should be considered in 
preparing .the necessary cond1.t:i.;Jna tor testing the b;ypothesea ra1s1!1d.. 
~e are Sft"eral reasons why instructional television evaluation lagB 
behind performanoe. .First, the costa ot producing and transmitting a tele-
vision course ma:y be so great as to preclude research expenditures. Second., 
criteria upon which to mea8\U'8 ettectiYeDeSS ot inetr'U.otion do not seem to 
be clear to all sponsors. In some casu large 01'ed1 t enrollment 1s stressed • 
... 
in other cues streB' 18 placed upon the cnsual observer. 'l'bird, the cont:to1 
at axtztaneous Yarlablea tor research purposes ia difficult. This is of par-
ticular importance in open bJoo&doasts where viewers cannot be reached by 
research personnel. Closed.-o1Nu1 t telmsion aftords an exoe11eot way ot 
oontrolling the "captiva aud.1enoe. ft 
As a whole the quaIl ty Gt studies whioh have been made is d1sappointin& 
and can be ilIproved.1S Some of the reuOI18 tor thil bave alread;r been oi ted. 
Ifuoh ot the lack ot qua'll ty 1s due to the absmoe at oaretu1 planning tor tAe 
evaluation. Som.e ot the best aDd. molt eysttaat.18 studiea are those which 
haft been 8pOftsored by the AnD.ed forees and tho •• supported by foundation 
grants.. Moat of IJUOh studies baTe been ololf8d,..olrCu1 t. 
the tenor ot many reporu can be summarised. by Huston &I1th's report. of 
.. 
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his impressions concerning a six week course given by' him on "The Religions 
ot lIanfl durin« the spring of 1955 in St. Louisa 
I do not pretend to have demonstrable anewet'a to • • • 
questions. Every educator realizes how ditticult it is to gauge 
autbentte responae even when the student is at close :range. Wbo 
kn07S who learns? 
Without arrJ' "betore and attertt interview data, without even 
having seen the bulk of m:r vi_era, !!1 I come out with 1s an 
impression. But it 119 a strong one.l 
The present study i& concerned 1f1 th the Chicago 01 t1' Junior College 
offering in the p~ieal sciences, Physical Science 101. It i8 believed that 
this is the fir8t telerlsion o.ttering of an integrated. college ph;ysioal 
sOience course; tml81 llO prGY1out>17 coUectett ErIaluation data spec1tic to 
this fiGld aro available. A terr evaluations or high school and oollege 
courses in phyldcs, chemist.l7, and eng1neer1ng, howev .. , bave been reported.17 
In other Bret',S extentd:I'. literature on television 1natnl.ct1on 1. avallable. 
l6Huston &nithl ·'teaoh1ng to a Oaera, tl Basic 00110S. 9!Eter1b I (StU1ll18l" 1956), pp. 6-9. " 
17hZ' example. Conrad. V. HlLtoh, Student Att1tw1"~d TV as a J4ed1. of In8tFu.ction. !t5>~!2!:,2g m; aiU!le Teao~tuaI.'(5regon 
State oOY1ege, Iii.7 1951) 
If. r. Seibert, ! Br1,et Report. BYaluatlion at Closed.-Oirouit 
Television Instruction !!! Kecbai110al n~~i!ii :~!fTPura:u.e University', 
XUdio-Viau.al denter. A. m:1meoaraphed report. 
John R. Martin, 1'wo-!!l Closed-Circuit Eduoational Television. 
Resear~ ~!p0rts No. &'S:t.~ .!!!! 9iia:2. tcra;. InstItUte iii '1'eehnolofU, 
Cleveland, Ohio, Tanuary 19571yebruar.v 1957, and July 19S7 reapectlvelT. 
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Ph;yaical Science 101 is the first course of the two sanester sequence 
in the physical sOiences required for gradus:tion by the Chicago Oity Junior 
Colleges. The television course consisted ot forty-tive telecaste of t~d..rty 
minute duration as tollows. two telecasts on an introc:luction to science 
and methods ot sOianoe) ten telecasts and demonstrations on descriptive 
poloD'iDYolY1ng the study ot rooks and the rock oyole, weathering and 
erosion, the gradational ettecte of ground water, r'W'lJ2ing water, and. ioe, 
and d1a.sV'oph1_ and. voloan1_, three telecasts of lU.ator1eal geology.. and. 
one teleea.t of the geology of the Chicago area, tive telecasts on meteoro-
logy and weather tor ..... t1nas fourteen tel..,.. de&linl Wi til utrol1Om1' 
including the motions of the earth and the atbar' heavenly bodies, time and 
the seasons, theories ot the 801 .... eystaa, the Slm, moo __ and planets, and 
the origin ot the solar 87stemJ nine telecasts devoted to the metric system, 
motion, WOI'k, ___ .,., and heat and 1ts app11oation8, and a final SUDJlD&l7 
teleoaet. 
the COUl'S. was organized. and. presented by In:lng Slu:taky, at that time 
a member ot the Physical Science Departmet or the Wright Branoh ot the 
Chioago C1t.)r .hmior eoneg.. Joseph Jerome" ot the WUeon Branch or the 
Chicago Ci V Junior Oollege, was the soooDd __ bel' ot the team preparing 
the oourS4h ... Slutaq bad had. about ten ,...ars experience in oftering the 
Physical Science 101 course. Live teleouts were made three Umee a week 
(except tor .. hool bo11d.av'a) at 3.00-3.30 p.m. linescopes ot these dill-
cussione were pres_ted. at 7.)0-8.00 p.m. one week later. 
!he oourse organization 1. that Ngularly used by the Wright phTsical. 
soienoe tacul ty and ia essentially the same as that employed at the variOWl 
l' 
branohes of the Ohioago 01 V Junior College. !he time .cbedule and topic 
sequence of the telftiHd oourse was that used by the Wright JlranchJ this 
schedule and sequence was adopted by all branoh .. ~ the Ohicago 01 V thm10r 
Oollege during the semester of the TV offering_ The textbook was' that wh1ch 
bad been used tor JIl8n1' yea.n by t.he f'aoul ties of the Chicago 01 t;r Jun10r 
Oo11.e.18 
The tv students were requ1red to mail a week17 hoIleworlc assigJDent to 
the TV' ool1ece oftUe at the Wright BranGh Where the papers were poaded. by a 
, 
group of' students worl.ciDc under the direction of Mr. SlutaJr,y. !be gndacl 
papers, along W1th a m1JIeographecl lc ...... .,..ned to the student. 1n their 
self-addressed, stamped envelopes. !he homework exero1ses were adaptations 
trOll a workbook prepared. bY' the ph:7aical science f'aoul ty of the Wright :Branoh 
and UHd at the Wri,ght Bramoh tor studet' regularly enJ'Olled in Phy'aieal 
Soienoe 101. At the W'riIht Bruch leers to the bomCIMOrk .erci.es were posted 
on a departaaental bul,letiA boaN tor wae by HgUlar17 enrolled students. 
Throughout the s_ester all studeute (both " and those r~ 
enrolled) took two hourl1' examinationa, one at the end. or the geology aeot1on 
and the other at the end of the meteorology and astronOl!l1' section. !he t1nal 
the branch or the Oh!oago 01 V Junior 0011 •• at .. hich they had enrolled. w1 th 
the exception of the "band1oa.pped stude: •• " Band10apped stAldenta are thon 
who are unable to report to t.he co1l8le because of pb7aioal handicaps or in-
carocratlon at a prison or reformatory. These students took the exudnatioll 
under the supervision of individuals approved by the TV oollege dean. 
Uniform methods of marking were applied to all students. The two 
hourly axam1na t10na canst! tuted tUty percent of the tinal marks the final 
exam:; nation aocounted for the other t'1tty percent,. 
At the outset it was decided tbat a detailed ~ ~ the phploal 
science aChieTClllent should be l3lade. 'the n CoUege dean, Clifford Erickson, 
granted permission to make all records available to the author. Throughout, 
the experiment the various facult1e8 ot the bnmohes ot the Chicago City 
Junior College were extremely cooperative. -lll test data were tabulated 
and organized at the Dtpart:Ylcnt ot Enminat.1ons ot the Chicago Oity Junior 
College. 
There have been ul\r opponente to oftering television oourae. tor coUege 
credi t. Some of this opposition may be sheer inert.1.a. The reeling lUY 'be 
that since tnatruot1on by telenslon 1s new and \Ultried one should proceed 
oauttouly until detinite proof 18 attained of the tact that teleYisiol'l atu-
dents achieve equall,. as well u students inat.r'uote4 by conventional. olass-
room •• tboda. A.ccording to the ad'Yoca.tea of this '9'1_ one must maintain the 
qualityot college instruction) it even the taintest suggestion ot the lack 
ot ma1nteDanoe ot college standards en.te, college credit sbould be denied. 
In this way the punt,. (&nd it 18 hoped quality') cd college instru.otion can 
be maintainecl. 
The present study, acoordingly, Will attaapt to arunrer the question with 
regard to the quall ty ot attaiDlllent of students instructed Y1a telerisiOD U 
compared. to tho .. instructed in oOJ1'Y'8tional olaesrooas. '!'he viewpoint whioh 
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rill be a8sum.ad 1s that it oollege credit 1s to be given on the basis of the 
qual! ty of performance of a student baaed. on his achievement on instruotors' 
or standardised. objectly. tests, then there should be no qualms about assign-
inC oo11ege ored1 t to students who aohi.... equally well-regardless o£ the 
kind ot instruction reoeived-on objootive tests and who compl.ete all course 
requirements. If, however, st.ud.ents instructed Via television generally at-
tain muoh more poorl,. on obj aet! va tests than do regularly instructed s-w.-
dents, then one should, depending on the extent of differences in attainmellt. 
question whether it is proper to otter college credit to the 't.elevision in-
structed student. The answer to this Q\4esUpn is, of course, not at all 
related to the question as to whether TV instrllotion is relatively bet.ter 
or .or.. than regular instruction. 
The present study will not concern i tselt with thoae opponents of' in-
struction via television who feel that televisioll instruction poses a threat 
to the teaching prof'ession. Here, they teel, 1s an attempt on the part of 
administration tor one reason or another to replace the olassroom instructor. 
Sinoe this poses a threat to teaohers and gives them a. feeling of insecuriv, 
opponents maintain that at all costs television instruction nlUst be vigor-
ously opposed. 
?!hie controlled educational experimentation i8 aimed at an evaluation 
of the rela.tive e.tteetivenees ot televised ph;ysiCal science inetrl1otion c0m-
pared to usual cla.srOOll instruotion. The realMrCh 1s oonoerned nth the 
collection, organisation, anJ interpretation of the expEU'imelltal data tor 
the purpose ot stud.71ng the rela"t.ive ef1'ectiveness of t.eleVisEid. versIJ.S l:~gll­
lar instl"UOtion in college ph781eal. sc1e:nce. 
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The study is an attempt to evaluate student attainment of such objec-
Uves as 
1) lmowledge and understanding of content (i.e., informational back-
ground, terms, and concepts), 
2) oritica1 thinking (i.e., applications of knowledge) in the field 
of the physical sciences, and 
3) interests and attitudes toward the course and toward science. 
The results also aim to 
1) compare the relative achievement of day, evening, and TV registrants, 
2) compare experienced and novice instructors at one of the branches of 
... 
the Chicago City Junior College, and 
3) compare conventional instruction versus TV instruction for various 
ability groups based on initial intelligence and proficiency in an initial 
pretest. 
This chapter has been concerned with a summary of the development of 
educational television and with the statement and definition of the'problem 
of this dissertation. Chapter II presents a summary of the previous research 
relevant to the problem. In Chapter III are reported the experimental data 
collected for this study. Chltp:'t,; .. - IV ',resents the trea'buent of the data by 
analysis of covariance and Chapter V their trea'buent by methods by levels 
analysis of variance. Chapter VI al50 includes data on i tern analysis. In 
Chapter VII are given the conclusions derived from this experimentation. 
CHAPTER II 
SUWARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Much of the instructional research in the field or educational tele-
vision has been 11mi ted to closed-circuit production. Frequently the re-
searoh originated in an attempt to answer inquiries from administrators 
concerning the learning ot subject matter content. As a result many ot the 
studies have been concerned with the premise that course oontent could be 
taught as effectively via television as in tne conventional class room. In 
general no conclusive results have been provided. 
This chapter will be primarily concerned with the general effect! veness 
of television instruction V8. classroom instruction as well as the question 
of different ability levels of students achieving more by television instruc-
tion than by regular classroom instruction. 
Where a number enclosed in parentheses appears-as for example (6)-
this would indicate that the findings were indicated in the sixth reference 
in the bibliography at the end of the dissertation. 
One of the most comprehensive and authoritative compilations of early 
research in instructional television is the Kumata. Inventoq which abstracts 
and. interprets the findings prior to its publication in 19.56. Many of the 
individual original sources, because of ~~eir intormal publication, are 
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unfortunately now unavailable. Great reliance bas been placed on this 
Inventon· 
lumata· s Invento!'l categorizes the finciinge in terms of sixteen ques-
tions. Those of interest in the present study are. 
1. Haw do students taught by TV compare with those taught by other 
media? 
2. Who learns best by television? 
3. What are attitudes toward learning by television? 
4. What are the most liked features of telecourses' 
In biology and pe;roho10gy Evans, Roney ~ McAdams (24) found no sig-
nificant differences on final examination performance between TV students 
and on-campus students. No sign1f'icant differences in aChievement between 
'tV and olassroom instructed students in chemistry, psychology, child psy-
oho1ogy, and home nursing were found in several stud:too (3. 45, 52). On 
tests over sections covered by TV three Purdue TV olasses did as well as 
non-TV students in analytic geometry, chanistry and bacteriology (10). No 
differences were found between TV and regular classroom students in high 
school mathematics and physics (58). In a psychology of adjustment course 
students taking the course via TV did better than two on-campus classes 
taught conventionally (32). 
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Many studies are oonoerned rt th armed servioes personnel. In radio 
eleotronio courses by- TV about one-halt ot a.rmy personnel did as well as 
regularly instructed students on an aohievement test (27). No signi.f'ioant 
differenoes in test scores of 12 ot 17 tests were tound betNrean TV instructed 
and regularly instructed basiC trainees (36). The TV group attained higher 
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soores in 5 of the 17 tests. Iff students in the Naval Acad.,. soored Big-
nificantly higher than regular olassroom students in two electronic courses 
while the regular olassroom students did sign1tica.ntly better in another 
oourse (6). TV students did slightly poorer in a food service course for 
ROTC students than did those taught by- regular classroom prooedures (2). 
1 the major findings of his 1956 Inv,S!ltoI'lwere summarized by Imnata. 
1. On subject matter tests, television students did just as well as 
conventionally taught students and at times did som.ewhat better. 
2. On short term retention tests on subject matter content" tele-
Vision stwlents did just as well as conventionally taught students. 
:3. Acceptance ot television by studentQ varied. 
4. Increasing the size or olaases, having proctors in the television 
room, providing tor talk-back facilities did not have any signi-
ficant ef'f'ect on amount learned tor television students. 
5. It was uneertain mether a novelty etfoot existed or not. 
6. Very lit/tIe work had been done on change of atti.tudes toward 
subject matter oontent throU?.h presentation by television. 
In his Attitude Ohanse • " • two years later Kumata reports that con-
" 
trary to the majority of television studies 'ff students at tiohigaD State 
Un! verei ty did more poorly in a Social Science projeot ani an Advertising 
projeot than conventionally taught stUdents. 
Kore recent researoh to some degree supplements and reinforces the 
earlier Inventory conclusions. J. minority of results a.ppear" however, which 
indicate that TV students aohieved less well than oonventionaJJ.7 taught 
students. 
A majority of reports indicate that teleVision instructed students and 
conventionall.v taught students seem to achieve equally as well with Ii ttl. 
or no significant differences. A prel1m1nary study of chemistry Via TV at 
Oregon State College found no significant differenoes in achievEIIlEmt between 
TV and regular students (.30). In a study at Purdue ueing '1.V as one of a 
number ot audio-visual aids in a General Chan1st.'ry Laboratory course, no 
significant d:tfferences were found between conventional methods" TV presen-
tation, and. optional TV Viewing combined with shorter lab periods (31). 
A Purdue calculus experiment resulted in very nearly equal achievement 
for conventionally and TV-taUght students (13). San Francisco College (12), 
... 
Pennsylvania State University in seven different courses (28), Rennselaer 
Polyteclmio Institute in 12 Mateials Lab experiments (57), New York Univer-
sity in lithe History of Civilization" stud:,- (37)" the Unive.rs1 ty of Iowa in 
courses in communication skills and American government (4, 5)' and lfioh1gan 
State University in ohemistry, communication skills" educational psychology, 
and social science (38) report little or no significant differences in 
achievement between regul.a.rly instructed and TV-instructed students. 
In the study at the Chicago City Junior College though comparisons 
favored TV in courses in mathematics, English, and social science no sig:n1-
ticant differences were indicated (20). The seeming superior! ty at TV 
regist.rants was attributed to sign1.f'icant differences in age, maturity', 
and motivation. 
In the Michigan state University's one lecture study' in social science 
the immediate mer.tlory of material o£ the non-N group was significantly 
botter (38). 
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Highest achievement for the lecture group in the Uni varsi ty of Iowa's 
modern literature course was indicated (5). In Speech I at the University 
of South Dakota (53), in English composition at Purdue University (50) and 
the B-week physics study (48), and in fou.ndations of human behavior, econo-
mios. and one of the two parts of the final azam:1nation in air science at 
l8.am1 University of Ohio (43) TV students did not aohieve as well as regular 
classroom and control students. 
Macomber summarized his study of final examination data from four 
courS88 in the Spring semester of 1956 and four oourses taught in both 
semesters ot 1956-57 (1, pp. 21-22)a 
Results on eight out ot the twelve sanester examinations sht:wled no 
significant differences in aohievement. In tour of the twelve cases, 
however, we found significant ditferenoee. The difterences in three 
of these cases favored the control sections over the televised sections 
and in one instance the difference favored the televised section over 
the control section. 
At New York University throughout a period of two semesters eonvention-
al students did better in college composition the first semester, but in the 
second semester the TV students tared better. No differences were signifi-
cant (37). 
In a followup st~ at Purdue University six ot seven oomparisons tended 
to favor the TV group, but only one of the differences was statistically sig-
nificant (51). Statistical differences favoring TV were indicated at the 
Ohicago City Junior Oollege in courses in biology and social science (20). 
A Chicago Public School ten day TV experiment in high school physios 
and algebra indicates a slight, but not statistically significant, advantage 
to groups taught partially on TV (42). In another high school physics ex-
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periment bright students were taught physics using telt;:casts of Dr. Harvey 
White's filmed course. 'tV instructed stuQ(mts e.:-irned a higher average soore 
though in one pair of groups of the same average and range of IQ' s the final. 
test score was the same for both groups. The results seem to indicate h0w-
ever that superior students of 120-125 IQ and above and students of below 
100 IQ achieve relatively more from usual instruction than from TV inst.ru.o-
tion (19). 
hi tsohel compared the achievElllent of a general psychology olass taught 
five weeks by closed.-ci.rcuit TV with their previous achievement in six weeks 
of classroom presentation. He ooncluded that ... the average student remained 
at about the same achievement level but the variability increased. Be noted 
that "the high aohievement student became higher, and the low aohiev.ent 
student became somewhat lower- (26). 
hom the data available one may conclude that in general television 
students seem to acbieve as well as conventionally taught students. At times 
the TV students seem to achieve somevrbat better, but at times he also" seans 
at achieve less. 
In most of the studies of attitudes toward television the persons are 
asked to make comparisons with other courses they have had. !he results 
should be interpreted with extreme oa.ution. 
In a study by Allen (2) a majority ot teleVision instructed st-t1dents 
thought that the television material was about as easy to learn as that in 
the regular classroom. Most thought the TV lessons about the same or more 
interesting than other simUar training periods. A majority ot students 
feel that the.y learn as much b.Y television instruction or a little less (8). 
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The TV and non-TV groups showed similar achievement test scores. Those who 
recetved classroom instruction rated psyoho1ogy significantly higher in term. 
of contribution to their own educational advancement and of liking ps.ychc1ogy. 
Reservists instructed by TV thought the series interesting or very in-
teresting (46). Sigr.a1 corps students, pilot trainees, and psyChology en-
rollees were favorable to TV instruction and seemed to prefer it (27, 25, 23). 
It is interesting to note that in one study the student seemed to show 
a preference for the mode ot instruction to which he had been exposed (45). 
Though high school students achieved equally as well when instructed by 
television as by regular classroom inatruc~n, high school teachers believed 
that TV was less effeotive than regular olassroom instruotion (58). The 
Kumata study indicated that "those who received the lecture in the face-to-
face situation rated TV teaohing as more interesting in comparison with Tf 
students. n2 In the same study it is interesting to note that students who 
had received 1"1instruotion previously are more favorable towards teaching 
by television than first exposure students. 
Summarizing reoent and current studies 1im.i ta tions are noted. 
1. J4any of the studies are prel1m1nary in nature. 
2. Sometimes the studies are not suffioiently well planned. 
3. The studies are frequently general in nature rather than specific. 
One can therefore see that many questions ot interest to those in the 
field of television instruotion remain to be answered. 
!his study ... conducted ua1ng the ata ot· the Phya1cal ScieD). 101 
oftering of fV Collage in the Fall _.ster ot 1m-,6. Because of wry 
_all enrollments in the Crane Branch and pa.rticular~ in the Alnundaen B'ranch 
and Southeast Bl-al'Klh of the Ch:ietago CU1)" Junior College it was decided to 
utilise ~ the data from the Wilson Branch and the 'Wright Branch in tlw 
statistical analyMs. "! 
At the time of 1n1t:1al registration all prospective 1'V student. are :re-
QUired to take the thirty minute ~ Qu1ck-Beor1g Mental 'bill N: ~ I 
Gama Teat, Form EM. The teet results yield 1nf'ormation with regard to the 
ini tia! me~al ability of the students. For those studente registering for 
the first t_ 1n the Fall of 1957-,8 current data were available. The test 
results ot those registermg prior to the 'all of 19S7.,8 were obtained frat 
the central tiles of the Depkrtment of Ezaa1nat1ona. 
At the tme at registration 1Dr tbe Physical. Science 101 teleVision 
offering the student alao took a thirty minUte Physical Science pretest. 
The first six items of this teat ( .. appendix) inquired of the students' 
background in science and mathematics.. his age.. tbt number of oourse. in 
which he wu enrolled, aDd the number of hours worked per week. These iteu 
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were tabulated. The 1nformat.ion attainec~ is summarized on page.s 76 and 78. 
The last fifty items of tm test were objective test items covering the sub-
ject matter of the cwrse. These items were cboeen frau old testsin the sub-
ject; item analyses ooncerning these items aTe available in the Department. 
of Examinations of the Chicago Oity Junior Oollege. 
At the 1nitiA1 meeting(a) of the regula- day and evening cAuea in 
Physioal Science 101 tbt instructor administered the Otis test and the pre-
teat to the class. In a few cues students were absent trom the initial 
clus. Oonverted Otia 'CW'88 were obtained tor these students by obtaining 
from the Department of Examinations their ac~. on the COOf!ratift School 
~ Coll!&! Ability Teat, !!!!!!. The oanverlions of the CAT telt ecore 
to the Otis acore wu made usjDg the results of aame work done at the Depart-
ment of hudnati<na.l All teats were aoored at the DepartJrent of Examina-
tione. All anner steets are retained by the Departnent ot Exard.nations. 
Two t1tty minute exud.na.tiOlla were administered to all students duriltg 
the eemester. Regularly enrolled students took these examinations in their 
c laa. a, Television student. (except the handicapped) reported to the 001-
lage branch at which they _re enrolled fa: all examinationa. 
Telev1.8'1 (I'l students repa.-ted to their brandl ale hota' before the rep-
la.::r~ soheduled examination time. Here they were Met by their sec:ticn 
teacher who conducted a review session. At this time students t queationa 
concerning tl'8 subject matter were mswered. Baaed on the auther's experi-
~ D. Engelhart, "Obtaining Comparable Scores on Two or More Tests," 
!ducational ~ P!lCholo£E.cal Meaeurement, XIX (Spring 1959), 60. 
enos with thEISt; c1assN !!lost ot the ques t,iona at these t::I.mes WtlQ;·. concernec'i 
wi th a discussion of the homework exercises and detail concerning tht; oourse 
material. The test was administered at the end or this hour of disoussion. 
Television st.udents were able to speak to Iir'. Slu'~8ky or Dr. Jerome b7 
telephone throughout the week at cd. ther at two hoUl's set fisids by these in-
struotors. Clarification at course material could be obtained at this timth 
All information concerning records and grades had to be dirncted to the sec-
tion teacher_ 
The first examination was given in t.be middle of the sixth week ot t.be 
course. The test consisted ot eighty-tive i;t.ero.s on gaolog.v. Th.e second 
teat ot eighty-liTO item. was given in the ''.It'th. week. The subject matter 
or the t..t wu meteorology and astronomy_ fhe Appendix inoludes copies of 
these tests. 
Pitteen regular class sections of this couree at the Wright Bran.ch were 
taught by six instructors! fiTe class scet~.ons were taught by four teachers 
at the Wn80n Branch.. Since all students did not meet on any ons da)" ot the 
week, the regular st.u.dent.s took the hourly examinations OVfJt.' an interval of 
two days. Telerta10n students took the examinations on one ot these two days 
specified. in advance. 
Both regularly enrolled and televiaion students took the final examina-
tion on the aame day. Thero were 185 items on the final axamination. 'l'be 
last ten items were oonoerned with the topio of "heat." Since "beat" is not 
part ot the subject matter of the course at the Wright Branch, the Wright 
students omitted. the last ten itans--176 throught 185. To compare 'branche" 
therefore, only the first 175 test items were considered in the final tabu-
lations. 
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In addition to the subject matter questions all students were asked to 
answer five questions concerning their agreement or disagreement with state-
ments conoerning the oourse and science in general. The television students 
answered t(m questions ooncerning their agreement or disagreement with items 
about the television instruction and the telecast. ttesults of the tabula-
tion of these i tans are sUlIlIllarized on pages 103 .. 104 and 105. 
The final achievement score earned by each student was obtained by 
totaling the student's scores on each ~ the ... two hourly examinations and 
the final examination. A perfeot soore would have been 345. These total 
scores are the measures used. in evaluating the oomparative achievements of 
the different groups of students. 
In those cases where an instructor taught more than one section the 
dB. ta from the day seotions were kept separate from those of the evening sec-
tions even though the instructor D'la,V have taught both a day and an ~ening 
section. 
To simplify the recording of data as well as the separation of' data. 
into different categories a three by five card was prepared tor each stu-
dent listing the student's complete name, his section number, and the in-
structor's name. Beneath this other information was recorded. The squares 
and products of the soares which were of' use in later computations were also 
listed on this card. 
,,' 
Studentfs name. Covs. ~ and Section-Teacher's 
Name 
l:t (Otis 8core) I:t Z 
.12 (Preteat 8001'8) 122 
Y (AchievElll_t 8401"8) y2 
A SUllmary card tor each section was pr ap&l"8d listing the SUJU of eaoh 
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ot these scores, squares, and products. These scores, squares, and products 
were then totalled tor each instructor; the results of werling classes were 
separated. SI.1IIIIllary sheets for the Wright data atld the ",'{ilsol'l data are in-
corporated in Tables I and n in the Append1:&:. 
It the Otis, pretest, or instructional score tor an individual 'student 
were not available, the student's card W'U rejected for purposes ot tabula-
tion' and 8tatistioa..l analysis. 
lrequeney dist.1:'ibutions of the Otis scores, pretest scores, and final 
aohievement scores were tallied and are reported in Tables I. II.. and III • 
.All means and standard deviations were computed trom ungrouped data. These 
results are believed to bl) more acourat.e than those calculated from frequency 
distributions because ot the Ooal"Sen.e8S of grouping characteristic of fre-
quency distributions. It was also necesAry to have the totals tor 8ubsequent 
caloulat1ons. 
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tABLE I 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 101 OTIS scams 
Clue ! W:1.ght W1J.eon 
Interval Day -, Evening TV Day Evening 'tV 
· 
· 
78-81 1 
74-77 1 .3 2 1 2 2 
10-73 6 4 L 6 2 .3 
66-69 n 9 6 "I 1 4 
62.a6~ 17 7 n 10 I. 9 
$6-61 $6 16 S n 10 10 
SL~7 SS 11 7 ~ 9 6 9 
,0-$3 49 IS 8 16 , 12 
L6-h9 59 8 3 22 6 a 
42-4$ $6 10 S 15 6 12 
38-ltl 22 4 , 16 8 13 
34-37 ." .3 18 :3 4 .;-
30-33 9 1 1 6 b 
26-29 7 1 S 1 
'. 22-2$ 6 6 1 
18-21 1 3 
JA-l.7 2 
• 386 ~ S6 IS3 6) 86 
Mean h9.116 SL.7) S7.73 46.68 51.46 51.98 
5lga 10.)1 10.32 10.40 13.L1 U.61 10.31 
I ' S36 N 302 
Branch Mean ,t;2$ Mean 1.8.87 total \, 
5ipta 10.74 . Sipla 12.49 
L ________________________ ---a ~, 
Wl'B n 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 101 PRETEST SCORES 
Clus Wright WUsoa 
Interval. Dq Ewn1na TV Dq hentna TV 
hl.I-46 1 
ul-43 1 
3~O 1 1 
3~-37 1 , :3 1 
32-3h 10 2 .'3 1 2 
29-31 1S 11 k 7 :3 h 
26-28 21 8 8 ~ 11 2 6 
23-2; L9 8 13 12 ; 10 
20-22 ;6 14 7 16 11 12 
17·19 71 20 10 3h a 1; 
14-16 72 17 S 30 7 19 
11-13 SO 9 1 23 14 11 
8-10 29 4 1 , ; 6 
;-7 11 6 4 
2-4 1 , ., 
If )86 9h 56 153 63 86 
Mea 18.20 20.09 2).)0 18.16 16.2L 18.8b 
S1pa 6.36 6.)8 6.h3 6.80 1 .• 00 6.1; 
I S36 If lOt 
Branch Mean 19.01 Mean 17.9$ total. 
S1gma 6.46 sipa 6.73 
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TABlE III 
PHYSICAL SCTh'NCE 101 ACHIEVEMENT SCORES 
Clue 'Wright, 'Wilaon 
IJlterval Day I'V'en1ng TV Dq lhening TV 
301-:31S 2 ;) 1 2 
286-300 2 S 1 1 3 2 
271-28$ 10 8 4 S .3 S 
2$6-270 20 4 h $ $ h 
241-2$; 28 12 6 2 6 8 
226-240 31 10 10 9 6 8 
211-22$ 40 8 T 18 , 17 
196-210 46 1$ 8 20 4 9 
181-US hS 8 2 11 8 l() 
l,66.180 1:9 6 S 27 S 5' 
lSl-16S 40 6 4 16 8 8 
136-]$0 38 ; 2 13 1 2 
121-135' 16 2 12 .3 4 
106-120 13 1 7 1 
91-1OS 7 2 h 1 '. 1 
76-90 1 2 
61-1; 1 
I J[~ 9h ;6 3$3 63 66 
Mean 191.;h 214.77 222.77 182.48 206.2; 209.79 
Sigma b.3.81 41..32 43.5'7 46.11 48.49 hh.39 
'If 5'36 N 302 
Bl-aneh Mean 198.7h Mean 19S.22 total 
Sigma LS.hS Sigma , 47.92 
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One can note trom Table In that TV students at both branohes attained 
aohievement scores higher than those of the eTening students and materiall)" 
more than those of the day students. One can conclude from this that it 
aehievsent scores ot l'ItU<:ients are to be used as tM ori i:.Etrion in assigning 
final grades then t.nere should be no qualm in granting oollage credit to the 
students instruoted 'Via television. 
These results support an atfirmat1" answer to the tirst probl_ or this 
study posed. on page 14. It should be olear17 UDderstood that these result. 
do not justify a oonclusion to the effect that television inatNction 18 
theretore superior to oluBroom insVuct.ion,.,. because there may be JIl8lV' other 
ta.ctor ........ the greater age with subsequent greater maturitY' of the 'tV stu-
dent, pouib17 greater motivation on the part oE the n studcmt, nperiOI' 
bnckgrou.nd. of the TV student, etc.--whioh explain the greater achievement of 
the TV student. Whatever the i"otors involved the TY students aohieve equal-
ly as well and indeed better on achieyeraent tasta and tberetore deserve 
001leg8 oredi t. 
The aeans tor eaoh instructor's olassH at the Wright branch are listed 
in Table IV. These means were calculated using the ungrouped. dAta from Table 
I of the appendix. Preceding each mean 1s gtTen the rank ot that instructor'. 
classeaJ these are in parcmthos8a. A rank of -(1)., tor instance, indicates 
that the cla.sses of the given instructor were the highest listed in the groUPJ 
a rank ot -(6)" indicates that the olasses of the instructor were lowest. 
Considering the day etu4ents the table indicates that Instructor 2 bad 
studente who initially ranked highest on the Oti8 test and the pretest and 
Ul timately highe8t on their ach1ev_ent soores. The achieVEment mean score 
Teacher N 
E!l 
1 71 
2 61 
) 30 
4 91 
, 70 
6 63 
Day 
total 386 
Eve~ 
2 2, 
3 40 
6 29 
Evening 
94 +.otal 
TV 56 
Branch I S)6 total 
TABLE IV 
RANK ON OTIS, PRETEST, AND ACHIEVEMENT SCORES 
WRIGHT DATA 
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otis Scores Pretest Scores Achievement Scores 
Mean Sigma 
(,) 47.,6 9.66 
(1) ,1.98 9.82 
(2) ,1.10 12.21 
(4) 49.41 10.39 
(6) 47.20 10.$0 
(3) ,0.94 9.16 
49.L6 10.31 
(1) ,7.,2 9.92 
(3) ,3.70 10.74 
(2) 53.76 9.62 
Sh.73 10.32 
,7.73 10.40 
51.2, 10.74 
Mean Sigma 
I 
(2) 18.92 6.30 
(1) 19.64 6.03 
(4) 17.77 6.26 
, (3) 17.8, 6.47 
I (,) 17.66 6.10 I (6) ... 11.33 ,.61 
le.20 I 6.21 
(1) 23.12 6.62 
(2) 19.58 6.12 
(3) 18.17 5.,3 
20.09 6.59 
23.30 6.43 
I 
I 
19.07 6.46 
LOYOLA 
UNIVERSITY 
Mean Sigma 
(3) 192.30 4,.62 
(1) 208.28 43.4, 
(4) 192.10 46.09 
(2) 195.23 41.28 
($) 182.)0 46.15 
(6) 178.16 38.02 
I 
191.34 h3.81 
I 
! 
I (1) 232.88 I 36.18 
(2) 209.40 I hh.49 
() 206.55 I h6.oh 
21.4.77 1.4.32 
222.77 43.57 
I 198.74 45.48 
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tor the classes taught by Teacher 4 was second highest; his students ranked 
fotJrtb on the initia.l Otis test and third on the initial pretest. This in-
dicalies that his clasGEls achisved final gradef5'l'1'hich were higher than those 
expected from the initial test data~ Those taught by Teacher 6 ,showed the 
lowest achievement mean score, bu.t it should. be noted tha.t his students rank-
ed lowest on the pretest bu.t third in initial tntelligencH as measured by the 
.Qt.1s test. 
It is interesting to note that Teacher 2 had even:.lng stUdents who ranked. 
tirst on otis, pretest, and achievement Boor ••• in all cases the evening 
seores' were higher than the corresponding d.q etudf'.nt BCOl'es. Teacher 6 had 
evening students who initially tested higher on the Ot1s aDd pretest than 
did his day studenta; the students' achievement means are materially hig;her, 
however, than those or his day students. 
One may note, in general, that the im t1a.l Otis, pret.e8t, and the final 
achievement acores of the evening students are higher than thoBe ot the da;r 
students. TV students rank well on all scores. 
l"he means on the Otis, pretest, and achievement scores for the Wilson 
data were calculated using the ungrouped. data from Table II ot the ap;\lmd.tX. 
These means are listed in fable Y. As in table IV the rank or eaoh instl'llO-
tor's cla8s68 are listed in parentheses preceding ea.ch score. 
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TABLE , 
RAt"lK ON OTIS. PRETEST, AND ACHIh"VElreNT SCORES 
WILSON DA 'fA 
Teacher 
~z 
A 
N 
I 
I 61 
1$0 
42 
otis Scores 
() 1~5.96 
(2) 47.06 
(1) 47.2" 
14.24 
12.$6 
lJ.n 
Pretest Soores 
(3) 17.31 
(1) 18.96 
(2) 18.45 
Ac:uevc::nent Scoros 
(1) lR3.6h 
(2) 183.24 
(3) 1'19.02 
1".55 
46.06 
46.84 
l1.* 
82* ------~--~~--------~----~--------+-----~---------+-----Day 
total ~.16 6.80 182.hfJ h6.1l 
Eveniy i 
a I 29 (2) h9.14 11.35 (1) 17.48 7.19 (2) 205.97 50.30 
1 
D I 34 (1) 50.68 12.14 (2) 15.18 6.64 (1) 206.50 46.86 
----I---t----~--I__--_++_----+_--_H__.-----'"-... -- .. -.. ---.. 
16.24 V'I ),9 4'- •• ~. 
1
86 57.73 10.)1 
Branch I 
total. i 302 i Its.87 12.49 17.95 6.73 195.22 ! 47.92 
_____ o\..l ______ . __ ~ __ """"'_ ___..... __ ~!I__ _______ •• __ 
*11. refers to one section taught b;r teacher 1 
12 to another section taught by same teacher 
'the otis soore means ot the day eYen!ng, and TV students;:;., llsml I'H(,;';: 
in the same order .s did those of the Wright students" nf'liH',J} c::'u TV (,ti.;; 
pretest means are lower than those of the day students. Tllc ,<ienn;s of tilO 1''1 
students are highest. 'l'he achiey9ment soore mean 1s highest 1\)::-' TV' E"tueC;lt.s 
and lowest tor da.r stud~ts. 
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A t the Wright branch all instructors except Teaoher 6 were experienced. 
teachers. Teacher 6 at the time of the TV offering bad had only one semes-
ter of teaohing experience. He did not enjoy teaching) his colleagues rated 
him as a relAtiTely poor teacher. He 1. no longer at the Wright Branch. 
At the WUson Branch Teachere A and D ..... regular teachers at the Bnnch. 
Teach.-. B and C 'lfeN new instructors at the llraneh; both had had ou.tside 
teaching exper1enoe but had never taught the pby'sica! science course betore. 
Their department chairman rated them a8 ..... 17 competent." 
CHAPTER If 
STATISTICAL AlfA.LYSIS or THE DATA 
ANALYSIS or COYARUBOE 
!he Wright and. Wllson data were separatel,. aubjeoted to analysis or 
covariance. This technique has the ad'fantage of making it possible to ",.... 
ptmsate tor any initial lack or equivalence of the groups parUCipating in 
the experiment &8 meaeured. by the pretest and the general aptitude or intel-
ligence tests mentiol'led.. 
... 
Detore an anal,.sis ot variance and covanance can be made th .. e are ...... 
ta.1n &88Ul1Pt.iOl1ll whieh IlUIJt be satisfied.. It i8 a8sumed in an analysis of 
varianoe and oovariance that the population. yviancea from Wbioh the sample. 
bave been drawn are equal) thu it i. to be expected that estJ.:matee ot the 
population yarianoe dUter onlY within the 11m1ta ot random sampling. 
Slnoe the 8llal.y1Ji8 ..... made eeparatel:r tor students at Wright ~ at 
Wilson, tests tor the homogeneity of Tarianoe at each branch were made using 
the Bartlett test tor unequal n ••• l In this method the teat or algn1f'ioance 
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TABIE VI 
BARTlETT'S TEST FOR HOMOOENEITY OF VARIANCE 
'WRIGHT DA.TA 
Teacher n n-1 1 l.,.2 ,l log ,l n-! 
!?St 
1 11 70 0.OlU286 147,7,2 2,llO.7h 3.32LL3 
2 61 60 0.0l6667 n,,163 1,919.38 3.28316 
.3 30 29 O. 03bh 83 6.3,737 2,197.83 3.34199 
h 91 90 O.Olllll 15,,039 1,722.66 3.2.:;620 
, 70 69 O.01Ll;93 132,021. 1,913.39 3.28180 
6 6) 62 0.016129 91,OLS 1,1.68.47 .3.16686 
. 
EveninQ 
---::.:. 
2 2S 2k O.Oh1667 32,72) 1,363.lt6 3.13h6b 
.3 1&0 39 O.02S6Ll 79,162 2,029.79 3.m4S 
6 29 28 C.03S714 61,48; 2,19,.89 3.3h161 
'tV S6 ,$ O.Ol90ll lL6.372 1,899.,0 ).27863 
,~ 
Total. ,26 O.2U202 98h,S02 
O~utation~t 
1 L x2 9'5&02",. 1. rbt ... X, .. .. 1,871.677J log 1,871.677 • 3.272~ 
2. /]:(n - 1)] [lag ~~lt~ I'] • S26(3.2722L) • 1.12l.1982L 
3. DUr.· [r (n -1)} [lag ¥l. Il] -l<n - l)(lcg .2) 
• 1,721.19824 ... 1,718.77657 • 2.h2167 
4 •. ~2 • (2.3026){dUf.) • 2.3026(2.1,2167) • ;.$1613 
(n .. l)(log .2) 
232.71010 
196.98960 
96.91171 
291.2$800 
226.41.:120 
196.3L'32 
7S.23136 
12B.~ 
93.,6,08 
180. 32h6S 
1,71.8.116'57 
From table ot "X2, using dt • r ... 1 • 9, this gives a p·o. 76. 
1'berefore, uBUmptiOJ'J. ot homogeneity ot variance 18 accepted. 
Teacher n 
Dal 
A 61 
I\ SO 
B2 42 
Eveme,s 
c 29 
n ~)I 
-" 
TV B6 
Total 
c!!'Utatione J 
TABIE VIr 
BARTLETT'S TEST FOR HCf1CGE1~EITY OF VARIANCE 
WILSON DATA 
- -" 
n-l 1 ix2 2 log 8 2 n-:-! s 
(X) o.cl6666 126,557 2,109.28 ).,324114 
49 o.o2oLc8 106,089 2,16,.08 ).33Sh8 
U 0.021..390 92"l.6O 2,247.80 3.35176 
28 O.0357lh 13,369 2,620.)2 3.L183' 
33 O.O:!()303 111,61' 2,-?62.82. '.3,h6h 
85 0.011764 169,L98 1,99L.09 3.2997, 
296 O.1392hS 6h2,3h6 
Itx2 642~6 .... £1.8 1. t(n'" 1)· & • 2,170.091 log 2,170.09 .. 3.3~ 
2. [nn - 1)] [ leg ff1lZ~ t,] • 296(.3.33648) • 96M9808 
3. DU!.. [L (n - 1)] [ 10c ~1:2 _ :r~ - [(n - l)(log ,2) 
• 987.S9808 - 981.2Oh1S • 0.)9333 
4. ~2. (2.3026)(ditt.) • 2.3026(0.39333) • 0.90$68 
39 
(n ... l)(log 82) 
199.1w8!rO 
163.14365'2 
137.h2216 
9!>.71380 
110.70312 
280.4787$ 
987.2047$ 
From table or T. u81ng dt. • r - 1 • S, this gives a P • 0.97. 
Therefore, asSUlliption of homopneit7 of variance 18 accepted. 
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is made by means of ;(2. !be X;2 test attempts to answer the question as to 
how likel,. the variances ot the measures are the same except for chance. The 
degree. of treedom is one less than the number of samples or r - 1. 
In fable VI the .t 2 value of S.S761, cit III 9, 1s indioat1:re of a P III 0.76. 
ThU indioates that merel1' as a re8Ult ot chance the variances in seven1i7-
six times out of a hu.ndrec1 could diller as they do. This is not regarded as 
sign1t1cant, and therefore the aseumption of bem.ogeneityof variance tor the 
.'Tr1ght data can be accepted.. 
A probabil1ty' of 0.97 tor the Wilson data, 'fable VII, again justifie. the 
acceptance ot the assumption ot the homogen~ ty ot variance. 2 
When the .sS\1lllpt1on of homogeMi ty of vaneo. 1. not saUaf'1ed, experi-
mental difference. may be due to differences 1n the variab1li tT of the groups 
compared rather than to the diftereno.s in a"fC"8ge acbi..,..ent u.sual1y repr-
ded as ft'idenoe ot the comparative e:f'feoti"n9nesa ot the instructional ut.hocla 
stud1ed. 
The anal,.8i. ot covanance also &8SUDUlI. that there are no real aUter-
eno .. 8JIlCmg the group regre •• ion.. rus anumpt10n 18 necessary because the 
adjusted sum of squares tor a group 1s measured by the sum of the squared. 
deviations from the regreesion line tor that. croup baaed on the common with-
2The 1,1 teat of Welch tor the Wright data also indicated tbat the as-
sumption of homogeneity ot varianoe oould be accepted. The tat ia described 
by Palmer Johnson on p. 83 and pp. 231-232. OIl p_ 85 Palmer Johnson atatee 
"that Bartlett'. test would appear ad ..... ntageous in oomparlaon with the L].-
teat when the 81se of the sampl. 1$ much luger tl'o.at n • 60 ••• Since the 
range ot the L].-values 1e onl7 trOll 0 to 1, the teet 1. not highly sens1tlTe." 
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in-groups regression coetficient.3 ~8 there must be no real differenoe 
between the group regressions. 
Heterogenei ty or regression, i.e. significantly different regression 
coefficients tor the compared grou.ps, :1.n addition to reducing the dependabili-
ty ot the adjustments made in the achievsant means and the estimate of ex-
perimental error (the adjusted within groups variance) may indioate the c0m.-
pared methods var"J in relative effectiveness ter different levels or inttial 
ability thus euggest,ing a dittEfl"Gnt type ot analysis such as the m.ethods b7 
levels design or the Johnson-Neyman technique. 
The test tor homcgen.e1 V of regression tor the Wright and the WUson data 
" 
was udeusing the method described by Sned~or and by Lindquist.4 'fhe data 
tor these tests are s1.l1lmar1.sed in Tables VIn and II. Sinoe the F ratio. are 
not sign1!ioant, one may conclude that the assumptions oZ homogenei t.y of re-
gression are satisfied. 
The sums ot square. and products of Table VIII were caloulated f"roat the 
indiTidual group data ot Tab1_ I and II of Appendix I by mesne ot formulas 
of this typel 
l-;.2 .. "i..~2 _ (r!1)2 where n is size of given group 
Zl:t!l' ~ X:t". l:lll - n 
The following formulas weI'. _loyed in aalculat1na the regression coet-
3 Lindquist, o. 330. 
40. W. Snedecor, Statistical ¥e;t.hod.e (Ames, 19~), pp.325-327. 
Lindquist, p .. 330-131. 
ficients and the errors of estimate using the data given to the lett of these 
statistics in each line ot Table nn. 
&egr;EIIIsion ooettio1en~ I use data trom each line 
... 
Errors of estillatel UN regreauJion coefficient and data in each line 
,. ...-.- "=';';;;';';;;';;;;;.;.0;;. 
-Teacher n 
EX1 2 
!!!Z 
1 71 6,623 
2 61 5,879 
3 30 L,L71 
L 91 9,8:33 
5 70 7,719 
6 63 ,,287 
Eveni3 
2 2S 2,459 
L ho 4,617 
6 29 2,673 
TV 
-
56 6,051 
536 55,612 
TABlE VIII 
Ti:ST FOh E,}<;GE'''iE1 TY CF' FI:.Gm;S~J :..~! 
1'!FIGHT DATA 
Sums ot Squares and Products 
!x2 2 r~x2 !X1Y ~x2Y "£.y2 
2,820 1,526 7,595 1C,7i:9 117,752 
2,218 1,7L1 11.,160 12,CJ7C 115,161 
1.17S 919 6,786 h,90S I 63,137 
3,813 3,282 25,794 lS,3hh Il$~.038 
2,608 2.,627 23,LL5 10,868 \132,02L. 
l,9e!! 1,340 10,998 7,604 I 91,Oh, 
-
1,095 l,C12 6,1.6? L,6LB 32,123 
1,496 1,688 16!175 8,308 79,162 
886 987 6,C22 2,564 61,1182 
2,316 2,356 10,4.09 8,125 106,372 
2o,Lll 17,478 126,,51 85,188 9et,L96 
d.f. • three lass than number of students 
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. 
Ilegression Errors of Est1ute Coefficients 
b b"2 r;/ d.f. xl 
0.3(91 3.6L57 106,216 68 
0.3736 5.1186 t:8,8LB 58 
1.3185 3.1458 36,713 27 
1.7960 rz 2.4782 70,687 88 
I 2.h637 1.6856 S5,9LL 67 1.3378 2.9291 5L,OS9 60 
I 
' .• 22 r : 3.1097 10,69S 22 
2.5(;13 2.72LL 15,972 37 
2.0119 0.6$26 147,693 26 
., 
0.$866 2.9115 76,615 53 
-
1.31158 3.0LL3 523,hh2 506 
-~ .. 
Continued from Page 43 
Degrees Errors of Estimate 
ot 
freedom. Sum ot aquaras Variance 
Deviations trom average regression 
wi thin groups 524 544,960 1,040.00 
Deviations trom individual group 
regressions SOl> $23,442 1,0)4.47 
Dif'te:renoea among group regrusione 18 21,)18 1,195.44 
d.f. tor wi thin groups variance .. I - n - i ~where :N .. total number ot 
stude1ts 
.. 5,36 - 10 .. 2 .. 524 
., .. 1,l9S.lJ.I/l,034.47 .. 1.1556, tor 18 and .S06 4.1'. 
n .. number of groups 
:I. .. number of ini tid 
teste 
'!'his , ratio is not sign1.f'ioant. and the null b;vpothesls tor hClllOgenei ty 
ot regression is accepted. 
Dm.ationa trOll 4Terage r'.easion wi thin groups value 1s obtained bJ' 
mul tiplying total l. -F value from first pert of table by 
1 - a27~~ (Table XI, page 51) 
the value tor individual group regreaeions 1s the total value, r' y2, 
trom first part ot table. 
'£he value tor differences among group regressions is obtained by subtracting 
the ftlun liated above. 
TA!3LE LX 
TEST FOE EC'CGL"7.ITY OF EEGRLSSHi~J 
1tJIlSON DATA 
_ . .. - ...... ... .. 
Su,';'IS of Squares and. Products Regression Coefficients 
Teacher n 
-
fX1 
2 EX2 
2 l:~x2 !;'Y Ix2y I.y2 b b xl x2 
E!Z I A 61 12,373 3,lbO L,383 27,217 12,968 326,557 1.L,29 2.1(8) 
131 SO 7,B93 2,226 2,868 15,920 I 9,626 1(6,088 0.8300 3.21147 
B2 L2 7.216 1,634 2,055 22,194 I 8,7;2 92,160 2.t1SU 2.31Eu 
Eveni!.!l . 
C 29 3,733 1,501 I 1,639 ;,L14 5,35, 73,369 -o.223() 3.8m 
D 34 ;,011 1.199 1,961 11,221 6,919 711,673 O.Q(;71 3.h552 
TV 86 9,146 3,2$h 2,128 2L,079 12,545 169,495 2.ch72 2.51& 
-
302 u;,372 13,25h 15,03L lC6,OL5 56,18, 6L2,31t2 1.l,9L2 2.,hlt2 
d.f. • t.hree less than number of students 
Degrees Errors of Estimate 
of 
freedom Sum of squares Variance 
. ,-
Deviations from average regression 
iI.'i thin groups 29h )LO,8S3 1,159.L6 
.. .. ~ I - ...... 
Deviationa from individual group 
regressions 28l! 32),019 1,137.3 
,.... ' .. . 
Differences among gr'mp regressions 10 17,864 1,7fl6.1\ 
. 
d.f. for within groups variance • N - n .. 1 where N • total number of students 
• 302 - 6 - 2 • 294 n • number of groups 
i • nu."liber of lnitial tests 
F • 1786.4/1137.3 • 1.S7C7, for 10 and 28U d.f. 
Errors of Estimate 
'i..'y2 d • .r. 
;9,6,30 S8 
61,5lL L7 
18,262 39 
51:,168 26 
40,8lJ 31 
88,632 8) 
)23,019 2~ 
This F ratio is noli Significant, and the null hypothesis of hor:ogene1ty of regression is accepted. 
It non-significant, F is necessary in ord.er to sa.tisfy the basie assurnp-
tion of homor;en~i ty ot regressj.on. One may accept the assumption it J! is 
non-signifioant below the 10% level. 
A significant , would indicate the. t the effectiveness of the compared. 
methods is related to the abilit.v leve1a ot the students as aeasurecl by the 
im tia.l tests. This would then suggest further stud,.,v using the methods x 
levels design or the Johnson-Heyman technique.) 
The logic ot the r test here aay be more clear it one thinks of regres-
s1-on lines rathar than the rGc:ression planes invoh"ed where there are three 
variables. Visualise lines tor each group ~ an average regression line tor 
all groups. According to the theory of least squares if one conaiders a 
single line for one ot the groupe, the su:mtlatlon ot squared deviations fram 
t~is line will be les8 than the summation of squared deviatlons ot the same 
points tra. any ot,her line 1001 uding the average regression line. Thus the 
~tion of all the squared deviations trom their respective group regression 
linea will be le8s than the sum .f'rom the average regression line. Il all of 
the group lineg 3l"e s:lm1lar in direction or slope to the· average regresdon 
line. the ltd1rferenees ~mong group regressions", the difrerenoe just referred 
$It 1s interesting to note that when the L,-crtterion to test the hy-
pothesis of homoienei ty of regression ia oheckc according to the method 
d'Z'soribed by Palmer Johnson on pa.ge 259 the hypothesis ot homogeneity ot 
regression tor the Wright data must be rejected at the 1.% level and the 
~oth.llis or bomogenei ty ot regression tor the WUson data IIlW!It be rejec-
ted at the S% level. Since Palmer Johnson admit. that the L.t-test, with 
the L].-valuG ranging from sero to one, is not highly sensitive, it is telt 
that the acceptance ot the hypothesis at homogenei V at regression is justi-
tied. 
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to, will be aaaller than it the directions or slopes are markedly dif'terent 
thUs leading to a smaller and possible non-significant , .. 
!he term "errors of estimate" has the same meaning as in the ll'lOl"$ '\vPical. 
use of regreas10n equations. The usual standard error of estimate i8 the stan-
dard deYiation of the d&"f'1at.es .trom a regression line (the square root of the 
8UlIl of squares of the d.ev1ate8 or errors ot estimate trom the regreasion line 
diT1ded by N) J this is more easily oomputed tran the appropriate standard. de-
v1a.tion and correlation or multiple correlation ooef't1e1ent. 
Since the data eat1at1ed the tundutental assumptions ot homogene1v at 
var1.a.nCe and. homogeneity ot regrusion, an at'.48lY'ais or COTariance, 'With the 
otis acor •• and pretettt 8cores .... tHe 1n1t:lal variables, was made. 
The data necessary tor an analysi. of cOftl'iance were compiled tft)m the 
6 
Summary' card ot eaob student. The totals for each SOO1"8, tor the square of 
each score, and tor the products of arr:r two scores were summed. tor each in-
struotor within each group-cllay. tmming, and TV- at the Wright and W1leon 
branoMs. Day, evening, and branoh totals ...... also computed. 
The S\88 of squarea aDd. at products tor the different source. of varia-
t10n were computed as tollow8' 
The sums of squares and products tor total, tor 'between groups, 
and tor within groups were COJIPuted trom the appropriate data ot Table 
VIII and IX by means of the equations listed below. The symbol X]. re-
ter. to otis scores. ~ to pretest scorea, and Y to acb1evement 800r'6S. 
Where no other subaoript 18 I1ven summation is over all N Mores. 'I'here 
6 8ee page 28 or Chapter ItI. 
48 
the subso:ripa a, h, etc. appear SUlmIlation 18 over the scores of a given group. 
~ total. 
2 2 (tI:t)2 
t:;. • UJ. - ' i 
2 2 (L~)2 
'Ex2 • '[~.. N 
r72 • Ly2 _ lL ~)~ 
2:l:J, r. X2 E~X2· t1:tI 2 - N 
L~ry 
l.. ~7 • 2:.I:tY - j 
EX2 LY l..~ • rX21 - N-
+. " • • . -
. - N 
,r.Y)~ 
N 
[X2 r1 • 
• _-.:a~_ 
~ +. • • • • -
.. 2~ 2 2 ~ ~ ~ For witb.iD groups 6..;" ~x2 • l. y, ,-;.~, L...;'T, L V was obtainecl 
by subtracting the compu.ted between value trom the oomputed total. value. 
d I • 
To af'tord a cheek on the acouraoy of the calculations the wi thin groupe 
sums of squares and products were compu.ted using the oqua'tions 
I "12 • It,..2 _[ {I~/ (I,)2 .. . J + 1\,' • • • • 
i:~ 2 ~ "i.x.,2 -[ (!,.;/ + ( ~X2b)2 ,. . ~ l\, .. • • • • I;. 
"£.72 • .ry2 
[ 0:y.)2 (.[lb)2 
• • 
· .J ~ j .-a; • • • a 
[ !~ EX2 I~ I:~ ~;.~ • Il:t~ - !~fa i + bW; P. + • • • • .J 
Ix,.7 • ! X:ty 
[ l..~.Ua I,Ub 
.. Na + \ + • • • • '.J 
[Xi' • r.~y 
[ LX2;£Ia Ll~L\ 
• • .J - .. !\, • • • He. 
!he data tor the Wright branch are suana.rised in Table X. 
........-.. ....... 
LX1 
2 rX2 2 
Between 
groups 6,222 1,990 
v;itMn 
groups 55,611 2C,007 
Total 61,833 22,397 
TABlE X 
BUYS OF SC:UA$ES AND PEODUCTS 
WRIGHT DATA 
l',"2 L;Y ~x2Y 
2,867 23,1137 lL,123 
17.1177 l26,SL8 85,188 
2C,3lili lh9,985 99,311 
F • reduced between • h,6112.18 L 4636 
adjusted w!iIiIii !,040.~· • 
d .f. fat' between groups • number of groups - 1 • 10 .. 1 • 9 
ry2 
-
12u,99h 
9m.l,499 
1,109,L93 
dS. for witMn groups • N - n - i where N is total number of students 
• 536 - 10 - 2 n is number of groups 
• 52L 1 is number of initial tests 
so 
Adjusted or 
reduced sum Adjusted 
of squares d.t. reduced 
i.'y2 variance 
or 
ul,779.66 9 h.642.1B 
,4L,96:;.51 S2h 1,0h0.oo 
586,7L3.17 
Since the F value exceeds the 11 level value7 of 2.L538, the F test is concluded to be si.gnifical\t at the 
l$ level. 
7See any standard statistical tables for the distribution of F. For example see J. P. Guilford, 
Fundamental Statistics .!!! Payeho1org !!!! Education (New York, 1956), pp. ,Ll-S1J2. . 
Total groups 
Within groups 
TABLE XI 
OORtlELATION COEFFICIENTS 
WRIGlft DA'l'A 
0.5467 
0.5188 
0.5726 0.6864 
0.6682 
!he adjusted 01' reduced ._ ~ square data of Table X were obtaiDed 'b;r 
aaloulating the PttU'son prod~_~ correlation ooefficient from the total. 
... 
group and the within croups uta. Prom these the ault.1ple ooettio1ents of 
correlation, 11, tor the total. poup and the within groups data were computed. 
'!'he adjusted. or reduced. sum of square. 001_ of Table X .. obtained by JIUl-
tipb'ing the appropriate oril1nal- !.; ftlue tor the total group by one minus 
the square ot the total aultiple ooett101ent 11 aDd the 1..72 Talu.e tor the 
Within groups by one JdmuJ the aquare of the within multiple _efficient. 
The correlation ooettio1ents tor the Wright data are su.ar1Bed in 
Table II. 
!be adjusted or reduced 1"8r1ance is obtained by diYid1ng the adjusted. or 
reduoed BUll ot sqt.UU"es by the appropriate degrees cd treedOll. 
Sinoe the , ratio is 81gniticant at the U left1, acljusted total score 
means ..... computed tor eaoh teaoher'. olas. using regreaaion ooettlciEllte 
based on the 111. thin groups data. The adjusted Man is equal to the original 
mean minus a correotion tor the i81 tial Otis test score minus a oorrection 
52 
multiplying the regression coeffioients b (tor the Otis test soores) and 
:;. 
b (tor the pretest scores) by the d1.ttereno6 between the original mean and. 
~ 
the grand mean where 
r;'7 'f.x2
2 
- i: Y' Ix".~ 
" • 'r.~2r.~ 2 _ (2::I],x2)2 I 
b • '£..X?!'L;. 2 - r3.7rl).~ 
~ '[~ 'l.t~" - (rX;a.~)2 
Where the Otis and pretest _aM ot a group are above the general meana 
thi. results in it. lowered adjusted achievement mean. Oonwrsely, where the 
... 
otis and prewat means are lower than the general means this resuJ. ts in a 
higher adjusted aobiev.ent mean. 
'.table m lists the otis test score oorreotion faotors and the pretest 
soore oorrection factors. 
Using· the adjusted achiev_ent score means ot Table XII, t tests of the 
d1.tterenoe beween adjusted means were computed using W'1shart t s tormula tor 
the error ot a difference. 8 The toraula used 1" 
tT. / N +\ 
dUl • ,(G + ;a~') 
where , • adjusted within groups variance 
()Ix., ...... , )2z:;. 2 -2(lL -lIL)(JI -K ) l:x".X2+CJL -li )2[ x.z2 
G • J.aJ.h ~a ··21> ;.. ;'1> .~.. ~b 
•• I rx,.2 r.x,. 2 _ (L;,~)2 . .. 
and B. and .., are the s1ses ot groups a and b respectively. 
--
TABLE XII 
ADJUSTED AC:!IF;VE!(E1"IT SCOLE J<$A:~S 
\,,"RIGHT DATA 
... 
-
otis Score 
-
°1 
Teacher N Mean Dif'ference bx1 times l<Iean 
I ~ betlv"een mean difference 12 I and grand rtteBn between mean 
t and grand mean , I 
~ ! 
1 I 71 47.,6 -3.69* ~.86 i 18.92 I ., , ·i , 
J :i I , 2 61 51.98 +0.73 +0.96 j 19.64 • ,! ., 
" 3 30 51.10 -0.15 ...0.20 : ~ 17.77 
' ~ 
4 91 1.9.41 .. 1.84 -2.43 ! 17.8; , 70 u7.20 -h.O, -5.34 i 17.66 
6 63 ,C.9L -0.31 -C.Ll II 11.33 
Day 1 
total 386 L9.h6 -1.79 -2.36 18.20 
EveniAS 1 
~ 2 25 $1.,2 +6.27 +8.27 i 23.12 
3 40 53.70 +2.4, +3.23 II 19.,8 6 29 ,3.76 +2.$1 +3.30 18.17 
.- I Evening 
total 94 SL.73 +3.L8 +1.:"9 J 20.08 
,6 57.73 +6.h8 +8.54 l TV J 23.30 
-
Grand I 
total 536 51.2, j 19.uu ii 
, i 
-
* Negative sign indioates that zrean is less than grand mean 
Positive sign indicates that mean is lOOI'e than grand mean 
b • 1.3186 b • 3.0b52 Xl x2 
Pretest Scare 
Difference 
between mean 
and grand Mean 
-0.$2* 
+0.20 
-1.h7 
-1.59 
-1.,6 
-2.11 
I 
I -1.22 
I 
+3.86 
+c.lL 
.. 1.27 
+o.6L 
+3.€6 
, 
i[ 
I, 
I! 
" 
,! 
II .... , 
Achiewment Score 
°2 
bx2 time. Aeh1ewment Adjusted. 
difference mean mean • 
between_an origi.nal mean 
and b~ mean -C1 -c2 
-1~;8 192.30 198.7L 
I ... +0.61 . 208.28 206.71 
-S.09 192.10 197.39 
-L.aL 19$.23 202.$0 
-L.7S 182.;0 191.30 
-6.42 177.73 lBh.,6 
-3.72 191.3L 197.L2 
., 
+11.21 232.88 213.hO 
+ o.h) 209.ho 20,.74 
... 3.87 206." 207.12 
+ 1.95' 211.76 208.22 
+1l.7S 222.77 202.48 
~ 202.27 ifF 
Using this 8'tandard error of the di1'f'erence between the adjusted. means, 
a t test of this difference 'Was oomputed. The computed. twas oompared. tor 
sign1.ticance with standard t table.9 using degrees of freedom • \ + 12 .... 2.10 
The renJ. ta of thea. t test computations are summarized. belo' ... 
BiSi!!!!ioant !! 2! 1eTe1 
Teacher 11 over Teacher 6 (day) 
reacher 4. over Teacher S 
over Teacher 6 (dq) 
Teacher 3 (evening). over Teacher S 
Teacher 6 (evening) t ov.. TeacheJ.. $ 
Sipitiout ~ ~ level; 
Teacher 2 (_)1 0'9'. Teacher $ (almoet sipit1cant at 1.% level) 
OYer Teacher 6 (day) 
Teaoher 4 (dq) lover Teacher 6 (day) 
Teacher 2 (evening) I 0T8I' Teacher S 
over Teaoher 6 (dq) 
reaoh .. 3 (evening). over Teacher 6 (dq) 
Teaoher 6 (evening) I OYer Teaeher 6 (da7) 
TV. over Teacher 6 (da7 
In at~ting to interpret these results one should keep in mind that 
Teacher 6 was an inexperienced. teacher recently appointed, Teacher S wae a 
teacher of lIa1l1' years experi8lllOe who had been teaohing the oourse tor a f. 
9 See e:tJT standard statistioal tabl_ tor t rations signitioant at the 
.0$ level and at the .01 level. lor example see Gu1ltord, p • .$)9. 
10 
Palmer Johnson, p. 47$ also Guilford, p. 220. 
SS 
years) Teacher 4 wa.s a teacher of' only' a f_ years teaching experience. The 
other teachers, 1, 2, and 3, were experienced teaohers. 
It is interesting to note that the newly appointed teacher', class8s 
wera the only onen to differ signifioantly at the l~~ level in favor o£ TV. 
The evening olass of this instructor achieved. aignificantl.y more than bie 
day classes. Th:ts would seem to imply that factor. other than the 1naper-
ienoe or the teacher are involved. 
Though the classes of one experienced teacher did not differ sign1t1eant-
l.y .trom the aohievement of the TV students, the a.chiwenent of his clasees 
dff':tered Bignit1cmntly at the 1;(, and 5% leval ... !'rom the achievements ot other 
experienced teachers. 
'the significant' oan be e.ttrtbu.ted to the differences just desoribed 
rather than to dlt:terenc9s between classroom instruction and TV instruotion. 
Thus these differenoes were among the classes taught by different teaohere 
rather than between TV and control classes. The" teet 18 merely an overall 
teet indicating eign1ticant differences a'1lOrlg some ot the comparisonS'. 
to illustrate further that dillerencea were not due to real difterencee 
between the day students, the evening studente, and the TV students an anal.7-
8i. of oovariance or the oombined day soores, combln&d evening scores, and 
the TV scores "ft8 made according to the method just described. 
Data f'or the sums of' squares and produ.ots of the oombined day, Combined 
evening, and TV soore. are given in Table lUI whUe the correlatlon coe:tti-
oienta neceesary to calculate the adjuated or reduced Still ot squares column 
of Table roI are given in Table XIV. 
TABm XIII 
SUBS OF' SC;UAnES A.~D :HGDUCTS Or' ccynnm: DAY, E;vs~Tpm, A~n: Tv' SCOFES 
v:r.IGHT DATA 
'i~2 2 [y2 l:~ 1"x1%2 i E;'1 l. xiF i I . I I 
i t I I 
:Between ! I ! I group$ 4,131 1,392 2,410 19,090 I 9,1OL 77,584 I 
\;!ithin \ i groups ! 51,096 21,O~ 11,814 130,895 89,607 1,031,909 
i 
Total ! 61,833 22,397 20,3LL 1L9,985 99,311 1,109,493 
d.f. for between groups • number of groups .. 1 • 3 - 1 • 2 
d.!. far within groups • N .. n .. i where N is total n~~r of students 
• 536 .. 3 .. 2 n 1s number of groups 
• 531 i is number ot initial tests 
The F is significant at the 5% level but not at the 1$: level. 
TABlE XIV 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF CG};aIN'ED DAY .. EV'~~rm, A!'IT TV SCORES 
1riRIGH'l' DATA 
r r~y r R ,.x2 x£f y.x1x2 
Total groups 0.$467 0.$726 0.63eC O.6E.6Li 
Wi thin groups 0.5161 0.5393 0.6086 0.6630 
Adjusted or 
reduced sum 
of squares 
E~y2 
8,L61 
518,282 
;586,743 
(2i tCU ' 
56 
Adjuated 
or :reduced 
d.f. vari ... 
2 4,2.30S 
531 l,223.S2 
-otis Seore 
.... . 
Group N Y'Iean Difference 
Xl 
between mean 
and grand mean 
" Day' 
total ,386 49.46 -1.79* 
Eve:-ning 
total 9h !>4.73 +.'3.L6 
TV 56 57.73 +6.48 
Grand 
total ;)6 ;1.2; 
ADJUSTlID TOTAl, ACHIEVEY£NT seo?.E lr'EAl;S 
It.lRIGHT DATA 
Pre teat Sc ore 
01 
b ti.mes ~1ean Difference 
xl 
%2 
between mean 
difference and grand mean 
between mean 
and grand mean 
... 2.'.'3;2 18.20 -1.2L* 
+L.5LOO 20.08 +0.64 
+8.4538 2.3 • .30 +3.&S 
19.LL 
* r~egative sign indicates tl'!.at mean is less than grand mean 
Posit~:ve sign indicates that mean is more than grand mean 
;7 
Achievement Soore 
c 2 
bx t:t.. .Achievement Adjusted 2 mean mean • 
difference orlgiMl. me 
between_an 
and grand mean -cl -<:2 
-'.9132 .~ 191.3h 197.;9 
+2.0191 214.76 208.20 
+12.1813 222.77 2C2.lL 
202.27 
Since the F ratiO is II1gnitioant a.t the 5% level, adjusted total score -ans were computed for the total d,,'i.y J total 
using Wishart f8 formula for the error or a 0~ .. rrerenee as described on 'Page 52. 
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Resul te of the t teet eoq>utaUons 1niicate that there are no differenoes 
between the day totals and fV and the evening totals am ft, there is a dUter-
enee at the $% level.. however, favoring the evening totals over the day totals. 
'rhese results would again sean to impl,. that there are no dltterences be-
tween methods lnYOlTed since the eTening claSStlS were taught 'b7 inau-uctora 
who also taught sOlIe of the day .8Otlons. Assuming that the instruotlon in 
the evening claases was therefore not IINOh different trom that ln the day 
clas8es, one would conclude that the population of the evening Olas88. is 
probab17 different trom that or the day Clue88. 
b superiority of achievement 01' even1J:lc .tudente of the Chicago City' 
Ju.rd.or aollege 0." that ot the day students baa long been known. It 1s __ 
t1rel7 possible that the auper10r aChieTement of the evening students -7 be 
attrlbuted to such factors as greater age with poe.ibly' better backgroUDd" 
greater interest, and grea'tel'- motiTation. 
The data at the 1'1lson Branch of the Chicago Oity Junior College were 111m-
Uarly analyzed. Distri.but1one of otis BOoree, Preteat scores, and. MhieYale11t 
score. are previously glTen in Table. I, II, and III respectively. Table VII 
81lD8ar1.e. the data tor Bartlett IS test for bomogene1 tty ot varianoe, the test. 
indicating that the usumption ot homogeneity ot Tal'iance may be acoepteci. !'be 
USUllPt10n ot homogeneity of regreenon 1s accepted, the S\1IIIIal"Y of these data 
is giTen in "able IX. The total WUeon population was )02. 
'1'he auaaar.r of covariance uta. olosely approximates that ot the Wright 
Braneh.ll 
llSee Table X and XI. 
-TABLE XV! 
SUJv:S OF' S::UAlfE:6 it,lt., PbJVJCTS 
'tJILSON DATA 
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Adjusted or Adjusted or 
2 2 l.. -:/. 
reduced sum :reduced Z;. I~ r,x2 EXit LX2! of squares d.l. variance I 
i I ",£'y2 
! I 
.... 
-
,-
Between I groups 1,727 L21 I SO 8,821 -587 51,231 32,,39 S 6,,07.80 
I , 
Within I groups L5,312 1),2$L 15,0311 106,oL5 56,185 6U2,3i~2 340,883 294 1,063.,2 j I 1 I 111,872 Total L7,099 l 13,67, j 15JC~ ",598 693,;71 '73,L22 
• . 
F reduced between. 6~;01.ao • 6 1191 
• adjusted Within I;063.~~ • 
d. f. for between groups • number of groups .. 1 1& 6 - 1 • , 
d.f. for within groups • N - n - i, 'Where t{ is total nwr.ber of students 
1& 3C2 - 6 .. 2 n is number cf groups 
1& 29u i is number of i n1 tial tests 
The F value sugeests that there axe dif'ferences in the final means which are significant beyond the 1$ 
level 
Total groups 
Wi thin groups 
TABU; ml 
CORRElATIon COEI''FICHNTS 
HILSON DATA 
r XJ.X2 
r 
xlY 
O.59h4 C.6356 
0.6131 0.6212 
r R 
x~ y.~x2 
-0.5709 0.6794 
0.6089 0.7026 
. 
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!he oorrelation coefficients necessary to calculate the adjusted or re-
duced SWI1 of square data of Table XVI are given in fable XVII. 
Since the F ratio was significant beyond the 1% level, adjusted. a.eh1eve-
ment means were computed for all classes and the total day, total evening, and. 
'tV as previously desoribed. Wi.hart '. fol"llula tor the error of a d1tterence 
was uaed to compute t test of the difference between adjusted aeans. 
aesul ts of the t test computations irxlieate that there are nO' diff'et"enoes 
between the day totals and TV} there are differences, however, Which iavor 
evening totals OTer day totals at the 1$ level and 4I'Nn1ng total. over TV at 
the S% level. 
'!'he" result •• ee to 1mp17 that there are probably little differenoes 
between methods involved and that the population of the 4I'Nn1ng classes 1s 
probably d1tterent from that of the day classes. 
DUterences between individual sections were also checked tO'r signifi-
canoe. The seotions which indicate that there are d1tferenoes between the 
means are as follow •• 
S1eu:i~t ~ !!!! ~ level 
Section C over section A 
D 
TV 
B1pl!i can.t ~.:!:!!! 11 ~eve! 
Section C over section 1i. 
o over B2 
D oYer A 
Dover r;, 
D over i2 
TABLE :A'VIII 
ADJUSTEr: AC::::rEVETfgvT SC GIIE ?I:EA~.JS 
r<[ILSO'T IIA'!'! 
otis Score 
. , • 
c1 
Teacher N ~1ean Di.fterence b ti.-nes 
Xl 
betwe~n mean xl 
and grand mean difference 
between mean 
and grand mean 
~ 
A 61 LS.9f? .2.89* -L.3182 
B1 50 47.06 -1.81 -2.7045 
B2 42 47.24 -1.63 .. 2.L3~~ 
Day 
total 1~3 46.68 -2.19 -3.2723 
-
Eve!W!s 
c 29 49.14 +0.27 +0.403 
D .31t ,0.68 +1.81 +2.70L, 
E..'vening 
63 total 49.97 +1.10 +1.6L36 
TV 86 
-
,7.73 +8.86 +13.2386 
Grand 
total 302 L8.87 
_, ___ ", __ ~_~",i ___ .".,' _____ 
* Negative Sign indicatel tha't me~n is leSE than grand :,:ca."l 
Positive sign indicates that ::sean is mOl;~ than grand mean 
''Jli 
b~ • +1.L9L2 b • 2.S4L2 
J. x2 
-- Pretest Score 
fil'.ean Difference 
X2 
betlrieen mean 
and grand mean 
17.11 -o.61.J 
18.96 +1.01 
lB.liS +0. SO 
18.16 +C. 21 
17.118 -e.L? 
15.18 -2.77 
l.6.24 -1.71 
23.3C +5.35 
.. 
17.95 
- -
. ................ 
Achievenent Score 
°2 
b times Achievement Adjusted 
"2 mean rosen • difference original me 
between mean 
and grand mean ...al <2 
.. 1.6281 18J.Ptl 189.19 
~ 
+2.5696 183.2L 183.31 
+1.2121 179.62 180.19 
·..o.~3L1 182.48 18~.22 
-1.19,8 205.91 206.77 
·7.0471 206.,0 210.8, 
., 
-L.3S06 206.25 208.96 
+13.611, 222.77 195.92 
195.22 
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The results again seem to substantiate the conclusion that the evening 
population is different from the day since both evening sections are signifi-
cant over the day sections at the 1% level (except that section C exceeds 
section A at the 5% level). It is only the better evening seotion, D, that 
exceeds TV at the 5% levelJ TV, however, exoeeds the poorest day section, B2, 
at the 5% level. 
It should be noted. that Teacher B (who taught two day sections) and 
Teaoher C (who taught one of the evening sections) were new instructors at 
the Branch. They had never taught the physical soience oourse before, but 
they had had outside teaching experience and ~ere rated by their department 
ohairman a8 "very oompetent." 
CHAPTER V 
Ml!,THODS BY LEVu,s ANALYSIS OF VARIAl~CE 
The Wright and Wilson data were subjected to methods by levels analysis 
of var1an.ce. The method, essential.ly .. is an application of the analysis of 
variance tee1m1que to groups which have been matched on the ba81s of sate in-
1 tial test score. Ita adTantage OYer the classic m.atched group technique is 
... 
that it pronde. a means of determining whether or not the relative effectiv .... 
ness of the co.l'.l'lp8JteO. methods of instru.otion is related to the in! tial levels 
ot ab:ll:lty of the students. In the present oase methods by' levels analyses 
were made tirst with the Wright data alone and. then wi tb the Wright rud Wilson 
data oomb1ned using trequency distributions ot the otis intell1gence scores 
matohed tor day, evcming, and TV groups. Similar analyses were t,han Fllade 
using trequency d1etributions ot matched pretest "Gres. 
In the present analy.i. all day data trom Wright am W:lleon were combined 
in order to inorease the lllIII.ber of cases in each groupJ 80 were the evening 
and TV data. trom both branches. Sample. were drawn trom these combined data. 
The .-.ple. were ohosen so that groups at various :lntel11genoe levels were 
obtained, each ot these groups having been matched 88 closel7 as possible on 
the ballis of the 1n1 t:lal Ot:la intelligence seore.. OonsidP.ra M.on was also 
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given in the matching prooess to choose samples from each branch, pre.f'erab17 
trom various instruetore J and--where there were !MJW more samples at tho in,.. 
telligenco level than were needed-to the pretest score. Thu.s, it one needed 
three samples ot day OtiS score h.3 to match 'lIt"i th "the three eve::ling Otis 800ra 
h) samples but five day Otis 6coro 43 :3&:.itples were availa.ble, other or1 terion 
b.a.ving been o.at1sfied the three day samples chosen from the five had ,Pl"et.est 
scores most nearly comparable to the three evening sa:aple yrEttest scores. 
Sinee an Otis scoreot 42 corresponds to ~.n I~ of 100, it, was decided to 
group, it possible, the data nth scores below an IQ of 100 (Otis scores of 
41 and down) and above an IQ of 100 (Otis so~es or 42 and up). Thus, the 
levels ultimately UMd represented. IQ intervals of 99 down, 100 - 109, llO -
119, and. 120 and lip. 
Distributions of scores were prepared by arranging the .3 x ;; cards ot 
each student f. data in order of decreasing Otis $Core and then chooaing the 
intervals as randomly as possible frOl!l. the cards. The data tor the m.ethods 
x levels analysis ot variance of the combined Wright day. evening.. and TV 
scores &l'a summarized in Table XIX. 
'.rbe i tem.s in each cell of the taain part or Table XIX contain data rele-
vant to the oues of the given group in the given ekss interval (intelligence 
level) as tollows, 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
t 
a. The number ot ooses, n 
b. The sum at the final scores, ! Y 
o. The sum ot th~ B~~$ .of the final 
scores .. EYG 
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TASLE XIX 
METrIonS BY U;'vElS ANJ\LYS!S OF 'VAJ'I~!cE 
WrICHT DATA 
OTIS SCORES ~ATCHED 
................. --
= . - - ....... -- -
Initial I Day Evening TV All groups 
score level 
I • 
20 22,278,1.00 20 26,)16,900 20 22,791,076 60 21.3,661,376 
62 up 11,720 2.36.00 5,130 256.50 L,77t> 238.70 lh,624 3,56L,356.27 
1,131,424 1,113,920.00 1,)1.3,05:; 1,31$, aL.' .0'0 1,188,330 1,139,5~:3.80 
• P" M ••• Tn 
16 ll,L-51,uS6 16 13,L68,9CO 16 12,21;,025 L8 lll,281,L01 
52-61 3,3P.t ~:11.50 3,670 229.)8 3,495 218.Lk : 10,549 2,318,362.02 
730,512 71;,716.OC 869,610 8L1,006.25 78C,932 763,1139.06 
12 It,J51.396 12 4,618,201 12 ;,769,60L 36 44,049,769 
42-51 2,086 113.8) 2,1l£9 119.08 2,Lc2 200.17 6,631 1,223,604.69 
381,088 362,616.33 39L,7L9 38L,8,O.08 492,730 h80,eoo.33 
.. 
-' .... 4 434,281 4 556,516 h 129,316 12 ;,103,081 
h1 down 659 16h.75 146 186.50 S,h 21.3.50 2,259 L25,256.75 
112,27; lOB,570.2S 1.39,450 139,129.00 186,222 1B2,329.00 
$2 117,700,801 52 136,773,02$ 52 132,82$,625 156 1,160,696,761 
lC',8h9 2,263.476.94 11,695 2,630,2;0.!:8 11,;25 2,55lt,3.38.9L. 34,069 7,H.o,)63.85 
d. The square of the sum of the final scores, (!:I)2 
e. The cell mean, M, which equals ):Y -: n or b 'f a 
f. The square of the sum of final scores d1 vided by n, 
e r I) 2 7 n or d f a 
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In the cells of the oolwnn headed !fAll gro~s" the following data were 
computed from data in the cells of that rowl 
g 
h 
i 
j 
g. The total n\Ullbor of cases in row .. 
n + n + n-. • n dey evening rv i 
h. The sum of the final soores in 
that row • It Ii 
i. The square~ of the ~u of final scores 
- 2 2 
in that row • (rr. Ii) • h 
j. The square of the sum of final scores in tha.t row eli vid-
ad by number of oases in row • (I~ Ii}2 -:- ni • i 7- g 
The cells at the bottom of each column contain data computed from data. 
in the cells of' that column. 
da.ta: 
k 
1 
m 
n 
k. The total number of cases in colwnii, 
n~y + nevening + n.rv • nj 
1. The sum of the final scores in that 
column • U:'Ij 
m. The square of the sum of final Bcores in that column • 
(rr I j )2 • 12 
n. The square of the sum of final scores in that row divided 
2 by number ot ca.ses in column • (IIYj ) + nj • m t k 
The cell at the bottom of the oolumn headed 'tAll groups" contains similar 
o 
p 
q 
r 
o. Sum of n t s in this column is the total 
number of cases, N. 
p. The to tal sum. of the sums of the final 
scores in each row .. ! r ! y 
q. The square of the total sum of the sums of the final 
soores in each row .. (I rI y)2 _ p2 
r. The square of the total sum of the sums of the final 
scores in each row .!. N - (I r r Y) 2 .!. N • q .:. 0 
. " 
Computations, based on the t..'lble, were made as follows: 
A • r from lowest cell of right-hand column of table 
B • sum ot 0 scores from each cell 
• sum of sum of squares of final soores 
c .. sum of f scores from each cell 
• sum of squares of sum of final scores + n 
D • sum of j soores from each cell of "All groups" column 
- sum of squares of sums of final scores on each level'; total number 
of cases on that level 
E • sum of n scores from total columns oells 
• sum of squares of "".uns of final scores in each column ~ total number 
of cases in coln , 
SST • sums of squares total 
-B-A 
58 L • sums of squares of levels • D - A 
SSM .. sums of squares of methods • !~ - A 
58 .. sums of squares of cells 
• C - A cells 
• sums of squares of methods Qy levels" SScells - ~ - SSt 
• sums of squares within subgroups • 55 - 55 T oells 
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TABLE XX 
SUMS OF SQUARES OF METHODS X I.1'VELS ANALYSIS OF VkUANCE 
WiUGHT DATA 
OTIS SCORES MATCHED 
Sums of squares 
Methods 7,702 .. 51 
Levels 91,215.88 
Cells 108,211.25 
Methods x levels 9,292.86 
':a thin sub-jJrollps 170,799.90 
Total I 279,011.15 
3 851.1,3 
Fmethods • 1:180 .. 11 • 3.2469 
From tables for 2 and 144 d.t., 
F is significant at 5% level 
Degrees of freedom Variance 
(M - 1) 2 3,851.13 
(L - 1) 3 30,405.29 
(m.. - 1) 11 
{K - 1} x 6 1,548.81 (L - 1) 
.. 
(N ~m.) 144 1,186.11 
(N - 1) 155 
~ 1,548.81 1 3 C8 ~M xL· 1,196.11· • O~ 
From tables for 6 and 144 d.f., 
F is non-significant 
Since an , value for methods was obtained which was significant at the 
5% level, a t test for the differences bebveen means was made to see where 
differences occurred. To do this the standard t formula for the difference 
between two means was utilized, 
V is the wi thin sub-groups variance 
and n refers to the number ot cases in each of the two cells on 
the same level. 
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Actually substitutions were made in the equation and the aqua tion was 
solved to indicate what differenoe in means was necessary to obtain signifi-
oance at the 5% level. 'or example tor the 62 up level, using 2 and 144 
d.f _, a value ot t ot 1.9767 is required for significance at the 5% level. 
From Table XI the variance, V, 1s l,186.11. The n value of each cell is 20. 
Substituting into the t equation above .. 
1.9767. . 11 - K2 
{l.l86.ll <io + 10> 
Solving tor ~ - Jl2, a value at 21.5302 is required to give a ditterence 
between means Which would be significant at the 5% level. Since there are 
no differences this large between the day, evening, and TV means, it 1s con-
., 
eluded that there are no differences 1n method tetween the day, evening, and 
TV groups at the 62 up level. 
No significant differences between 1'!leans were obtained for the 52--61 
level and for the 42-51 level. HO\Y8'Ver for the 41 down leYel, the difter-
ence between the 'tV and day mean was 48.75 which W&S signU'icant at the 5% 
level since the t teat indicated that a difference between means ot 48.139 
would be significant at the 5% level. It should be noted, however, that the 
number or oases in each cell at this level was only 4. !his number of oases 
is so low that one oannot draw a valid conclusion to the effect that the TV 
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students in the hl down level achieve significantly more than the day students 
in this category. 
In order to increase the number of cases in each group the Wright ancl 
Wilson data were combined as described above. and a methods by levels analysis 
of variance compu.tation for the combined data. was made. The essential data 
for these compu.tations are summarized in Table IXI. It should be noted that 
there were insufficient evening cases to match all cells at each l!wel with 
the day and TV scores. As a result all the cells in the evening groups con-
tain three-fourths as many' cases as do the day and TV groups. 
Table XXII gives the SUlIS or squares of ,ethods x levels analysis or va.r1-
anee for the Wright and Wilson data combined) the data are based on a matching 
or the in! tial Otis scores. 
Bince an ., value s~gniticant at the 5% level was obtained tor methods, 
t tests tor the differences betlNeen m.eans were made. ror the degrees or tree-
dom listed, a t value or 1.967 is significant at the 5% level and a t of 
2.590 is significant at the 1% level. 
'.nle t test indioated a significant difference at the 5% level favoring 
evening instruction over day instruction tor the Otis h2-51 level. In all 
other comparisons there were no significant differences between the means. 
The results of the methods by levels anaJysis of variance with the Otis 
soores matched would seem to imply that the interaction. variance was not sig-
nifioant. When one considers the d1t'terenCfJs betlNeen the total day, the total. 
evening, and the total TV means, it was int€:::,::et.~t::b v., obseI"Te that the total 
day mean (with the Otis scores matched) differed £rom the total evening mean 
at the 5% level in favor of the evening instruction, and the total day mean 
Initial 
score lev(~l 
62 up 
..... 
52-61 
"t 
r;q 
Lv 9C,S92,32L 
9,Sl8 231.95 
2,)01,166 2,26L,eOe.1O 
" • 11' •• • . 
L() 72,982,aL9 
8,5t,) 2lJ.58 
! l,873,C77 1,82tt,S11.22 
•• a. ...... __ 
."," ....... "" ....... 
)6 
6,L81~ 
1,226,162 
L2,ct2,2S6 
100.11 
l,161,BLC.LL 
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'l'AJ":!L XXI 
, 
tveninr ., Tl All groups 
-3C 51,77;,201 i 1..0 9$,199,0119 110 122,319,;76 
1,601 53.31 i 9,7~7 2Lj·.92 26,876 6,~;6t;39.7e ! 
1,9)8,168 1,925 ,E~(.CC; , 2,U.J6,727 2,379,976.22 
ill •• ..... .r , . " ••• ~u ........ a~ .. nr .... .. 
-30 LL,235,OOl to 77,915,929 no ;77,OOB,1IiJl 
6J6~1 221.1(: 8,827 220.68 2h,021 S,2LS,S)1.2B 
1,L9L,91.,; 1,IJ1li,S26.7C 1,9f!l,381! 1,9L7,898..22 
............... ~ .... .,........... 
-
• 
, I 
27 29,lC6,t2; 36 5C,ctl.h76 99 3S9,216,209 
,,395 199.81 , 7 ,C7t 196.~ ! 18,9$'3 3.628,M:6.S6 
1, 13G,({}') l,(Y1S,(('.92 1,tLC,116 l,J9C,Ol;l.OC> 
-----...--~--------------, __ --+-------------------~----------,---------+------------------2f) 11,8h7,361i I 15 6,h61,764 2(, 13,1, 39,t)S6 
I l,tt2 172.lC I 2;51.2 169.1\7 3,666 183.30 
___ .•___ I_~~t~3~ ..... S.92,3~._,~_ ... _.~~ __ 1!_:9_, .. _~_:6 ____ .. _t~_·_~,_1:~,~.~6---l __ 69_7_,f_'C:_ .. _,_ •. ~_,7 __ 1,,_97_7_tl80_+-_______ _ 
i l36 783,272.169! 102 M/2,3S1,721 136 859,896,916 17k 6,320.~,COO 
____ ......jooo!_2_7 ... ,_981 __ ,_.,_7:_>9_,3_5_L_.l_8_; ~ __ 2_2_,1_8_9 __ 1L,_€_·,2_6._m_:.~_-+-_2_9_,_J2_14, __ ~_,3_2_2_, 7_1_1._8_8_, -t-.... 19_,_~~_~,899,0f:JJ.~7 . 
Means 1.... 2C~.7~.. • l. 217.S"L 2l~.62 
SS 9l,122,SCO 
9w6S0 1,693,1)6.)6 
I , J J 
SUMS 01 SQUARJ::5 OF l:tETH'ODS x LEVELS ANALYSIS OF VA?~:U.NCE 
WRIGHT AND 'lNltsON OA'rA COMBINED 
OTIS SCOUF~ MATCHED 
Sums of squaros Degrees of treedom Variance 
Methods 10,039.55 (If - 1) 2 .5,019.78 
Levels 234,S89.81 (t - 1) 3 78,,196.60 
Cells 249.568.91 (ilL - 1) 11 
Methods x levels 4,939.55 ~iI - 1) x 6 823.26 (L - 1) 
Within sub-groups 41!>,365.92 (li -~.ML) 362 1,313.11 
Total i 974,503.72 
.. ~.- ... 
(N - 1) 373 
F ,,019.78 3 8226 
methods • 1,313.i'1 'III • F 82;.26 0 6~69 M xL· i,313.17· • G 
From tables for 2 and 362 d.l., From tables for 6 and )62 d.f., 
F is signifioant at 5% level , is non-signif'ioant 
'. 
also difterM from the TV mean at the 5~ level in favor ot TV instruction. 
These results would seem to imply that the relative merit of the different 
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types ot instruction is not related to the intelligence levels of the students 
as measured by the Otis test. Thus, one cannot conclude that onf:} method o£ 
instruotion is better for superior students lIhile less able students bene.f'i t 
more trom another kind of instruction. The non-significant interaction is 
also eVidence of homogeneity ot regrossion. 
A !t'1ethoos by levels analysis of variance of the combined t'lright and 
'~'ilson data. with initial pretest scores matched was also made. The data 
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cards were matched in .rive groups according to the initial pretest score 
giving primary consideration to the pretest score. An attempt was also made 
to insure that eases were representative of each branch and different in-
structors in each branch. Final consideration in matching was the Otte score 
(as described on page 63). 
A summary of the data for the analysis with frequency distributions of 
nretest scores matched is given in Table XXIII. Table XXIV summarizes the 
sums of squares of the r.tethods x levels analysis of variance tor the Wright 
and Wilson data combined based on frequency distributions of matched prettest 
scores. 
Since a F value significant at the 1~ level was obtained for m.ethods, 
t tests for the differenoes bet\veen means were m.ade. For the degrees of 
J:"reedom listed, a t value of 1 .. 967 is signitics.nt at t."1e 5% level and a t 
of 2.589 is significant at the l~ level. 
At the two lowest levels the day means differed from t.~e N means at 
the 5% and 1% level respectively in tavor of the TV group. At the lowest 
leval there was also a significant difference between the day and evening 
groupe at the 1% level favoring the evening group. 
A t test on the ditferenee in methods for the total day, total evening, 
and total TV showed that tho total day mean differed from the total eveni.ng 
m.ean and total TV mean at the 1% level favortng the evening and TV groups. 
rvo significant difference was found between the total evening and the total 
TV means. This would seem to support the inference that there is probably 
a difference in the nopulations involved in each group, since both the 
Initial Day 
score level 
13 ll,112,2hl: 
30 up 3,338 256.77 
868,390 857,095.69 
20 21,022,225 , 
25-29 4,585 229.25 
! 1,071,793 1,O~;t,111.25 
26 33,eet,Ohl 
20--24 5,821 223.88 
1,330,983 1,303,232.24 
i 37 47, 886,hoo I 
15-19 ! 6,920 187.03 I 
, 1,322,156 1.2911.,227.03 
'I ABI2' XXIII 
~T;l(.lDS BY lEVELS A!JALY~IS OF VAIUANCE 
""'RIGHT A~m vnlS[!~ DATA CGMBI\TED 
PhETEST SCCRES l~ATCHED 
Evening I 
I 
13 12,180,100 13 
3,490 268.46 3,55, 
949,333 9.36,930.76 979.201 
20 24,710.BLl 20 
4,971 2b8.55 4,634 
1,248,123 1,23;,542.0$ ; 1,lC4,168 
26 33,570,L36 26 
5,794 222.8, 5,$26 
1,306,.066 1,291,170.62 I 1,208.23li 
37 52,701,600 37 
7,260 196.22 1,;67 
1,478,1118 1,42L,,29.73 l,60L,252 
TV 
12,638,C25 
273.L6 
972,155.76 
21,L73,956 
231.70 
1,073,691.80 
)0,536,616 
216.38 
1,174,487.54 
57,259,11.89 
204.51 
1,547,553.76 
! 
........ ft ....... ..... 
t 
, . , 
i 21 ll,ll5,,56 21 16,096,lLL 21 15,3L2,889 8--11 I 3,334 158.76 L,012 191.05 t 3,917 186.;2 
I 555,066 529,312.19 i 782,156 166,483.04. I 7,7,033 730,613.76 t I • I 111 S7$,901i,00lt i 117 651,627,729 117 634,989,601 , i 23,996 11,922,2$6.41 2~ .• 5?7 5,,69,467.77 I 25,199 5,427,261.;5 I ! I 
- I [ 
Mean.e 2O$.1l 2lt~.18 I 21$.38 
. ~ ... I . .. . • 1 
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All groups 
39 107,8.06,698 
10,083 2,764,274.07 
60 201,356 .. 100 
lL,190 3,355,935.00 
18 293,813,881 
17,141 3,766,8L4.62 
III 472,932,009 
21 .. 747 4,260,648.73 
63 126,855,169 
11,263 2,013 . 574.11 
3~1 ~,$83,676,176 
74,72L 15,907,909.33 
TABLE XXIV 
SUltlS OF SQUA...lll<;S OIt"' METHODS x LEVELS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
)'.;'RIGHT AND WILSON DA 'fA COMBINED 
PRETEST SCORES MATCHED 
Sums of square8 
Methods 11,,076.43 
trvels 253,367.20 
Cells 280,233.99 
Methods x levels 15,790.36 
Within sub-groups 376,960.68 
Total 657,194.67 
From tables for 2 and 336 d.f., F is 
significant beyond the 1% level 
Degrees of freedom Variance 
(M - 1) 2 5,530.22 
(L - 1) 4 63,341.80 
(ML - 1) 14 
(ll - 1) x 8 1,973.80 (L - 1) 
(N ~ML) 336 1,,121.91 
(N - 1) 350 
D 1,973.80 1 7593 
BM xL· 1,121.~· • 
From tables for 8 and 336 d.f., 
l' is non-signifioant 
evening and the TV groups were composed of more mature and probabl y better 
motivated individuals. 
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CHAPTER VI 
AN AliALYSIS OF THE TEST ITEM RESPONSES 
The first six i terns of the fifty-six item pretest consisted. at questions 
concerning the students' background, their age, the number of courses in which 
they were enrolled, and the approximate number of hours the student was em-
ployed each week. The test papers of those students used. in the methods by 
levels groups matched on the basis of the pretest scores were rescored for 
... 
th"se six items. There 'Were 117 students in eaoh of the day, the evening, and 
the TV groups. The rercents of students :tn each group are listed following 
each item response. 
The item responses reveal that the high school training in soience and 
mathem~:tti.Cs is greatest for the day studentaj the formal training of the TV 
students in these fields is least. It is surprising, however, to note that 
" 
the formal college instruction in soience is greatest for the TV students with 
the formal college training being least for the evening group. It is also in-
teresting to note that though there was no "E" response to the second question 
concerning oollege science training, fewer day students indioated an E an-
swer while 2.6% and 6.8% of the evening and TV students indicated this answer 
choice. 
The student day population is proportionately under 20 years of age with 
aL'llost lA% between 20 to 2h years of a.ge. Almost 68% ot the evming population 
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TABI,E xxv 
p];;nG}:1JT OF RESPONSE TO PRE.1'f~T lTcilS 
== 
•• _ I 
Day .&'vening TV 
1. I have had 
A. high sohool general soience. 83.8~ 76.1;; 70.1% 
B. high school biology, zoology, or botany. 53.0 48.7 53.0 
c. high sohool ohemistry. 48.7 37.6 26.5 
D. high school physios. 47.0 39.3 23.1 
l' 
.!!t. none of the above. 0 5.1 9.4 
2. I have had 
A. college biology, zoology, or botany. 53.0 38.5 53.0 
B. college chemistry. 9.4 10.3 10.3 
c. college pnysics. 1.7 1.7 3.4 
D. none of the above courses. ~ 37 .. 6 55.6 32.5 
~. (this answer choice did not appear 0.9 2.6 6.8 
on test) 
). I have had 
A. elemcntaI~ algebra. 92.3 83.8 75.2 
B. elementary plane geometry. 75.2 65.0 58.1 
c. advanced algebra. 32.5 33.3 26.5 
D. solid geometr,y and/or trigonometry. 29.1 29.1 18.8 
-, 
~. none of the above courses. 4.3 6.8 14.5 
4. lam 
A. under 20 years of age. 77.8 15.2 4.2 
B. 20 to 24 years of age. 17.9 28.8 7.6 
c. 25 to 29 years of age. 2.6 39.8 18.6 
D. 30 to 39 years ot age. 0.9 11.9 40.7 
'Y~"\ L. 40 or over 40 years of age. 0.9 4.2 28.8 
5. I am enrolled in 
A. no other course. 2.6 9.h 9.4 
B. one other course. 1.7 32.5 42.7 
c. two other courses. 2.6 41.9 22.2 
D. three other oourses. 9.4 6.8 19.7 
E. four other courses, or more. 83.8 9.4 6.0 
6. In addition to being enrolled as a regular 
or TV student, I am 
3.4 A. a housewife and not employed. 0.9 44.2 
B. not working or working less than 
5 hours per week. 35.1 4.2 2.5 
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TABLE XXV 
=======================;;;:::::===:===::::: ... =.=-:::::'.,,::::: .• =-=.:::.'::;"';::-===== 
'. C. \'forking;; t.o 10 h!'.urs per week. 
1;). working 10 to 20 hours per week. 
t:. working over 20 hours per week. 
Day 
7.0% 
)6.8 
20.2 
Evening 
0.8% 
4.2 
87.3 r r 
TV 
5.0% 
5.0 
4).3 
are between 20 to 29 years of age. The grea.test part of the TV population is 
between )0 to 39 years of age with almost 29'/, being 40 or over 40 years of age. 
It can thus be seen that the R.verage evening ~tudent is older than the average 
day student. But the oldest students are those in the TV group. 
In general almost 81",:, of the day population is carrying a f.'ull college 
program of five or more courses with another 9% taking four CO\ll'ses. The 
eveninp.: students (about 7L.%) a.re oarrying a lighter load consisting of two 
or three courses. About 4.3;G of the TV students are carrying two courses with 
22;6 and. 20% carrying three and four courses respeotively. 
About one-third. of the day students do not work although another third 
works 10 to 20 hours per week; 20% work over 20 ho'lll"'s per week. Most of the 
evening students (87%) work over 20 hours per week. It is interesting to ob-
serve that 44% of the TV students are hous(.>Wives and h3~ work over 20 hours 
per week. 
One oan oonclude t.ha. t the evening and TV students are older and thus prob-
ably more motivated than the day students as indioated by their larger work-
load. The oldest students are the 'tV students with this group containing the 
largest number of housewives. 
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In an attempt to learn something about the relative achievement of vari-
ous groups on different kinds ot exercises Mr. Slutsky was asked to state the 
objectives of the Physical Science 101 course as he saw than. The objectives 
as he stated than follow: 
Objectives in Physical Science 101 
1. To acquaint the student with certain principles in Physical 
Science and to introduce the pertinent facts nece~~J to the 
development of such principles. 
2. To illustrate the methods ot science and to develop a critical 
objective attitude. ~ 
3. '1'0 cultivate a point of vi_ and a phi1osoplv toward natural 
phenomena. 
4. To develop an understanding of the SCientist, his goals and 
his motivations. 
5. To correlate certain scientific principles with the intellec-
tual, social. and industrial problems of our day. 
The fifty i tams on the Physical SCience Pretest and the one hundred and 
seventy tive items on the final examination were classified by the combined 
efforts ot Mr. Slutsky, Dr. Henrietta Freud (a chemist), Mr. Forest Etheredge 
(a geologist), and the author as belonging to one of three categories. In 
many cases these teachers experienced difficulty in agreeing upon the class-
ification of certain few exercises. 
Category 1 included those test items concerned with facts, definitions, 
and recognition. Those test items concerned With the application of prinCiples 
were placed in Category 2; Category 3 included the test itans dealing with 
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critical thinldng and interpretation. On the pretest there were twelve test 
i terns in Categor::v 1, twenty-three test i tams in CategoI"lJ 2, and .fifteen test 
items in Category 3. The final examination oontained seventy-one i tams in 
Category 1, eighty-seven i terns in Category 2, and seventeen i tams in Category 3 
The population used in the i tern analysis was that used in the methods by 
levels analysis of variance based on matched pretest scores as described in 
Chapter V. These da.y, evening, and TV scores were divided into upper and lower 
groups. The upper fifty percent of the scores oomprised the upper group, while 
the lower fifty percent comprised t.he lower group. The number of cases in each 
group follovfs: ~ 
High group Low group 
Day 58 58 
b'vening 59 58 
TV 59 58 
The peroent change of each of these groups was caloulated for each cat-
egory of items using the pretest item score and the same item score on the 
final examination where the pretest items were repeated. One thus could see 
the relative cha.nge in response$ which occurred after the semester of instruc-
tion in the physioal scienoes. The results are listed in Table XXVII. 
It is interesting to observe from the results of Table XlVII that the 
students in the lower half attained greater peroent gains, in genera.l, than 
thos~~ in the upper half ot' the group. The only exoeption is in Category 1, 
Facts, Definitions, a.nd Recognition, where the day high group averaged a 0.5% 
gain over the Day low group. In some oases th e gains of the lower group were 
Objectives Level 
.. -"-. .... . 
categ~ 1 Upper 
F'ao S; ~finitions Lower P.ec: ogni ti on 
I 
(12 items) Total 
group 
• .11 .... 
I categm: 2 Upper I . App cation of LeMer Principles ! (23 items) Total 
I group 
Catei<Jrl.3 Upper 
criticaL Thinking Lower 
and Inte~retati (J'l 
(15 itel'l'l! Total 
group 
Total Upper 
(50 items) Lower 
Total 
group 
TAElE XXVI 
PP..ETEST VS. FD1'AI EXAMIHATIO't>J TTEY, ANAlYSIS 
PEEC1:<:!<JT CCf.RE-CT RESPOHSES 
GROUPS l'ATCHED OH PRETEST ECURES . 
- ................................ .. ...... 
-
. ~ 
"=: :: . : 
Day Evening 
Initial F1.."1&1 Gain in Initial Final Ga.L" i..., Initial 
avera.ge average average average a.verage average average 
percent percent percent percent percent percent percent 
,L.17 79.17 2,.OC 5~.2~ 78.:n 23.00 $5.50 
S8.,0 6.3.00 2L.'0 3,.e.3 68.,0 32.67 3L.C8 
I 
L6.3h 71.08 2L.~ L5.5L 7.3.L2 I 27.8.3 L4.79 , 
52.1.3 72.26 20.13 54.L3 ! 77.,2 23.09 $2.8) 
! 
30.1) 5L.91 2L.78 29.(q ! 59.78 29.91 30.6, 
! 
I I , I 
Ll.13 63.59 22.L6 12.1~ I 68.65 " 26. ~() Ll.73 
1:3.87 61.87 18.00 L?:33 I 62.00 I 20.L7 !s5.53 I I 
22.eo 45.20 22.Lo 2L.80 ! LB.53 I 23.73 2L.Bo 
I f I ! 
:33.33 53.53 2C.20 33.57 5S.67 I 22.10 35.17 
-
,c.lL 7().80 2(;.66 51.00 73.30 22 • .30 51.28 
29.9L '3.9L 2L.CO 29.78 58.50 28.72 29.72 
Lo.oh 62.37 22.33 LO.39 65.90 2,.51 ho.,O 
~ : . 
'1'V 
-F1na1 Gain in 
average average 
percent percent 
74.67 19.17 
61s.42 )0.34 
69.$& 2L.75 
11.00 18.17 
S5.83 25.18 
63.1.1 21.63 
$6.93 ll.bo 
L7.27 22.47 
$'2.10 16.9) 
67.66 16.38 
55.)2 25.60 
61.49 20.99 
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: 
-
• -." 
All groupe 
Initial 
average 
percent 
54.97 
36.lh 
uS." 
53.13 
30.22 
Ll.67 
L3.91 
2L.13 
311.02 
SO.81 
29.81 
LO.)l 
Final 
average 
percent 
77.39 
65.31 
! 71.3S 
7).59 
56.8b 
6,.22 
I 60.53 
h7.oo 
53.17' 
70.59 
55.92 
63.2$ 
Gain in 
age 
t 
aver 
percen 
22.h2 
29.17 
2S.78 
20.h6 
26.62 
23.$3 
16.62 
22.87 
19.7L 
.-
19.78 
26.U 
22.94 
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TABLE Y.IVII 
PRETEST VS. FINAL EXAHINATION ITEM ANALYSIS 
P'I"....RCENT GAIl'f IN COPJ{EC'l' HESPONSES 
Categoo; 11 Facts, Definitions, Recognition 
... 
Item Nwnber High Low 
Pretest J Final Day Evening N Day I ! Evening TV 
, 
I ! i 14 68 • *-2 4 7 12 I 2 16 I I ! 20 29 33 35 30 48 ! 33 ,0 , 
I 
i , 
~ I ~ 36 21 27 I 33 25 10 32 22 
23 31 I 39 I 39 39 33 I 40 19 , 
81 I 27 I 23 17 19 ,2 27 I I 
22 
28 B2 I 11 30 0 11 23 38 I , 
29 I 63 , 24 17 20 1 26 36 42 I i 
30 84 24 20 9 1 12 19 23 I 3L 67 I 29 17 17 28 36 43 
I 
37 28 2, 19 22 20 ,0 42 
39 96 31 6 17 2h 27 25 
44 101 26 hl 42 29 48 22 
Average gain 25.00 23.00 19.17 1 24.,0 32.67 30.33 
I, 
Total avera~e gain 
(12 items Day. 24.75 Evening. 27.83 Nt 24.75 
*A negative Sign (-) indicates that there wu a lower percent of responses 
on the final examination than on the initial pretest. 
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Cateso:rz ~ I Application of Principles 
Item Number High tow 
Pretest Final Day Evening TV Day Evening TV 
12 ! 170 
I 
17 ... 1 7 18 3 h ~ i 
13 169 9 I 7 12 2 L , 
! ! 
1, 171 { 38 , 36 LO 33 35 38 , I i , 
16 ll5 16 I 17 12 L I 11 28 
17 131 -6 2 0 6 I , 0 I 18 22 27 22 20 29 I 33 32 
, I 
19 2, h7 h7 35 i 41 I 40 ho 
! 
I 
22 30 63 
; $4 52 54 I 61 58 i ~ I 
f ! I 25 19 9 j 24 , 21 I 28 33 19 
l I I 26 20 50 hL 54 i 38 50 39 j ! I 
• i I 31 64 0 ! 5 3 2 2b 17 
65 I 18 I I h7 32 25 20 I 19 30 , 
66 10 I 20 I 5 I 11 5 33 .\ -2 , I I I I 35 62 -2 I 0 7 30 29 I 17 I I I 36 28 I 35 21 5 17 I 27 j 26 38 95 17 I 41 -5 I h) 32 I ' 16 h2 99 19 I 32 -7 7 25 1 25 I \ I ! b3 lC() 21 I 17 i 3b 17 )6 I 19 b5 i 102 16 ! 19 31 17 29 ! 37 , ~ I 
b6 172 14 34 I 21 38 41 I 34 i 
I 
47 173 16 19 i 10 43 34 47 I 
}o r. 174 17 28 ! 17 i 35 43 31 
" 
I 
, 
I 
49 175 19 39 I 19 36 32 22 
1 118.09 24.78 ! 25.17 Average gain 20.13 23.09 29.91 
Total averar gain (23 items Day: 22.L6 Evening: 26.,0 TV: 21.63 
--
BL 
• • 
Catesory 1- Critical Thinking 
Item Number High Low 
Pretest Final f ray Evening TV Day Evening TV 
7 L i 8 -11 -7 12 21 10 
8 5 i 15 7 2 17 ... 10 -7 
I 
I I 0 2 ! .., 7 7 4 10 38 .-
I 
! 
10 
I 
7 14 23 11 21 3 i 21 
11 6 24 7 ! 19 36 22 I 2$ 24 18 55 41 I 18 27 46 31 ! I 
40 ! 97 33 22 I 13 23 22 19 
41 98 
-7 0 I 12 0 4 I 3 50 8 10 1.3 0 17 21 -3 I 51 9 20 .34 ! 14 29 57 40 
52 10 36 47 17 ,0 47 Ito 
53 11 .3 19 7 1 25 16 
$4 12 , 21 39 23 15 24 42 
55 13 I 12 10 8 19 5 9 
56 31 31 49 27 65 59 53 
Average gain 18.00 20.47 1l.Lo 22.l,0 23.73 22.47 
Total avera~e gain (15 items Days 20.20 Ewningl 22.10 TVI 16.93 
ll;, higher than those of the corresponding upper group. In all eases t.he 
percen.t gains of the evening lower group were the highest. 
It is 1:rterest:tng to note that in Cetercry 1 tr..e 1;.ppt.!' Qa,i group achieved 
2% lower on one item on the post-teet than they originally answered on the 
pretest) the corresponding lower day r,rovp atta:,ned a 12% gain on this item. 
The upper TV group attained the same percent of correct responses on the 
post-test as they did on the pretest showing, therefore, no increase in 
correct responses. 
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In exercises on the Application of Prinoiples, Category 2, the upper 
group showed a decrease in percent of correct responses on six ltems (two for 
day, one for evening, and three for TV) with no ohange on three items (one 
item each for day, evening, and TV). On one item the TV lower group showed 
no percent gain; this corresponded with the no gain results of the upper TV 
group on this same item and with a 6% decrease on this item for the upper day 
group. In another item the upper day group decreased 2% in correct responses 
While there was no change on that same item i1) the upper evening group. 
The percent gain in correct responses in Category .3 on Critical Thinld.ng 
showed the lowest percent change in each of the six groups (three upper and 
three lower). The upper group showed a decrease in percent responses four 
times with no gain twioe.; the lower group showed a deorease three times with 
no gain onoe. 
The over-all gains of the evening group in all oategories 113 pos'sible 
evidenoe of the population differenoes of this group .. or this may be eVidence 
of greater olass drill in the evening group because of more rapid class cover-
age of routine matters leaVing more time for drill and disoussion. 
The results of Table XXVIII indicate that the evening students again 
achieved a total percent correct response over the day and TV groups; one 
should note however that the lower evening group attained a very slightly 
lower correot response (0.03%) than the lower TV group. 
The three largest differences in Table XXVIII were tested for signifi-
cance by means of the t test. The standard error of t..~e difference in 
1. 
2. 
':l 
..... 
TABIE XXVIII 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 101 FINAL EXANDIATION lTEN AJiALYSIS 
PERCENT COFJ:ECT RESPONSES BY GROUP ~m LEVEL 
GROUPS !"ATCHED ON PFi:TEST SCORES 
Objectives ~ lsvel Day Evening TV All groups 
Facts, Definitions I Upper I 67.11 70.76 68.42 68.77 Recognition Lower i 53.08 ,6.32 ,6.84 ".1.2 I ! ! (71 items) Total , 60.10 63.5L I 62.63 62.09 I , , ; 
Application of i Upper ! 62.91 63.9L I 61.66 62.84 I I I . Principles , tower I 47.14 50.66 ,0.Lo I 
49.41 i ! i 
55.04 j (87 items) ! Total l 57.)0 56.03 56.12 ! i 
Critical Thinking Upper i 61.71 ! 61.59 I 56.76 60.02 ! 
and Interprbtation Lower 44.76 I 47.76 I 47.12 46.55 (11 itelilS) Total ,3.24 SL.68 51.9L 53.28 
Total I Upper I 64.50 66.118 63.93 64.97 
(115 items) Lower L9 • .3h 52.67 52.70 51.57 
Total 56.92 59.58 ,8.31 58.27 
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percents was computed using a formula applicable to matched groups which takes 
into account the correlation between the initial scores used in matching and 
the final measures of achievement. These differences were non significant. 
A methods by levels analysis of variance based on matched pretest scores 
was made. The method used is the same as that described in Chapter V. Data 
for Category 1, Facts, DefinitiOns, and Recognition, are incorporated in 
Tables XXIX and XXX. 
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TA3LE XXIX 
!"£THCDS X lEVELS AHALYSIS SF VAR:IANCE 
PHETEST SCOF.ES 7, Jl.TCfiJ~tl 
CATEGCRY 1t 1eACTS t I:>EFINITJ1YS J N'f; EEC~iG'!JTION 
: = I : 
'I :==: 
: ,-= =~ ...... .........,...,,= 
· " .. :1 :: :: =: : =~.= : r ;! ': Initial Day Evening TV All groups 
score level I 
-+ 
1.3 675.684 13 667,139 13 6h8,025 39 5,973,136 
.30 up 822 63.23 811 62.8$ 80, 61.92 2,LLL 153,157.33 
,3,094 )1,915.69 ;2,355 51,34,.31 $2,253 49,BL8.08 
...... 
--
.. 
20 1,lL7 "Olll 20 1,3LO,9G4 20 l,258,,88h 60 11,229,201 
2~-29 1,071 53.33 1,1,8 ;:'7.90 1,122 ,6.10 3,3,1 187,153.)3 
58,777 57 .. 852.0; 68,738 67,oL8.20 65,112 62,94lf.20 
.,., ....... 16 I 
'" , 
26 1,79$,600 26 1,806,336 26 1,522,756 78 15 ,35C ,721. 
2O-2L 1,340 ~.s4 1,3L4 51.69 1,23L. 41.56 3,,918 196,804.1L 
71,744 69,061.lS 73,41.:.2 69,474.46 6C,L32 ,8,567.53 
p .. 
31 2,5~,409 37 2,725,801 37 2,917,264 ll1 24,561,936 
15--19 1,597 43.16 1,651 41:.62 1,7ee 46.16 4,956 221,278.0) 
71,217 68,929.77 78,325 7.3,670.29 83,074 78,744.97 
,-
-21 589,821., 21 801,025 21 784,996 6) 6.L97.401 
8--lh 768 ;6 .. ~7 895 L2.62 81:6 142.19 2,$149 103,133.34 
30,116 28,086.57 39,383 38,lLL.O$ 39.,63L 37,380.76 
.... ..,. 
ll7 )1,337,604 117 3h • .398,225 117 33,120,025 3$1 296,h59J~2L 
5,S98 267,8L2.76 5,865 29h,CC"1.92 c:: 7r::C. /' "';' 283,077.14 17,218 B4L,611 •• bo 
TABLE XXX 
SUMS OF S\.;iUARES OF Jill~T10DS x L:0VELS AUALYSIS OF VA1UANCE 
PRETEST SCO;-·tES MATCHl!."'D 
GATIDORY 1t FACTS, DEFnaTIONS, AND Rl!:COGNITION 
Sums of Squares De.grees of Freedom Variance 
Methods 307.42 (M - 1) 2 153.71 
Levels ! 16,911.77 (1 - 1) 4 4,227.94 I 
I ... Cells 18,558.68 (ML - 'I) 14 
Methods x 1,339.49 (M - 1) x 8 167.44 
Levell (1 - 1) 
Wi thin sub-groups 34,522.92 (N - ML) 336 102.75 
.. f .. 
Total 53,,081.60 (N - 1) 350 
., 
• 153.71 • . 
'methods l02.7~ 1.4960 'U x 1 • i~~:~ · 1.6296 
From tables for 2 and 336 d.f., From tables for 8 and 336 d.f.~ 
F is non-significant. F is non-significant. 
r,t'hus, there axEl n;:> differences at any level. 
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ThF) data for Category 2, Recognition and Application of Principles, are 
ncorporated in Tables XXII and XXXII while the data for Category 3, Critical 
~hinking, appear in Tables XIliII and nXIV. 
Initial I 
score level , 
1 
i 13 
3C up 700 
i 3B,07a 
, 20 
, 
25-29 941 
: L5,2J5 
~ 
26 
20--24 1,166 
. ,3,154 
I 
37 
15-19 1,415 
",803 
i 
I 21 
8-llt ! 727 i 
126'~9S ~.~! I 
TABLE XXXI 
METHODS x 1EV"f~LS ANALYSIS CF VA1\IAHCE 
PRETF~ST SCCRES r::ATCHED 
CA'rEGORY 21 RECOOtllT1C1'I A~m A:+IrCATICN OF PEl'!CJPIES 
-
Da;y 
I 
Evening I TV 
, 
541,696--1-
..... ,. 
h9C,COO 13 13 478,864 I 
53.83 I 736 ~6.61 I 692 ,3.23 i I 
37,692.31 I 42,246 41,668.92 I 37,9CC 36,835.69 i I 
~ J . . .. .... ,~ . 
88S,hBl i 1,069,156 
, 
1,018,081 I 20 I 2C , 
t i 
47.0, ! 1,03L 51.70 1,C09 ,0.uS 
4h,27L.O' ! 54,106 53.u57.80 51,997 So,9Oli.OS , 
1,359,556 i 26 1,h68,94t 26 1,214,4Oh i 
hlJ .85 ! 1,212 L6.62 1,102 42.38 i 
52,290.61 ! 58,398 56,497.~ L8.S72 L6,107.8L 
i .. , , 2,002,22, I 37 2,283,121 37 2,274,c.>6Ii I 
38.24 i 1,511 40.84 1,508 40.76 I 54,114.18 6L,lLl 61,70,.97 6L,OSo 61,461.18 
i -
,28,,29 21 6:W,8L9 i 21 67$,684 I 
31t.62 793 31.16 I 822 39.14 
25,168.05 3C.5L7 29,945.19 33,908 32,17,.L3 
--2L,L92,6Cl 117 27,941,796 111 26,.3h1,669 
209,.338.L7 $,286 2)8,818.16 5,1.33 22,,193.92 
'Q .I 
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All IJ"OQpe 
39 h,S28,)8L 
2,128 ll6,ll2.LO 
60 8,9OL,2$6 
2,9BL 1L8,LOL.26 
78 12 ,no,hOC 
),Leo 15,,261.5) 
III 19,660,356 
h,L)h 117,120.32 
63 5,h8h,96L 
2,3L2 87,062.92 
3S1 236,l1S.,h2l. 
15,)68 672, 86b.h2 
/ 
'rABt::: XXXII 
SUMS OF S',;UAREE; OF ::~~~T!!ODS x I.EVj:LS ANi.LYSIS UF VAIUAlWj;~ 
PR;'<;'TEST SCU:1ES MA TCHID 
CATDJOH.Y 2. RSGOGNITIJN ArID A.PPLLCA'1'I;:m 01? l)ldNCrpLi.~S 
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~ :: : : 
I 
_-+-" Sums 0_£ Squar--.;S.' _Dagr;_~. o~:~~ I ~ari~.~= 
Methods 486.73 (M - 1) 2 I 
r.evels I 11,097.01 
Cells I  
M th de x 450 95 e 0 I • Levels 
I Wi thin Hub-grOUPS 20:430.89 , 
Total 32,465.58 
F • 2~6:~ · 4.00 methods 
From tahles for ? and. 336 d.f • .; 1 :ts 
signif"icant beyond 5;~ level. 
, 
I 
(L - 1) 4 I 2,774.2$ 
(lfL ~: 1) 
(Jl 1) x 8 i 56 37 , '¥ • (t - 1) 
,-
(N - ML) 336 fiJ .81 
(N - 1) 350 
From tables for 8 and 336 d.f., F is 
non-significant 
Siuce a methods difference si;..;nificant beyond the 5.i level was indicated 
by the F test for methods, t-tests were nade for the various level differences 
according to the met'lod dC2.cribed :tn Chapter V. 
The t tests indicated no differences in l?lethods at a,ny level. It should 
be noted hO'irever trJ.8.t <'l.t the 20-2), level a s:tGrd.f:Lc~,nt difference in means 
at the 5% level vIas ali'lost indlcated. A t value of 1.960h VlaS obtained for 
this level. For the 336 d.f., a t value or 1.967 is significant at the 5% 
level. 
Initial Day score level 
13 22,500 
3C up 150 11.5L 
1,770 1,730.77 
. 
20 1.8,40C 
25--29 220 11.00 
2,5L2 2,lJ20.OC 
26 62,$OC 
20-2L 2,0 9.62 
2,616 2,4(J3.8, 
37 93,636 
15-19 306 8.27 
2,682 2,SJO.70 
. 
21 17,689 
8-11 133 6.33 
929 81·2.33 
t • 
-117 l,121,L81 
1,059 9,585.31 
TABLE XrxIII 
NETHCDS x LEVEU: A~rAI.Y~;IS OF VAHIA'~CE 
PRETEST SCORES :"ATCHED 
CATEGORY .3: CEITICAI HEA~;c;nNG 
I Even:ing 
I 
, 
I 
1) 25,281 13 
I 1$9 . 12.23 116 I 
I 1,917 1,9Lb.69 1,702 , I I 
, 20 55,696 20 
, 
236 1l.C-C 19, 
L 
2 .. 8L2 2,78k.80 2,01, 
, 
26 55,696 i 26 
: 
236 9.08 216 
2,262 2,11.:2.15 
i 
2,018 
37 llO,22L 37 
3.32 8.97 3Gj 
3,238 2,979.03 
I 
2,665 
. . I 
, I 
, 21 20,736 ! 21 
lLL 6.86 I 168 I 
1,oBL 992.67 I 1,L38 [ 
I 
I 117 l,225,LL9 ! 117 i I 
I I 
lo,L73.92 I 1,107 , 1,030 i I I 
,J", 
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TV All grcupB 
21,316 39 207,02$ 
11.23 Is" $,3l1.10 
1,6'9.69 
38,025 60 423,801 
9.1S 6Sl 7,063.35 
1,90:£.25 
L7,S2L 18 L~,616 
B.39 10b 6 .. 3SL.OS 
1,827.64 
91,809 m BSS,L81 
S.2L. 9U 7,977.31 
2,L 81. 33 
2B,~ 63 198,025 
8.00 lWS 3,113.2, 
1,3l:L.OO 
1,060,900 m. 1O,21b,L16 
9,067.S2 ,,196 29,100.90 
, 
~".~ .' 
Metilods 
Levels 
Oells 
Methods x 
Levels 
TABLE XXXIV 
SUMS OF SQUARES OF liET:fODS x LEVELS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
PRETEST SCORES MATCH&) 
CATEGORY 3: CRITICAL Rr:ASONDlG 
Sums ot Squares Degrees of Freedom Variance 
2.5.85 
1 
(I( - 1) 2 12.92 
, 
751.16 (L - 1) 4 187.79 I 
864.20 
i (IlL - 1) I I 14 ~ , , ! I 
I 87.19 ! (M - 1) x 8 10.90 ! I (t - 1) ! 
! Wi thin sub-groups 1,814.90 (N - MI,) 336 5.40 
Total 2,679.10 (N - 1) 3.50 
F 12.92 2 3931 F t- 10.90 8 • OS.Ia> - • 5.40 - 2.01 2 methods Mx 
From tables for 2 and 336 d.t., F is From tables for 8 and 336 d.t., 
non-significant. significant at the $% level. 
" 
Following the Significant F value for methods by levels, t tests were 
made of the differences between means of the day, eVening, and TV groups. 
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F 1s 
The evening group at the 25-29 level was significant at the 1% l~,vel over 
TV; the t teet indicated. no differences betvreen the day and TV groups at this 
level. The only other signi£icant difference occurred at the 8-14 level 
Where the TV group was favored at the 5% level over the day group. No other 
significant differences were indicated by the t test at any of the other 
levels. 
The results of Tables nil through XXXIV indicate that the day, evening, 
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and TV achieved equally as well in items treating of facts, definitions, and 
recognition (Category 1) and those dealing With the recognition and applica-
tion of principles (Category 2). In critical reasoning exercises at one of 
the UPE!er levels a difference significant at the Ij level favored evening in-
.~truction over TV while at the very lowest level TV instruction was favored at 
the 5% level over day instruction. 
In attaining the objectives pertinent to facts, definitions, and recog-
nition it should be noted that at all levels except an initial score level of 
15--19 the evening group achiBved a higher mean tha.n the TV group; these means 
~lB noted a.bova were not however significa.nt. ~ The day groups also achieVed a 
larger mean than the TV group at the upper three levels j the TV group means 
at the lower two levels exceeded that of the day group. 
In test items dealing with the recognition and applioation of principles 
the evening group achieved a higher mean than the TV group at all levels ex-
cept the lowest. Differences, however, were non-significant. The mean o£ 
the TV group exceeded the mean (again not significantly) of the day group at 
the 25-29, the 15-19, and 8-14 levels. 
In critical reasoning exercises the evening achievement and that of the 
day at all levels except the lowest exceeded that of the TV group_ At only 
one level however the evening achievement e..'l:ceeded that of the TV group sig-
nifioantly (at the 1% level). At the lowest level the significant differenoe 
at the 5% level favored TV instruction over day. 
The last page of the final examination consisted of f1 ve i tams which all 
students were asked to answer. The TV students were also asked to answer an 
addi tional ten i tams. The instructions preceding these exeroises stated that 
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the exercises were not a part of the test and the an~vers would have no effeot 
on the student's mark for the oourse. The instruotions stated that the an-
gl.Ters should exPress the honest oonvistion of the person answering the ques-
tion. 
The instruotions preceding the exeroises are as £ollO\'1sl 
"Ai't.er the number on the answer sheet whioh oorresponds to that of eaoh of 
the following statements blacken space 
A if' you strongly agree "nth the statement 
B if you agree With the eta temant 
C if you neither agree nor disagree lTittl the statement 
D if you disagree with the statement 
E if you strongly disagree with the statementft 
The .five i tams whioh all students were asked to answer area 
186. Inventions and disooveries in the physical scienoes have oreated 
problems which soienoe oannot solve. 
187. The physical science course has taught me to reason more oritically 
than other courses I have taken. 
188. Mathematics and soience should receive greater emphasis than other 
subj(Jcta. in our high sohools. 
1:3'). As a result of pl1'ftioal sci(~nce instruction I expect to have a per-
manent interest in SCience. 
190. The SCientific method is the best method of obtaining knowledge 
concerning nature. 
The answers to the items used were those of the 117 students in each 
group whose data were used for the methods by levels analysis matched in tams 
Item 
No. 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
TABlE XXXV 
PERCENT OF RESPONSE TO ITEHS 186 .. 190 OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE 101 
FINAL EXAMINATION 
Group 
Day 
Evening 
TV 
Dq 
Evening 
TV 
Day 
Evening 
TV 
Day 
Evening 
TV 
Dq 
Evening 
TV 
A. 
43.5 
se.S 
46.8 
B 
27.6% 
20.2 
18.3 
.31.9 
33.0 
40.9 
Answer responses 
c D 
37.1% 
37.5 
E 
i 57.6 
17.1 
6.1 
15.6 
20.9 : 7.0 
12.5 1.0 
6.5 0.9 
18.1 
12.9 
:th.7 
20.7 
22.0 
10.0 
0.9 
4.0 
2.8 
2.6 
0.0 
2.7· 
0.0 
1.0 
0.9 
of pretest scores. The percents of each type of response to items 186-190 
appear in Table XXXV. 
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Unfortunately over fifty percent of the students in each of the day, 
evening, and TV groups did not believe that inventions and discoveries in the 
physical sciences created problems which science could not solve. The :magical 
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role of science and the scientist as a cure-all for any problem still prevails 
(Nen after one semester of instruction in college physical science. 
The students in all groups overwhelmingly agreed that physioal science 
taught them to reason more critically then other courses. Note, however, that 
aJJ;J.ost 28% of the day group disagreed. It is also interesting to observe that 
the TV students though achieving least in critical reasoning exercises were 
the most emphatio in their agreement that physioal science has taught than to 
reason more ori tically than other courses. 
Well over one-half of all students agreed that mathematics and science 
should receive greater emphasis than other slij)jeets in high schools. About 
one-fourth of the day and TV group net ther agreed nor disagreed with this. 
More TV students seemed to think that they would have a permanent inter-
est in science as a result of physical soience instruction but about 42 to 
h6% of the day and evening groups respectively thought that they would be 
permanently interested in soienoe. About 22 to 23% of the day and evening 
groups stated that they would proba.bly not be permanently interested 'in science 
at least as a result of physical science instruction. 
OVer 80% of all groups believed that the SCientifiC method was the best 
method for obtaining knowledge conoerning nature. Strangely enough 17% and 
16% of the day and TV group disagreed. 
The percents of eaoh type of response to i toms 191 to 200 appear in 
Table XXXVI. These items were only answered by the TV students. The ten 
items are as follows: 
191. Television instruction is better able to hold one's attention than 
regular classroom instruction. 
Item No. 
191 
192 
193 
194 
19, 
196 
191 
198 
199 
200 
TABLE X;UVI 
PERCENT OF RESPONSES OF TV STUDENTS TO ITn:s 191-200 
OF PHYSICAL SCIElICE 101 Fr~AL EXM,:nJATIl'liS 
Answer responses 
A B C D 
13.,% 19.8% 31.,% 27.9% 
28.6 48.2 6.2 13.4 
31.8 33.6 I 20.9 12.7 12.6 39.6 I 13., 27.0 
11.0 16., I 41.3 2,.7 I . 
I 
17.3 ,6.4 I ~.5 9.1 i 
13.0 27.8 I 42.6 13.9 
20.0 !W.' 24.5 9.1 
11.3 20.8 20.8 37.1 
59.3 34.3 4.6 0.9 
E 
7.2' 
3.6 
0.9 
I 7.2 
I ,., 
I 1.8 
2.8 
1.8 
9.4 
0.9 
192. During television instruction one is handicapped by not being able to 
ask questions immediately about points which are puzzling. 
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193. Television instruction is better organised than regular classroom in-' 
struction. 
194. Television demonstrations are not as clearly visible as those in regu-
1ar classroom instruction. 
19$. Television instruction is more interesting than regular classroom in-
struction. 
196. In television :tnstruction one feels that the teacher is talking direct-
ly to him rather than to a class. 
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197. Television instruction :lIlakes one more anxious to learn vthat is taught 
than regular classroom instruction. 
198. Television instruction would be more effective if foll<:med i1!UJlediately 
by a discussion period with a teacher who can sup~'lG\ment what was said 
over TV. 
199. In one lesson of television instrl.l.ction 50 ll1uch material is presented 
that one is not able to understand it fully. 
200. A repeating of key points at the end of a television lesson is very 
helpful. 
About one-third o£ the students agree that television can better hold 
... 
one f S attention than regular classroom in'Struction. One-third disagreed vd th 
this while the other third neither agreed nor disagreed. 
The studl-')nts overwhelmingly-about 77%-agreed that the televiSion stu-
ddllt is handicapped by not being able to ask questions. About two-thirds of 
the students were ot the opinion that television instruction is better organ-
ized than regular classroom lnstr'l.lct:i on; about 14% disa.greed. 
About half of the televi~ion students believed that television dawn-
strations are not a.s olearly Visible as those in regular olassroom. instruction 
while about one-third of the students did not agree w:tth this statement. 
Th:i.rty-one pBrcent of the televis:ton student.s did not t.hink that telev1-
sion instruction Was as interestin;; a.s classroom instruction,; 267t of the stu.-
dents thought television "instruction was as interesting with 41% of the stu-
dents not sure of: th(~ir feelings. 
About three-quarters of the televi:3ion studan ts had the feeling that in 
television instruction the instructor was talking directly to the student 
rather than to a class; 11% disagreed 'with this. 
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Forty-one percent of the television students believed that television 
instruction makes one more anxious to learn than regular classroom instruc-
tion; 42% were not sure about this. 
About 65% ot the students believed that television instruction would be 
more effective if it were followed immediately by a discussion partod with a 
teacher. But about 25% ot the students were not sure about this. 
About 31% of the students believed that a television lesson covered so 
much material that one was not able to under~tand it fullyJ 47% disagreed 
with this. 
By the overwhelming major! ty of 94% teleVision students believed that 
the repeating ot key points at the end of a television lesson was very help-
ful; only 2% disagreed with this. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMA!1Y AND G0NCLUbIONS 
This study of the Physical Science 101 offering oi' TV College of the 
Chicago City Jurtior College in the Fall semester of 19~7-58 gives and tends 
to imply certain conolusions. 
Considering day, ev~ng, and TV registrants at the Wright and ifl1lson 
branohes of the Chicago City Junior College, the TV regisu-ants achieved 
... 
greatest on initial Otis and initial pretest scores as well as on total a-
ohievement soores. Day students fared tlost poorly on all of these. All cal-
culations of means and standard deviations werl'l made usin~ ungrouped data. 
The fundamental assumptions of homogeneity of variance and homogeneity 
of regression which are fundamental to .!;l,n analysis of variance and covariance 
are accepted. 
Following an analysis of oovariance an F value significant at the 1). 
level at the Wright Branch indicated that therE' were differences in the a-
chievement of the classes taught by different instructors; these differences 
are not due to real differences between classroom instruction and 'IV instruc-
tion. One day ciass and one evening class acllieved significantly better at 
the 5% level than the day olasses of an experienced instructor. Two day 
classes and all three evening olasses at the 1% level and two day classes at 
the 5% level achieVed better than the da.y classes of an inexperienced instruc-
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tor. It should be noted however that t l16 evening classes of the inexp81"ienced 
instructor achieved significantly better at the l~ level over his day classes. 
One is foroed to conclude therefore that there are factors other than the 
teacher which affect the achievement of the students. This implication is 
quite consistent throughout the study. 
Results of day totals, evening totals, and TV totals indicate that the 
evening totals were favored over ~le day totals at the 5% level. The results 
indicate again that there are little differences between methods but that such 
differenoes are probably due to differences in pop Illation betw·een the day 
classes and evening classes. 
At the 11ilson Branch of the Chicago City Junior Oollege computations 
again indicated that the evening students achieved significantly more at the 
5% level over TV while the evening students achieved at the 1% level over day. 
The results at the Wilson Branch again seem to imply that the everring 
population is different from the day. 
A methods by levels analysis ot varianCE> of the t'lrlght data in whioh 
students were matched on the basis of initial Otis soores indicated that TV 
instruction was superior to day instruction at the 5% level tor students be-
low an Otis soore of 41 (IQ 99). One is relUQtant, however, to draw a valid 
conclusion since there were only 4 cases in each cell at this level. 
The combined Wilson and Wright data when subjected to a methods by levels 
analysis ot varianoe based on matched Otis scores indioated no differences 
except that evening instruction is lavored at the 5% level over day instruc-
tion at the Otis 42-51 level (IQ 100-109). 
The results seem to imply that the relative merit of the different types 
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of instruction is not related to the intelligence levels of the students as 
mea.sured by the Otis test. One cannot conclude, therefore, that one method 
of instruction is better for superior students While less able students bene-
fit more from another kind of instruction. 
Whon pretest soores were matched a methods by levels analysis ot variance 
of the combined WriGht and Wilson data indicated that the total evening and 
total TV achieved significantly better at the l~ level than the total ~ 
group_ This aga:i.n would seem to support the inferenCe ot popUlation differ-
ences between day, evening, an1 TV groups. 
At the two lo.vest levels based on prete~ scores TV instruction and even-
iJ'lg im'!'\',ruct,ion were favorAd at. the 5% level or beyond over day instruction. 
Popu.lation differences between day, evening, and TV groups exist. The 
average ~vening student is older than the average day student while the aver-
age TV studB'nt is older than ai thar of the other grO',lpa. The average day stu-
dent is under 20 years of age. Of the evening population almost. 68;& are be-
tween 20 to 29 years of a.ea. The grea.ta~t, p8rt of the TV popuJ.at.1.on 1s between 
30 to 39 years of age with 29% being 40 years or over in age. 
The average day student (94%) carries a .full college program ot five 
courses. About 14% of the evening students carry two or three courses. About 
L~3% ot the TV students carry 'bra courses with 22% and 20% carrying three and 
four courses respect,ively. 
About one-third of the day students do not work although another third 
works 10 to 20 hours per week; 20% work over 20 hours per week. Most ot the 
evening students (81%) work over 20 hOd.:"S per week. ot the TV students about 
)~li% are homemakers and 43% work over 20 hours per week. 
Thus the older evening and TV students are probably more mature and 
probably better motivated than the day students. 
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When initial pretest items were repeated in the final examination, the 
students in the lower half attained greater percent gains" in general, than 
those in the upper half of the group. In all cases the peroent gains ot the 
evening lower group were the highest. 
When test items were categorized and a methods by levels analysis of 
varianoe based on matched pretest scores computed, no significant differences 
in achievement existed on those test items treating of facts, definitions, 
and recognition and those test items treati~of recognition and application 
of principles. In those items designed to measure critical reasoning a dif'-
terence signifioant at the l~ level favored evening instruction at one ot the 
upper levels over TV While at the very lowest level TV instruction was favor-
ed at the 5% lG\'"E!'. over d$lY instruction. 
The students in all groups overwhelmingly agreed that physical science 
taught them. to reason more critically than other oourses. About 28% 'Of the 
day group, however, disagreed. The TV students vrho achieved least in critical 
reasoning exercises were the most emphatic in their agreement that physical 
science had taught them to reason more critically than other courses. 
About one-halt of all students agreed. that methsa tics and science should 
receive greater snphasis than other subjects in high schools. About one-
fourth of the day and TV groups neither agreed nor disagreed ¥lith this. 
About 6.5% of the TV students# 42% of the day group, and 46~ of the even-
ing group believed that they would have a permanent interest in scienoe as a 
resul t of physical soienoe instruotion. About 22 to 23% of the day and evening 
groups stated that they probably would not be perrJanently interested in 
science at least as a result of physical science instruction. 
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Though 17% of the day and 16;; of the TV group disagreed that the sCien-
tific met: lod was the best method for obtaining knol'lledge, over BO~ of all 
groups believed that the scientific method for obtaining knowledge v.as supe-
rior. 
Amongst the TV students one-third thought that television instrll.ction 
can better hold one t s a.ttention than regular olassroom instruction, hut an-
other third disagreed with this while the other third was undecided. 
TV students overwhelmingly agreed that tJ:le television student is handi-
capped b<J not being a.ble to ask questions. They also believed that TV in-
struction 1.5 better organized than regular olassroom instruction. 
About halt of the TV stUdents believed that television demonstrations 
are not as clearly visible as those in regular classroom instruction) one-
third disagreed with this .. 
About 41% of the TV students were not sure about their feelings Wi th re-
gard to TV instruotion. Thirty-one percent of the TV students did not think 
television instruction as interesting as classroom instruction while 26% 
thought it as interesting. 
The TV students overwhelmingly believed that in television instruction 
the instructor was talking directly to the student rather than to a class. 
Though 41% of the TV students believed that TV instruction makes one more 
anxious to learn than regular classroom instruction" 42% were not sure about 
this. 
TW'o-th1rd.s of the TV students believed that television instruction would 
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be more effective if 'XV ll1Struction were followed immediately by a discussion 
period with a. teache:r'. 
About one-ha.lf of the 'I'V grou" believed that adequate mat.;:rial was cov-
ered in a television lesson, but aboL.c", ono-third believed that so much materi-
al was covered that one Wa:; not able to understnnd it fully. 
The TV students overwhelmingly believed that the repetition of key points 
at the end of a teleVision lesson was very helpful. 
In conclusion the author would like to make two points. 
Though no positive conclusions regarding the relatiVe eff1~iency of 
television and regular classroom instruction~e warranted, it is quite cl(;'\8.r 
that television students attain higher raw achievement scores than regularly 
enrolled students. If wch soores are criteria for achievanant in the subject 
matter and such soores are the basis for gra..T1ting oredit, there can be no 
question as to ~~e validivJ of television or regular classroom instruction as 
a basis for granting college orad! ts. 
The statement is often made that the higher levels or achievement of the 
TV students may be attributed to the higher in1 tial oapacity of the groups 
enrolled for TV instruotion and to their grea,ter maturity and I:lotivation. 
The present study indicated higher achievement for evening students if cor-
rections are made for the initial knowledge of SUbj€lCt matter and montal abil-
ity as measured by an intelligence test. Therefore 1£ regularly instruoted 
evening students are to receive college credit based on their aohievement 
scores then TV students who are graded on similar norms of attainment also 
merit college credit. 
In this and many other studies in which comp8rison is made between groups 
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taught by television or by regular instruction the differences in achievsnent 
reported are frequently "not statistically significant." The logic of sta-
tistical inference does not permit one to conclude that the two methods are 
equally effective or that "TV instruotion is as good as regular instruotion." 
l\1JUle the protagonist for TV instruction oannot m.a.ke the claim just 
stated, it should also be emphasized that the critic of TV instruotion oannot 
conclude from the same data that TV insUouction is less errecti ve than regu-
lar instruction in the attainment of the objectives measured. The fact that 
this is the case and the fact that, regardless of the factors involved, TV 
students achieve marks worthy of college or~t does support the general oon-
elusion that 'l'V instruotion of the kind. characterized by the Chicago City 
Junior College program is definitely worthwhile as a means of proViding oollege 
instruotion to hundreds of persons who would not otherwise find it possible to 
obtain oollege instruction. 
---
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E.!l; 
1 71 3,377 
2 61 3,171 
3 30 1,,33 
L 91 4,L96 
,. 70 3,)OL 
6 63 3,209 
Day total 386 19,090 
Evenws 
2 2S 1,L38 
3 hO 2,lL8 
6 29 1,559 
Evening 
total 9L "lL5 
TV 56 3,233 
Branch 
total 536 27,L68 
APPENDIX 1 
TASLE I 
PHYSICAl; SCIl"lfCE 101 
WRIGHT 
Pretest Achievement 
£~ e,y <x12 
1,343 1.3,6'3 167,2h5 
1,198 12,70, 170,719 
,33 ,,763 82,807 
1,624 17,766 231,965 
1,236 12.,775 163,668 
1,e92 1l,197 168,742 
7,026 73,859 9B5,J..b6 
578 5,822 85,172 
783 8,376 119,965 
527 5,990 86,483 
1,888 20,188 291,620 
1,305 12'L75 192,699 
10,219 106,522 l,L69,t65 
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~XIX2 ~X1Y ~X2Y 
6S,40L 656,977 269,002 
Cit ,017 671,611 261,;'88 
28,155 303,27, 107,297 
83,$18 903,551 332,399 
60,966 626,425 236,438 
56,963 581,3.3L 201,685 
359,023 3,7L3,173 1,L08,!t09 
3L,259 3L1,OL8 139,253 
L3,735 L.65,966 172,268 
29,317 328,036 111,h17 
lO7,311 1,135,050 L22,938 
77,696 730,617 298,837 
51.;L,030 5,6C8,BL.O 2,130,1BL 
APPr,:mlX I 
TABU; II 
PHYSICAL SCIEnCE 101 S1Ji>r;'Ar~Y i;;HEET 
i':ILS<JIf DATA 
n" I , .... - ': .: ) :e':M Z-; ! sObli , .. ' , t' [ " 0 =' 
Pretest Achievement 
Teacher EX2 !y 
............... 
~ 
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13 a 50 1 
82 1.2 
... ....... j. I 
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~ refers to one section taught by teMher 13; 132 to second section taught be same teacher 1 
Physical Science Pretest 
Midterm Examination 1 
APPENDIX II 
Geology and Scientific Method 
Midterm Exanrlnation 2 
Meteorology 
Astron01JJ7 
Semester Examination 
CHICAGO CITY JUNIOR COLLEGE 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE PRETEST 
DIRECTIONS: Print your name (last name first), the title of the examination, 
the name of your college, and the date on the designated blanks on the answer 
sheet. If you are enrolling in Physical Science 101 as a television student, 
write TV after your name. 
If you do not understand the directions preceding the exercises, ask. the 
proctor for an explanation. \fuen marking your answers on the answer sheet, 
you must use a pencil filled with the special scoring machine lead. Make 
your marks thus: 
A B C D E 
II I I I , t ~t' I I II II II 100. " II II " I I I I I I II II II 
" 
It 
1. Solid black marIes are made by gOing over each mark two or three times 
and by pressing finnJ.y on your pencil. 
2 •. If' you change your mind, erase your first mark completely. 
3. Make no unnecessary marks in or around the dotted lines. Do not, rest 
your pencil on a lettered space 'While deciding which space to mark. 
4. Keep your answer sheet on a hard surface 'While marking your answers. 
5. Make your marks as long as the pair of dotted lines. 
6. Make one mark and only one mark after each answer sheet number fran 
4to'5b. -
You will have 30 minutes for this test. Your score will not affect your final 
course mark. ~fuile the exercises pertain to things you WiIT be taught in 
Physical Science 101, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the course we 
wish to obtain an estimate of how much students know of these things before 
taking the course. Hence, we should like to have you answer each exercise as 
best you can according to your present knowledge. 
Items 1-6 are not a part of the test, but your anSwers will help us in our 
evaluation research. 
519 
After the number on the answer sheet correspond:fng to each of the following six items, blacken as 
J1JSXlY answer spaces as are necessary to indicate your previous training in science or mathematiCS, 
but bl,acken only one answer space each for items 4, 5 &lid 6. 
1. I have had 4. lam 
A. high school general science. A. under 20 years of age. 
B. high school biology, zoology, or B. 20 to 24 years of age. 
botany. c. 25 to 29 years of age. 
c. high school chemistry. D. 30 to 39 years of age. 
D. high school physics. E. 40 or over 40 years of age. 
E. none of the above courses. 
5. I am enrolled in 
2. I have had A. no other course. 
A. college biology, zoology, or 
botany. 
B. college chemistry. 
C. college physics.' 
D. none of the above courses. 
3. I have had 
A. elementary algebra. 
B. elementary plane geCllletry. 
C. advanced algebra. 
D. solid geCllletry &lid/or trlgoncmetry. 
E. none of the above courses. 
B. one other course. 
C. two other courses. 
D. three other courses. 
E. four other courses, or more. 
6. In addition to being enrolled as a regular 
or TV student, I am 
A. a housewife &lid not employed. 
B. not working or working less than 
5 hours per week. 
C. working 5 to 10 hours per week. 
~ D. working 10 to 20 hours per week. 
E. working over 20 hours per week. 
After the number on the answer sheet Wich corresponds to that of each of the following exercises, 
blacken.2. lettered space to indicate the correct answer. 
7. Which of the following is most destructive to a theory? 
A. The opposition of a great scientist. 
B. A new &lid con:f'licting theory. 
C. A carefully fo:nnu1.atedlUbjective opinion. 
D. New facts contradicting the theory. 
E. A new hypotheSis in opposition to the theory. 
8. Which of the following best expresses the purpose of experimentation? 
A. The application of ageneral law to a new situation. 
B. The obtaining of new evidence to test an hypothesis. 
C. The obta:f n1 ng of evidence Wich will support a theory. 
D. The obtaining of evidence Wich will disprove a theory. 
E. The elimination of subjective thinking f'ran the behavior of a Scientist. 
9. Numerous observations &lid experiments have shown that "all chemical caupounds have a definite 
cau;position." The quoted words best exempl.i1'y 
A. a scientific ll!ov o~ .. generalization. !,.-, 
B. an hypothesis. 
C. a result of deductive reasoning. 
D. an assumption. 
E. reasoning fran the abstract to the concrete. 
-- 10. ~""()ne evolves a new explanation of why a certain cause produces a certain effect 
with the idea of testing the explanation by means of data, it is most appropriate to 
call the explanation 
A. a deduction. 
B. a scientific law. 
C. an example of inductive reasoning. 
D. a general theory. 
E. an hypothesis. 
11. A scientist thinks that he understands why a certain cause produces a certain effect, 
but he refuses more than tentatively to accept his explanation until he has collected 
adequate data. It is evident :from the above al.one that this scientist possesses 
A. scientific knowledge. 
B. camnon sense. 
C. scientific attitude. 
D. the correct solution to his problem. 
E. a willingness to rationalize. 
12. A ship floats because 
A. it displaces a weight of water equal. to its own weight. 
B. the air in the hold is buoyant. 
C. the surface tension of the water prevents it :from sinking. 
D. water is nearly incompressible. 
E. its shape corresponds to that of the flow_lines' pf the water. 
13. Bullets:from a 45 cal. pistol have a velocity of about 500 miles per hour. Such a 
bullet is fired due West from the tail of a jet plane traveling due East at 800 miles 
per hour. Inmediately after the pistol is fired, the velocity and direction of the 
bullet relative to the earth's surface are 
A. 500 miles per hour, west. 
B. 1300 miles per hour, East. 
C. 300 miles per hour, West. 
D. 300 miles per hour, East. 
E. 800 m:Ues per hour, East, since the bullet never leaves the pistol. 
14. Clouds form when 
A. there is an increase in the temperature of the air. 
B. the center of an air mass arrives at a given area. 
C. w1nd velocities reach a certain critical. value. 
D. moist air rises to higher elevatiOns. 
E. the air has absorbed a certain amount of heat :from the sun. 
15. It: a baseball is thrown straight upward, at the very top of its flight 
A. its potential energy is equal to one-hal.:f of its kinetic energy. 
B. it possesses no energy. 
C. its potential energy will be at a mjnimum while its kinetic energy will be 
ma.ximUm. 
D. it will possess no potential energy and one-halt: of its kinetic energy. 
E. it will possess no kinetic energy and its maximum potential energy. 
16. If the diameter of the earth were twice its present value while the mass remained 
the same, the weight of an ob"ject on the earth's surface would be 
A. one-fourth its present value. 
B. one-bal:f its present value. 
C. the same as its present value. 
D. twice its present value. 
E. four times its present val.ue. 
17. Future travelers, wearing space suits, may sometimes walk about on the outside of 
a space ship while the ship is moving with uniform velocity through space between 
the earth and Mars. They will be subject to aJ.l of the following hazards except 
A. *ing struck by meteorites. 
B. becaning dangerously chilled. 
C. being blown off, the ship. 
D. being exposed to cosmic rays. 
E. su:f':fering from lack of oxygen. 
lB. In a Chicago quarry the walls are thick horizontal layers of a pale gray rock 'Which 
contains many tiny shells of marine a.ni.mals. This rock dissolves slowly in water 
containing carbon dioxide. It is probably 
A. granite. 
B. limestone. 
C. basalt. 
D. sandstone. 
E. shaJ.e. 
19. In California, roads and stream beds are broken when they cross a line several hundreds 
of miles long. They are displaced sane ten feet to one side when they cross the line. 
This is due to 
20. 
21. 
A. volcanic action. 
B. landslides. 
C. erosion. 
D. faulting. 
E. sluntping. 
Which one of the following would offer the best basis for concluding that a certain 
layer of shale in New York was deposited at the same time as one in California? 
A. They are the same distance below the surface. 
B. They contain simUar fossil remains. 
C. They have the same chemical ccmposition. 
D. They are both sedimentary rocks. 
E. Each one is between two sandstone layers. 
Which of the following characteristics would enable you to recognize the deposits of 
a continental ice sheet? ~ 
A. Sediments unsorted with respect to size. 
B. Sediments containing many different ~s of rock, spread over aJ.arge area. 
C. Sed:lJDents having an irregular, hilly, undrained topography. 
D. All of the above. 
E. None of the above. 
22. The existence ot a flood-plain along a stream indicates that 
A. the stream must be more then 15 million :years. old. 
B. the stream bas cut down to very bard rock. 
c. the stream's rate of downcutting bas decreased to almost, but not quite, zero. 
D. the rate of -weathering bas increased markedly, and rather rap1dJ.y. 
E. the stream is very old, and will short1y die tar l.aclt of water. 
23. Caverns and underground tunnels OCC\.U' in limestone strata Wen ground water' 
24. 
A. contains dissolved minerals. 
B. has been heated by contact with hot masses of rock. 
C. emerges to form a spring. 
D. attacks a recent igoeous intrusion. 
E. contains dissolved carbon diOxide. 
An unconformity in rock strata as shown 
in the diagram indicates 
A. deposition of large quantities or 
unsarted material. 
B. that a trans! tary teature definitely 
existed in the area at one time. 
C. a long period of erosion followed by 
sul:mergence and. sedimentation. 
D. that igneous rock is usual.ly beneath 
the sedimentary layers. 
E. that mountains have been produced at 
one time due to dif1'erent:Lal. erosion. 
25. In a series of sedimentary rock layers 
A. a layer ot: limestone aJ:ways is beneath the layer at: sandstone. 
B. the most recent layer at: the series is sandstone. 
, C. the most recent layer is the top layer. 
D. the layer at the bottan ot: the series is the most recent layer. 
E. nothing can be said. about the time sequence ot: the layers in the series. 
26. It: an igneous intrusion has passed through a layer ot: sedimentary rock in a series at: 
such layers 
A. the intrusion is probably younger than the layer through Wich it passed. 
B. the intrusion is probably older than the layer through which it passed. 
C. a geyser is likely to be fomed. 
D. an tmcont:Ormity will probably result. 
E. no conclusion can be d.ra;m as to the time sequence of the layer of sedimentary 
rock through Wich the intrusion passed and the intrusion. 
After the number on the answer sheet which corresponds to that of each ot: the following paired 
items, blacken one lettered space to indicate that 
Athe item in Column I is greater than the item in Column II 
B the item in Column II is greater than the item in Column I 
27. 
2iJ. 
29. 
30. 
C both items are equal., or it cannot be said that one is greater 
than the other 
Column I Column II 
Extent to which dry weather is • •••• Extent to which rainy 'Weather is 
cl::la:racteristic ot: the equatorial cha.racteristic at: the equatorial 
zone. zone. 
Tendency ot: 'winds in the zone 
between 300 N. aad &Jo N. to blow 
Tendency ot: winds in the zone 
between 300 S. and &Jo s. to blow 
fram the west. :f':rom the west. 
The height of the mercury in a . .... The height ot: the mercury in the 
barometer at the foot of a barometer when carried to the top 
mountain. ot: the motmtain. 
Extent to which during SUl'lm:!rs in . .... Extent to which during summers in 
the temperate zones., high pressures the temperate zones, low pressures 
and low temperatures characterize and high temperatures characterize 
large land areas. large land areas. 
Arter each item number on the answer sheet, bl.acken the one Lettered space vh1ch 
designates the correct answer. 
31.. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
Moving air seems cool.er to a person than still air, because 
A. moving the air gives it a l.mrer temperature. 
B. moisture frClll the body is evaporated IOOre rapidl.y. 
C. moving air on the face reduces evaporation. 
D. moving air has the greater specific beat. 
E. still. air has the greater specific heat. 
St. Louis and Chicago have about the same average minimum l.ov temperatures 
d\n1.ng the winter even though Chicago is about 300 mil.es farther north. 
One explanation is that 
A. st. Louis is closer to sea-Level.. 
B. 300 miLes is insufficient to note changes in average minimum l.ov 
temperatures. 
C. Lake Michigan looses heat sl.ovl.y. 
D. river towns have mild winters. 
If the temperature of a certain time of day is 850 F. and the relative 
humidity is 94 percent, 
A. rel.ative humidity will have to decrease before rain Vill fall. 
B. it is sure to be raining. 
C. any increase in temperature will be accao:pa.nied by an increase in 
reLative humidity. 
D. an increase in temperature of 1.50 will cause rain. 
E. it will rain if the temperature decreases sufficientLy. 
<. 
What is meant by saying that the rel.ati ve humidity on a certain day is 
8oi'l 
A. That water vapor in the air constitutes 8r:Ff, of the air. 
B. That the air contains 80 parts of water to 1.00 parts of dry air. 
C. That the air contains &1fo of the water vapor it is capabl.e of hol.ding. 
D. That the air contains the same amount of water that it woul.d contain 
at 800 Fa.brenhei t. 
Hundreds of years ago natural. l.evees in the l.mrer MiSSissippi Vall.ey 
'Were about 3 ft. high. Man has built these l.evees to greater heights in 
an attempt to retain seasonal. fl.ood waters. One must conclude that more 
water is being diverted into the river channel. because man has 
A. cut down huge forests. 
B. pLowed under pasture l.ands adjacent to the river valleys. 
C. diverted more water into' the river valleys. 
D. filled in swamp l.ands adjacent to the river val.l.ey. 
E. done two or more of the above things. 
I 
37. 
38. 
At an altitude of 24,000 f'eet the height of' a mercury column in a 
baraueter is 1l.80 inches, while at sea level it is 29.92 inches. 
One can inf'er fran these data alone that 
A. there is insu:fi'icient oxygen at 24,000 f'eet to support lif'e. 
B. the air contains much less than 20 per cent oxygen by volume. 
c. there is almost no carbon dioxide in the air. 
D. the 'Weight of' the air above 24,000 f'eet is about 40 percent of' 
the 'Weight of' the air above sea.-l.evel.. 
E.water will nat boil at this alti.tude. 
The deposition of' sediment by a stream increases as the 
A. vel.ocity increases. 
B. velocity decreases. 
C. particle size decreases. 
D. volume of' water increases. 
E. slope of' the bed increases. 
::::b;;;.~ tjl.v .~ 
~ ~ 3dj 1;, b~" ~:. . 
a.-u; 4~' 
Which of' the f'ollowing is the best proof. thIrt t~' earth rotates 
on its axis, in other words, the observatiOD. C8DD0t plausibly be 
explained in SCIIIe other way? 
A. The sun rises in the east and sets in the west every day. 
B. Star trails circle about the North star if' the camera is pointed 
at the North star. 
c. Stars are on the meridian a little later each night. 
D. The plane of' swing of' a long pendulum changes as the hours go by in 
all places on earth except at the equator. 
E. Nearby stars shi:f't in their direction f'rom the earth more than do 
the distant stars. 
39. An observer in Minnesota notes that the North star 1s 50° above the 
horizon. The observer's latitude 1s 
A. 500 N. 
B. 400 N. 
C. 0° N. 
D. indeterminate. 
40. If' an individual. 'Were abJ.e to get to the moon, he 'WOuld f'ind certain 
conditions which would be detrimental. to li1'e. In the f'ollowing, all 
but one are experiences the observer might encounter. Select the one 
possibility that you know is in error. 
A. There would be no oxygen to support li1'e. 
B. There would be extreme temperature changes 1'raIl ~ to night. 
C. Only one side of' the earth would ever be visible f'rClll the moon. 
D. There 'WOuld be a small gravitational ef'f'ect as caapared to the 
earth. 
E. The earth would be visible as a large reflector of' sunlight. 
41. Suppose that men in a space ship are able to land on the moon when 
it is a new moon and on the side toward the earth. Which of the 
following would be true? 
A. The earth would appear like a very large full moon. 
B. The moon's surface around their landjng place would be totally 
dark. 
C. The earth would appear faintly illuminated by moonlight. 
D. The earth would look like a quarter moon. 
E. The moon's surface around their land:ing place would be in bright 
sunlight. 
42. The sun shines on the North Pole area day and night for alJDost six 
months every year yet it is extremely cold there dur1n8 this time. 
The reason for this is that 
A. there are large areas of water which are difficult to heat up. 
B. there are large land areas which are difficult to heat up. 
c. the other six months there is no 81m at all. 
D. at no time is the altitude of the 81m very high. 
E. the rotational speed of the pole area is much smaller than that 
of the equatorial area. 
43. It is cOI!lllOnly said that people in general in ancient times believed 
that the earth is flat. If ancient astronomers had also believed 
this, they would have been unable to measure the 
A. altitude of the sun. 
B. time of the solstices. 
C. size of the earth. 
D. time of day. 
E. length of the year. 
44. Observation of a full moon as it enters the earth's shadow during an 
eclipse of the moon is useful in 
A. studying the corona of the sun. 
B. providing evidence that the wu-th is a sphere. 
C. discovering whether or not tile moon has any atmosphere. 
D. determining the distance of the moon from the earth. 
45. If one knows only that the sun and moon have very nearly the same 
angular or apparent size when observed in the sky, it can be concluded 
that 
A. the sun is much larger than the moon. 
B. the sun is much further from the earth than the moon. 
C. the sun is both much larger and much further away than the moon. 
D. more infomation is needed to prove that the sun is much larger 
and further away than the moon. . 
After the number on the answer sheet corresponding to that preceding 
each of the following paired items, blacken space 
A if the two things referred to tend 
to increase together, or to decrease 
together 
B if one of the two things tends to 
increase Wile the other tends to 
decrease 
C if neither of the above relationships 
ensts 
(Assume that other factors remain the same.) 
46. The potential energy of a falling~body. 
The kinetic energy of the same body while falling. 
41. The rapidity of motion of the molecules of a gas. 
The temperature of the gas. 
48. The weight of an object. 
The rate at Wich the object falls 'When dropped in a vacuum. 
49. Distance through Wich a body has fallen in a vacuum. 
Velocity at Wich the same body is falling. 
, 
READ THE FOLLOWING SELECTION CAREFULLY. It is taken :f':ran a book called "Lif'e on the 
Mississippi." 
(1) "In the space of one hundred and seventy-six years the Lower Mississippi has shortened 
itself' two hundred and forty-two miles. That is an average of a trifle C1Ver one mile and a 
third per year. (2) Therefore, any calJll person, who is not blind or idiotic, can see that 
in the Old OOlitic Silurian Period, just a million years ago next November, the Lower 
Mississippi River was upward of one million three hundred thousand miles long, and stuck out 
C1Ver the Gulf of Mexico like a fishing rod. And by the same token any person can see that 
seven hundred a.nd forty-two years fi'an now the Lo-wer Mississippi will be only a mile and 
three quarters long, and Cairo and New Orleans will have joined their streets together, and 
be plodding ccmf'ortably along under a single mayor and a mutual board of aldermen. There 
is saoething fascinating about science. One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out 
of such a trifling investment of fact." 
Blacken ~ lettered space to designate the best answer. 
50. Statement 1 about the shortening of the Lower Mississippi is 
A. nothing more than a guess. 
B. presumably true because rivers usually becaoe shorter as they grow older. 
C. presumably true because the necessary measurements could have been made in the 
period indicated. . 
D. presumably false because everyone knows that the Mississippi is lengthening 
instead of shortening. 
E. presumably false because the necessary measurements could not have been made by 
a single individual. 
51. The length of the Lower Mississippi a million years ago as given in statement 2 
is 
A. a fact. 
B. the result of reasoning on the basis of extension of data. 
C. a hypothesis to be tested. 
D. the result of testing. 
E. evidence upholding or disproving a hypothesis. 
52. Statement 2 was obtained by 
A. making a generalization on the basis of facts. 
B. inductive reasoning from a previously known generalization. 
C. simple calculation without assumptions. 
D. calculation assuming a constant rate of change. 
E. inference fran geological studies. 
53. The validity of statement 2 is • 
A. disproved by the fact that the action described is obviously impossible. 
B. impossible to prove or disprove, because one cannot live the length of 
time indicated. 
C. impossible to prove or disprov~, because no instruments are available to 
measure such distances or periods of time. 
D. impossible to check, because no geological data are available covering 
the perj.od of time mentioned. 
E. impossible to check experimentally by direct measurements. 
54. statement 2 is probably 
A. true, because by the process of extrapolation statement 2 follows from statement 1. 
B. true, because the statement is obvious. 
C. false, because no one ever saw the Lower MississiWi a million years ago. 
D. false, because other geological data are ignored. 
E. difficult to prove either true or false. 
55. The 242-mile shortening of the Lower Mississippi referred to was probably caused by 
A. erosion of that portion sticking "out over the Gulf' of Mexico like a fishing rod." 
B. widening of the Gulf of Mexico through sinking of its shores. 
C. an increase in the width of the Mississippi. 
D. a decrease in the number of curves and a straightening of the river channel. 
E. a. decre8se in the amount of water carried by the river. 
56. A science teacher might use this article to 
A. show that one should not make wholesale conjectures based on incomplete data. 
B. show that he understands the geology of the Lower Mississippi. 
C. show that science is fascinating. 
D. show the reaction of a calm :person, who is neither blind nor idiotic. 
E. present a history of the Lower MississiWi. 
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.After tl:ut exercise DUIlber on the answer sheet corresponding to that of each of the follow:1.Ds exercises, 
blacken .5!!! lettered space to deaigoate the correct answer. 
1. Which of the following is the most readily observable evidence of glaciation in the Chicago regLon' 
(A. C1rques; B. eskers; C. U-shaped valleys; D. moraines; E. str1ae.) 
2. Ground vater contajn1ng dissolved sil1con dioxide fills a small cavity in a rock. Which of the 
following is most likely to fom in the cavity? A (A. concret1on; B. geode; C. pot hole; 
D. stalactite; E. c1rque). 
3. The fact that remains of marine animals have been found far inland is evidence of (A. volcanism; 
B. erosion; C. gradation; D. diastrophism; E. exfoliation). 
4. It 1s possible to tell whether a rock has been formed close to the surface or at great depths by 
its (A. color; B. crYstal size; C. canposition; D. acidity). 
5. A sedimentary rock whose sediments consist of clay or mud is known as (A. chert; B. limestone; 
C. sbaJ.e; D. conglClllerate; E. sandstone). 
6. Which one of the following rocks is formed mainly by the cementing together of gravel and pebbles? 
(A. ConglClllerate; B. basalt; C. gneiss; D. anthracite; E. marble.) 
7. Which one of the following features i8 due prilllarily to folding of rock strata? (A. A sill; 
B. a fluvial plain; C. a batholith; D. a laccolith; E. an anticline.) 
8. In a Chicago quarry the walls are thick horizontal laye+s of a pale gray rock which contains many 
tiny shells of marine animals. It di8so1ves slowly in Water containing carbon dioxide. It is 
probably (A. sandstone; B. granite; C. basalt; D. limestone; E. shale). 
9. Which one of the following would offer the best basis for concluding that a certain layer of shale 
in New York vas deposi~ at the same time' as one in Cal.ifornia? . 
A. Each one is between two sandstone layers. 
B. They are the same distance below the surface. 
C. They have the same chemical canposition. 
D. They are both sedimentary rocks. 
E. They contain similar index fossils. 
10. A deep well has less chance of going dry than a shallow one, because of 
A. deep UDderground springs and streams which can feed deep wells. 
B. deep and porous layers of sandstone between layers of tight sbaJ.e. 
C. less likelihood that the water table 'Will fluctuate below the bottan of a deep well. 
D. less downward soakage in a deep well. 
E. less evaporation fran a deep well. 
11. The existence of a flood-plain along a stream 
A. indicates that the stream must be more than 15 million years old. 
B. is made only when the stream has cut down to very hard rock. 
C. indicates that the stream's rate of downcutting has decreased to almost, but not quite, zero. 
D. shows that the rate of weathering has increased markedly, and rather rapidly. 
E. suggests that the stream is very old, and will shortly die for lack of water. 
12. A typical youthful river valley shows which of the following characteristics? 
A. Few short tr1butaries. 
B. Carries fairly large rocks. 
C. Flood plain begLns to fom. 
D. All three of the above. 
E. Only the ~ ~ characteristics and not the third. 
13. The deposition of a stream increases as the 
A. velOCity decreases. 
B. velocity increases. 
C. particle size decreases. 
D. volume of water increases. 
E, slope of the bed increases. 
D \~ 
14. Three and no more than three of the following items belong to a CCCllDOn category: cirques, s&IId 
bars, meanders, ground moraines, sink holes, hanging valJ.eys. The cCllllllOD. category is concerned . 
with landscape features that are due mainly to gradation by 
A. ground water. 
B. old age streams. 
C. mature streams. 
D. glaciers. 
E. winds. 
15. Which of the following kinds of rock can be converted to lII&tpD& by volcanism? 
A. Sedimentary only. 
B. Igneous only. 
C. Metamorphic only. 
D. Only igneous and metamorphic. 
E. Sedimentary, metamorphic and igneous. 
16. The most logical explanation of the formation of ox-bow l..akes is 
A. the persistence of lagoons upon the emergence of shore lines. 
B. geologic changes in climate causing a formerly rainy region to become relatively dry. 
C. underground springs oozing towards the surface. 
D. the straightening out (cutting through) of an old Ilieandering river, thereby leaving remna.nts 
of old meanders. 
E. the melting of glaciers. 
17. Petrification of wood involves > 
A. elimination of the woody substances and their replacement with minerals. 
B. a slow baking process whereby the clay in the spaces of the wood is hardened. 
C. a compacting of the wood due to great pressures"ifollowed by cementation by silica. 
D. deposition of minerals in the spaces between the wood fibers. 
E. chemical oxidation of soft wood fibers to hard mineral-like substances. 
18. Which of the following would cause geolOgists to reject a given fossil as an index fossil? 
A. It is easy to identify. 
B. It 1s found in layer after layer of sedimentary rock separated by unconformities. 
C. It is found in the rocks of more than one continent. 
D. It contains none of the material composing the original organism, aJ.l. of which has been 
replaced by calcium carbonate or silicon dioxide. 
19. An essential condition for the successful drilling of an artesian well is the existence of a 
A. meandering stream. 
B. pervious rock layer in the form of an anticline. 
C. spring at the lowest level in a valley. ~ 
D. sloping layer of perviOUS rock between layers of impervious rock. 
ac. What is the difference between a moraine and an esker? 
A. The first is formed by glacial action while the second is not. 
B. The first is formed at the end of a glaCier, the second at the head of a glacial valley. 
C. The first is formed along the sides or ends of glaciers while the second is formed beneath 
a glacier. 
D. The second is the outwash plains which protrude from the first. 
E. The first contains rocks while the second does not. 
21. Wbat is the difference between cirques and striae? 
A. The second but not the first may be taken as evidence of the earlier presence ot a glacier. 
B. The first are examples of glacio-fluvial depoSits, while the second are streaks in rocks due 
to varying crystalline structure. . 
C. A cirque is a crevass while a stria is a crack. 
D. Cirques are hanging valleys while striae are types of eskers. 
E. The first are amph1 theater-like depressions cut by glacial ice at the heads of valleys while 
the second are glacial scratches on rocks. 
22. What is a difference between an old and winding stream and one that has been rejuvenated? 
A. The first is characterized by meanders while the second is not. 
B. The second may have entrenched meanders. . 
C. The first has tributaries while the second does not. 
D. The first stream flows faster than the second. 
E. The second has none of the characteristics of a youthful stream. 
For each of the following i tells, 
principle of 
bl.acken ~ lettered space to designate that the 
A intrusion 
B uniformitarianism 
C organic correlation 
D superposition 
i unconfOrmity 
item 14. 
23· The processes of gradation, volcanism, and diastrophism, with which we are familia 
been in operation throughout geologiC history in essentially the same form; and tr 15. 
results of these processes ~ can interpret the history of the earth. 
24. Certain kinds of fossil plants and 8.h1mal.s are characteristic of a t'ormation of a 
age. Widely se];lEl.rated formations containing the same kinds of fossUs are therefo 
geologie age. 
25. A lost time interval is indicated when it is evident that a series of rocks was del 16. 
uplifted, eroded, and then covered by the deposition of a new series. 
26. Intrusive rock is younger than that which is intruded. 
21· In a series of rock formations, the younger rocks are at the top and the older one I 
bottom unless the former have been transposed by some violent disturbance. 
Several substances are listed below and underlined .... A:rter the answer sheet number of tl 
below the name of the substance, blacken one letterea space to designate the class ot' S1 
which the given substance belongs. A:fter"the answer sheet number of the second item, b: 
lettered space to designate the process by which the substance was formed. 
Granite 
28. class: CIASS PROCESS 
29. process: A. Intrusive igneous rock A. DiastrophiSl 
Sbale B. Extrusive igneous rock B. Vulcanism 
30. class: C. Sedimentary rock C. Grad.I:!-tion 
31. process: D. Metamorphic rock 
Gneiss 
32. class: 
33· process: 
-
For each of the following items, blacken one lettered space to designate that the item : 
something produced by -
A depositional action of ground water 
B erosional action of ground water 
C depositional action of running water 
D erosional action of running water' 
i- some agent other than ground water or running water 
,'/ '. 
34. Sandbar. 39· Geode. 
35. Sand dune. 40. Divide. 
36. Sinkhole. 41- Cirq,ue. 
37· Limestone cave. 42. Stalagm1 te. 38. Delta. 43. . .Banging valley. 
17· 
lB. 
19. 
30. 
21. 
22. 
I 
II 
bl-_-,.. __ 
III 
The following exercises pertain to the geological diagram. After each exercise number on the answer sheet, 
blacken ~ lettered space to designate the correct answer. ~ 
44. In which of the following answers does the ~ symbol refer to igneous rock having the largest 
crystals and the second symbol refer to rock having 6llIBJ.lest crystals? (A. h and ij B. 1 and dj 
C. i and h; D. d and hj E. g and h.) 
45. The fault ~ is probably (A. older than ~j B. younger than ~j C. of uncertain age as compared to ~). 
46. We know that this is true because (A. ~ is composed of igneous rock; B. aa does not penetrate ij 
C. ~ does not penetrate the strata labeled I; D. not enough data are given). -
47. The forces which formed fault ~ (A. were compressional; B. were tensional; C. cannot be.ddtermined). 
48. We know that this is true because (A. the slope of the fault is steep; B. the hanging wall has 
apparently moved down relative to the foot wallj C. the hanging wall has apparently moved up relative 
to the foot wall; D. not enough data are given). 
49. Which one of the following occurred when kk was formed? (A. An unconformity; B. an anticline; 
C. a hurricanej D. a geosyncline; E. an earthquake.) 
50. The fault kk is probably (A. younger than ~; B. older than~; C. of uncertain age as compared to ~). 
51. We conclude this because (A. ~ is composed of igneous rock which penetrated strata I; B. ~ is higher 
than.!.; C. there is a break in dd; D. not enough data are given). 
52. The rock strata surrounding cave e are (A. sandstone; B. conglomerate; C. limestone.; D. shale; E. 
53· vT.hich of the following constituents of the earth's atmosphere was a factor in the formation of e? 
(A. Nitrogen; B. oxygen; C. argon; D. helium; E. carbon dioxide.) 
O~'8II11=t;) ~SlOUI aq~ 10 ':lI: 
og~;)O~ aq~ UJ 9TlSSO~ ~ ~o a;)uasaxd aq~ ~o 00 
granite). 
j 
Blacken ~ lettered space to designate the correct answer. 
60. When one evolves a new explanation ot: why a certain cause :produces a certain et:t:ect, it is most 
appropriate to call the new explanation, prior to its testing by means ot: data, 
A. a deduction. 
B. a scientit:ic law. 
C. an hypothesis. 
D. a general theory. 
E. an example ot: inductive reasoning. 
61. The t:irst step in the general :pattern ot: sCientit:ic thinking is the 
A. setting up ot: an hypothesis. 
B. testing ot: an hypothesis. 
C. application ot: a general principle. 
D. recognition and det:inition ot: a problem. 
E. collecting ot: observational or experimental data. 
62. Numerous observations by a geologist cause him to cane to the conclusion that "sediments deposited 
by water are sorted according to size." The quoted words best exemplit:y 
A. a result ot: deductive reasoning. --
B. an hypothesis. 
C. a scientit:ic law or generalization. 
D. an assumption. ~ 
E. reasoning t:rom the abstract to the concrete. 
63. The process by which the geologist arrived at the conclusion just quoted t:rom his numerous 
observations best exemplit:ies 
A. inductive-reasoning. 
B. speculative thinking. 
C. the use ot: a working hypothesis. 
D. deductive reasoning. 
E. an application ot: a general principle. 
64. Existence ot: a large t:lood plain on either side ot: a stream indicates 
A. an old stream in a broad valley. 
B. a stream in the age range ot: about 15,000 to 20,000 years old. 
C. hard bedrock beneath the stream but sot:ter beds on the side. 
D. that at one time a glacier existed in the valley. 
E. that weathering has increased markedly and rather rapidly. 
65. In certain regions ot: the world it is possible to observe thick depoSits of fine material t:rom 
thirty to one hundred feet thick which are not characterized by horizontal stratit:ication. A 
t:ormation ot: this kind is the work ot: 
A. a glacier. 
B. running water. 
C. ground water. 
D. rain. 
E. the wind. 
66. The material in the t:ormation referred to in the above exercise is known as 
A. talus. 
B. loess. 
C. till. 
D. alluvium.. 
E. breccia. 
67. Geologists know that seas once covered the Chicago region because 
A. the land surface is flat. 
B. sand deposits are found in :parts of Illinois. 
C. of the absence of large quantities of igneous rocks. 
D. of the presence of marine fossils in the rocks. 
E. ot: the moist climate. 
68. A stream characterized by entrenched meanders most resembles a youthful stream in its 
A. lateral erosion. 
B. straight direction of flow. 
C. numerous tributaries. 
D. broad flood. plain. 
• E. steep banks. 
69. Our present day Lake Michigan 
A. has been this same way since the beginning of the Cenozoic era. 
B. was originated as an arm of an ancient Atlantic Ocean. 
C. is essentially the product of glacial erosion during the Ice Age. 
D. resulted from erosion occurring in the Paleozoic Era. 
E. formed as a result of sinking of this area by diastrophism. 
70. A river is characterized by well-developed tributaries and by lateral erosion. One would also 
71. 
expect to find this river characterized by 
A. V-Shaped walls. 
B. falls and rapids. 
C. diminished gradient and narrow divides. 
D. maximum breadth of divides. 
E. an increased gradient. 
The 
The 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
northeastern coast of the UDited States has many bays and promontories 
chief factor in producing this condition has been 
recent gradual elevation of the land. 
the action of lateral shore currents. 
the erosional effect of wave action. 
recent gradual submergence of the land. 
a wind erosion and water erosion. 
such as Cape Cod. 
72. MountainS can be formed 
A. only by the up-folding of the earth' ~ crust into an anticline. 
B. only by faulting and the down-slipping of blocks so that sections are left standing. 
C. only by the build up of volcanic materials. 
D. only by the erosion of softer material thereby leaving sections standing. 
E. by all of the above processes. 
73. In order for a geyser to erupt, the rocks surrounding the fissures which supply the steam 
must have a temperature higher than 2120 F. This is necessary because 
A. the pressure of the surrounding rocks must be overcome. 
B. water boils about 2120 F. at high elevations. 
C. the pressure of water in the geyser tube raises the boiling point of the water in contact 
wi th the hot rocks above 2120 F. . 
D. ground wa'~er contains dissolved salts, and, hence boils at a much lower temperature. 
E. one eruption raises the pressure which must be reduced before another eruption can take 
place. 
74. The low ridge in the northwest part of Chicago is thought to be a moraine. If there was a 
deep excavation, what could one look for to substantiate this conclusion? 
A. Unsorted rocks found in the excavation. 
B. Rocks having a different composition than those in the immediate vicinity. 
C. Rocks with parallel scratches. 
D. Surface material not derived from bed rock. 
E. All of the above. 
75. One of the reasons that fewer large rock structures are found in the tropiCS than in other 
climate_ is 
A. unconformities in the rock structure prevent any large scale uplifting. 
B. the process of exfoliation is more pronounced in areas of higher temperatures. 
C. chemical disintegration is accelerated by higher temperatures and ample moisture. 
D. the "sandblast" effect of the wind is more effective in the humid tropics. 
E. the equator region is free from faulting and folding. 
Below are SaDe statements which are true. Following each statement are a number of items which 
may be true or may be false. For each of the items, blacken one lettered space to designate 
that the item 
A is a definition 
B is an hypothesis 
C presents evidence which supports the statement 
D presents evidence which contradicts the statement 
E presents evidence which has no bearing on the statement 
STATEMENT: A large glacier covered Chicagoland during recent geologic time. 
76. "Dump" deposits -- low hills and ridges and irregular undrained hollows -- similar to those 
around Chicago are found in presently glaciated regions of the Alps and Rockies. 
77 • A terminal moraine is the deposit left at the end of a glacier, when the rate of advance 
equals the rate of melting for a considerable time. 
78. The bedrock upon which Chicago stands is limestone. 
79. Perhaps the glacial age was caused by volcanic dust in the atmosphere, which cut off the 
sun's heat and light fran the earth. 
80. The low hills and depressions around the Chicago area exhibit a composition of unsorted 
material. 
STATEMENT: The glacier which once covered Chicagoland moved fran Northeast to Southwest. 
81. The many moraine ridges in Chicagoland curve around the shore of Lake Michigan to the south 
and west. 
82. Great sand dunes are found today on the southeast and east shores of Lake Michigan. 
83. Found in the glacial debris covering Chicago are fragments of rock native to Minnesota. 
84. The glacier which covered Chicagoland may have originated in Newfoundland. 
85. A valley glacier is a river of ice. 
When you have finished the test go over each of your marks again with the special 
pencil to make each mark solid, black and glossy. Erase all superfluous marks on 
the answer sheet no matter how tiny. 
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After the number on the answer sheet which corresponds to that of each of the follOWing exerci ... , 
blacken ~ uttered spe.ce to designate the correct answer. 
1. An aviator fUes fran New York to Chicago, Illinois, consuming 3 hours in the journey. If he 
uaves New York at ll:OO A.M. (Eastern Standard Time) on May 7, at what time (Central. Standard 
Time) will he arrive in Chicago? 
A. 12:00 P.M., May 7. 
B. 2:00 P.M., May 7. 
C. 3:00 P.M., May 7. 
D. 4:00 P.M., May 7. 
E. ~:OO P.M., May 7. 
2. It is 6:00 P.M. Monday in Budapest, Hungary (~9° E Longitude). At the same instant it is 
3:00 A.M. Tuesday in Brisbane, Austral.ia, whose ~cation must therefore be 
A. 790 E. 
B. ~54° W. 
C. ll6° W. 
D. 1540 E. 
E. 640 E. 
3. At the same instant that it is 2:00 P.M. Wednesday in Chicago (880 W Longitude) the t~ in 
Ankara, Turkey (330 E Longitude), is nearest 
A. 6:00 A.M., Wednesday. 
B. 8:00 P.M., Wednesday. 
c. ~O:OO P.M., Wednesday. 
D. ~O:OO A.M., Wednesday. 
E. 4:00 A.M., Tuesday. 
4. The sun is at its highest point in the sky for the day when the captain of the ship notes 
that, at that instant, it is noon Greenwich time. The shipts position (longitude) relative 
to the east and 'Westerly direction is 
A. 1.800 long:!. tude. 
B. 900 W long:!.tude. 
C. 450 E ~ong:!.tude. 
D. 00 lOngitude. 
E. indeterminate. 
5. The sidereal day is measured by 
A. the interval between two successive transits of the center of the sun across the 
ceustial meridian. 
B. the time required for one rotation of the earth as measured vi th respect to .,the sun. 
C. the time required for one rotation of the earth as measured by the moon. 
D. the interval between two successive transits of a certain star across the meridian. 
E. none of the above. 
6. There is a difference of approximately four minutes in the lengths of the solar and 
sidere~ days. This differ-3nce can be explained as being due to 
A. the rotation of the earth. 
B. the revolution of the earth and the short distance separating the earth and the sun. 
C. the movements of the stars. 
D. precessional motion of the earth. 
E. paral.lactic displacement. 
7. Solar days are not all of equal length because 
A. all mean solar days are of equal length. 
B. the earthts axis of rotation is not perpendiCular to the ecUptic. 
C. it is too difficult to measure precisely two successive transits of the center of the 
sun across the meridian. 
D. the orbital speed of the earth varies during the year. 
8. The North star changes its apparent position in the sky during the night only slightly because 
A. the axis of the earth is tilted. 
B. it is always on the meridian. 
C. it is so distant fran the earth. 
D. it is in line with the earthts axis. 
E. it is at an altitude of 420 when observed fran Chicago. 
• 
SUN'S 900 
RAYS 
> 
Exercises 9 - 14 pertain to the above diagram. 
9. The entire reg::Lon in canpl.ete darkness for at least one day is that 
A. between the Tropic of Capricorn and the Antarctic Circle. 
B. between the equator and the Tropic of Cancer. 
C. south of the Antarctic Circle. 
D. at the Equator. 
E. north of the Arctic Circle. 
10. One week later than that shown in the diagram, -€be period of daylight in the northern 
hemisphere will be (A. shorter; B. longer; C. the same). 
ll. The time indicated is 
A. the summer solstice. 
B. the vernal equinox. 
C. the autumnal equinox. 
D. the winter solstice. 
E. none of the preceding. 
12. At this position the earth is 
A. at its closest distance to the sun. 
B. just beyond its closest distance fram the sun. 
C. at its greatest distance fran the sun. 
D. at its average distance fran the sun. 
E. just before its greatest distance fran the sun. 
13. Lengths of daylight and darkness are almost equal at 
A. the Tropic of Capricorn. 
B. all points on the earth. 
c. the Arctic Circle. 
D. the Tropic of Cancer. 
E. the Equator. 
14. To observers in the northern hemisphere the length of daylight is of 
A. minimum duration. 
B. max:tmum. duration. 
C. a value between its max:tmum. and m1n1l111J11l duration. 
15. Suppose that the earth's axis was tilted 23 1/20 in the opposite direction, but nothing el. 
was changed. 
A. Chicago would have the summer solstice on December 21. 
B. Chicago would have no day and night. 
C. People in Chicago would never see the sun. 
D. Chicago would have no seasons. 
E. People in Chicago would never see the moon. 
16. As the moon revol.ves around the earth, people on the earth see only one side at it. Tlli. i. 
true because the moon 
A. does not rotate at all on its axis. 
B. has the same rate of rotation as the earth. 
C. rotates once with respect to the earth during each revolutiOn. 
D. rotate s in a direction opposite to that of the rotation of the earth. 
E. is illuminated only by l1ght fran the sun. 
18. 
20. 
Observations of meteors are use:f'Ul in detennin1ng the 
A. height of the earth's atmosphere. 
B. weather, hence, the term ''meteorology. II 
C. amount of oxygen in the atmosphere. 
D. tem;perature of the stratosphere. 
E. amount of helium in the ionosphere. 
Total eclipses of the sun occur only when the moon is new. Why is there not a total eclipse of the 
sun by the moon once each month? 
A. The axis of the earth is tilted. 
B. The orbit of the moon is too eccentric. 
C. Two solar eclipses can occur during the same month. 
D. The distance between the earth and the sun varies during the year. 
E. The orbits of the moon and the earth are not in the same plane. . 
Why does a lunar eclipse last longer than a solar eclipse? 
A. During a lunar eclipse the moon is :f'Ul1. 
B. The diameter of the earth is greater than the diameter of the moon. 
C. During a lunar eclipse there is both an umbra and a penumbra. 
D. Lunar eclipses occur less otten and, hence, last longer. 
E. The moon travels more rapidly in its orbit when closest to the sun. 
The earth's rotation about its axis has a wobble. The axis describes a 230 cone once every 26,000 
years. This motion is ca.l.led (A. retrogression; B. protrusion; C. progression; D. precession; 
E. propuJ.sion). 
... 
. 
For each of the following items, blacken the one lettered space which indicates that the item would be true 
if the A orbit of the earth were a circle rather than an ellipse 
Ii orbit of the moon were exactly in the same plane as the orbit of the earth 
C earth were not inclined on its axis 
D distance of the moon fran the earth were twice as great 
E earth were a perfect sphere 
(Assume that only one of the above imaginary conditions occurs at a time.) 
21. The celestial equator and the ecliptic would be identical. 
22. Solar days would have the same length every day in the year. 
23. An eclipse of the sun would occur each month. 
24. The tides would be much lower. 
25. The earth would have no seasons. 
26. The orbital speed of the earth would not vary during the year. 
27. Disregarding the effect of centrifugal force, a mass weighing one pound at the equator would have the 
same weight at either pole. 
28. Night and day would be of equal length in all latitudes a.l.l year long. 
For each of the following items, blacken ~ lettered space to designate that the item best supports the 
fact that A the earth is spherical 
B the earth rotates on its axis 
C the earth revolves about the sun 
D the earth's orbit is elliptical 
29. Star trails observed about the zenith fran positions near the North Pole are nearly Circular. 
30. The earth is nearer the sun in January than it is in June. 
31. The masts of an approaching ship become visible before the hull can be seen. 
32. The apparent or observed diameter of the sun as seen fran the same location on the earth varies 
slightly during the year. 
33. Freely falling bodies fa.l.l a little to the east of the place directly beneath the point fran which 
they are released. 
34. Except at the equator the Foucault pendulum appears to change its plane of swing. 
35. During the year near stars appear to move with respect to more distant stars. 
For each of the following items, blacken one lettered space to indicate that the item is evidence or 
argument which has actually been used -
~ to support the geocentric theory of Ptolemy in former times 
B to support the heliocentric theory 
C in neither or both ways, since the phenomenon described would always have appeared 
adaptable to either theory 
36. At "ditterent times of the year the nearer stars are seen in slightly different positions relative to 
the more remote stars. 
37. At different times of the year !:!! the stars are seen in positions slightly behind or ahead of the 
positions predicted for them. . 
38. FrOOl one day or night to another, the pl.a:nets and the sun are seen rising in the east and setting in 
the west, and seeing is believing. 
39. When observed night after night for many months" it is evident that the general motion of the planets 
is toward the east. 
40. When observed for a few weeks, Mars appears to describe a thin loop in the sky, which may be explained 
as a small circle viewed edgewise. 
41.' Observed frOOl the earth, Mercury and Venus exhibit phases like the moon's. 
42. Jupiter has four satellites visible in a small telescope .,quch revolve about it frOOl west to east in 
the plane of the ecliptic, like a small solar system. . 
43. Mars' "backward" motion in its orbit can be explained by saying that the earth overtakes and passes it. 
44. Objects thrown straight upward into the air fall back to the same spot on the surface of the earth, 
which does not !DOTe on and. leave them behind. 
45. The phases of the moon pl'OYe that the moon revolves about the earth •. 
46. As cClllllOIlly observed, the stars remain in fixed positions relatiTe to each other. 
47. The observed motions of the heavenly bodies are essentially their actual motions. 
48. The speed with which a heavenly body is observed to move relative to the "fixed" stars is a clue to 
its distance frOOl the observer: the faster it appears to move, the closer it must be to the earth. 
FrOOl left to right below are the names of the planets in order of their distances from the sun. The inferior 
planets are labeled A, the superior planets B, the inner planets C, and the outer planets D. 
After each item number on the answer sheet, 
planets to which the item correctly refers. 
blacken the one lettered space which designates the group of 
If the item-refers to all of the planets, blacken space E. 
- -A 
Sun :Mercury • Venus \ 
.1? , 
Mars I .. Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune ( PlUto' 
• D 
E If the item refers to !:!! of the planets 
49. Sun is at a focus of their elliptical orbits. 
50. Obey the Keplerian laws of motion. 
51. Large in mass, but low in denSity. 
52. Periods of revolution greater than one earth ;year. 
53. Are never seen at midnight. 
54. To an observer on the earth, exhibit phases like the moon. 
55. Orbital speeds minimum when farthest frOOl the sun. 
\ 
, 
\ 
I 
For each of the following items, blacken one lettered spe.ce to indicate that the item. is true for 
A an observer on Venus 
B an observer on Mars 
C both observers 
~ neither observer 
(Assume that clouds do not interfere With the observations.) 
56. The earth can never be seen at midnight for the observer. 
51. The observer's planet overtakes and passes the earth as both revolve about the sun. 
58. Mercury appears to shine by reflected light. 
59. The earth exhibits a cycle of phases comparable to that of the moon. 
60. So many clouds appear in its atmosphere that it was necessary to IIIIjke the assumption stated in 
the directions above. 
61. By traveling about on the surface of this planet, the observer can determine whether or not 
there really are canals. 
After each answer sheet number, blacken one lettered sI4Ce to designate the correct answer. 
62. A small metal. box, partially exhausted of air and hermetically sealed, is connected through a 
series of levers to a pointer which moves over a graduated scale with variation in air pressure. 
This instrument is useful in 
A. measuring al ti tude only. 
B. the prediction of weather only. 
C. measuring altitude and in the prediction of weather. 
D. determining relative humidity. 
E. none of the above ways. 
63. The temperature is read by means of a thermometer. Then the bulb of the thermometer is wrapped 
with a piece of dampened cloth and shortly thereafter the thermometer is read again. It is 
observed that the new temperature reading is much less than the first. It is eVident that 
A. the relative humidity is low. 
B. the relative humidity is high. 
C. further data are needed in order to determine whether the relative humidity is high or low. 
64. The N.E. trade Winds blow toward the southwest while the S.E. trade winds blow northwest. This 
is true 
A. because the earth rotates toward the west. 
B. because the anti-trade winds are deflected eastward. 
C. because the earth rotates toward the east and it is hot at the equator. 
D. only because the "horse latitudes" are regions of low pressure while there is a region of 
high pressure along the equator. 
65. Variation in temperature fran one season to another" in a given location on the earth's surface 
is most closely related to variation in 
A. the distance of' the sun. 
B. orbital. speed of the earth. 
C. direction of the wind. 
D. altitude of the sun at noon and duration of daylight. 
E. length of seasons in the given location. 
66. Which of' the following best accounts for the fact that warm air rises above cold air in the 
"front"? 
A. Warm air contains less moisture and therefore is lighter. 
B. Warm air has a higher temperature. 
C. Warm air moves faster. 
D. Warm air is less dense than cold air. 
67. Why does precipitation occur as warm air rises over the cold air "wedge"? 
A. The warm air takes no more water vapor fran the cold air than it is able to hold. 
B. Warm air cannot hold as much water vapor as cold air can. 
C. The rising air cools and loses SaDe of its capacity for holding moisture. 
D. The warm air expands as it rises and loses all of its water vapor. 
68. If Lake Michigan were to canpletely vanish, winters in Chicago would 
A. remain unchanged. 
B. beCaDe colder. 
C. beCaDe more mild. 
D. disappear canpletely. 
69. When we have a sea breeze 
A. there is a strong westerly wind aloft. 
B. there is a strong southerly wind aloft. 
c. the land is warmer than the sea. 
D. the sea is warmer than the land. 
E. the land and. water have reached the same temperature. 
70. During a recent hurricane 'Which travelled northwest over Miami, Florida, the winds were north-
easterly steadily increasing to a velocity of over 100 mi/hr. Suddenly the winds died out 
can:pletely • 
A. The hurricane had passed over and all danger ~s over. 
B. The hurricane had "died out" canpletely. 
C. The "eye" of the storm was overhead. 
D. The front had passed. 
E. A high pressure had destroyed the hurricane. 
71. The forecast for the night was clear skies and. very low temperatures, but instead the sky is 
overcast. Since this is the case your expectation in regard to temperature would be 
A. colder than predicted. --
B. about as forecast. 
C. warmer than forecast. 
D. no way of really knowing. 
72. The correct answer to the preceding exercise is based upon the fact that 
A. there isn't any real association between clouds and temperature. 
B. the cold front went by 1'aster than expected. 
C. clear skies would permit absorption 01' heat. 
D. clouds prevent heat loss to space. 
E. i1' the winds are northerly it must be very cold. 
13. The circulation 01' air in the atmosphere is largely due to two 1'actors. One of these is solar 
radiation, the other is the 
A. plane 01' the ecliptic. 
B. green-house effect of the clouds. 
C. distance to the ionosphere. 
D. earth's rotation. 
E. acceleration liue to gravity. 
14. The 1'act that our hottest weather does not cane in June when the sun is highest at noon is due 
chiefly to 
A. the 1'act that the earth is nearest the sun in June. 
B. the fact that the earth is 1'arthest fran the sun in June. 
C. the precession of the equinoxes. 
D. the inclination of the equator to the ecliptic. 
E. it takes time to wann the earth's surface and atmosphere. 
For each a£ the following paired items" blacken the one lettered space which designates that 
A the item at the left is of greater ma.gni tude than the item at the right 
B the item at the right is of greater ma.gni tude than the item at the left 
C the two items are of the same magnitude" or it cannot be said that one 
is greater than the other. 
15. Extent to which the trade winds south of 
the equator blow toward the northwest. 
16. Extent to which the "horse latitudes" are 
belts of high pressure. 
11. Extent to which dry weather is character-
istic of the equatorial zone. 
78. Tendency a£ winds in the zone between 
300 N. and 600 N. to blow from the west. 
19. Usual height of air masses moving from 
the equator toward the poles. 
80. Extent to which during s~rs in the 
temperate zones, high pressures and low 
temperatures characterize large land 
areas. 
81. The height of the mercury in a baraneter 
at the foot of a mountain. 
82. Probability of steady rainfall given the 
approach of a cold front. 
83. Probability of a thunderstorm given the 
approach of a cold front. 
84. Steepness of the slope of a warm front. 
85. Extent to which very high feather-like 
clouds indicate the approach of a 
cold front. 
..... 
Extent to which the trade winds north of 
the equator blow toward the southwest. 
Extent to which the "horse latitudes" are 
belts of low pressure. 
• • • • • Extent to which rainy weather is character 
istic of the equatorial zone. 
Tendency of winds in the zone between 
300 S. and 600 S. to blow fran the west. 
Usual height of air masses moving fran 
the poles toward the equator. 
•••• ~. Extent to which during summers in the 
temperate zones, low pressures and high 
temperatures characterize large land 
areas. 
The height of the mercury in the barometer 
when carried to the top of the mountain. 
Probability of steady rainfall given the 
approach of a warm front. 
Probability of a thunderstorm given the 
approach of a warm front. 
Steepness of the slope of a cold front. 
Extent to which the same clouds indicate 
the approach of a warm front. 
When you have finished the test go over each of your marks again with the special pencil 
to make each mark solid, black and glossy. Erase all superfluous marks on the answer 
sheet no matter how tiny. 
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After the number on the answer sheet which corresponds to that of each of the 
blacken ~ lettered space to indicate the correct answer. 
1. The 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
initial step in the general pattern of scientific thinking is the 
setting up of an hypotheSis. 
collecting of observational or experimental data. 
application of a general principle. 
recognition and definition of a problem. 
testing of an hypothesis. 
rolloviDg .""rei ... 
I 
2. Numerous observations and experiments have shown that "all chemical caJIpOUnds have a 
definite composition." The quoted words best exem:pllfy 
A. a scientific law or generalization. 
B. an hypothesis. 
C. a result of deductive reasoning. 
D. an assumption. 
E. reasoning fran the abstract to the concrete. 
3. Fran numerous observations that applications of pressure to various gases always results 
in proportionate decreases in their volumes, Robert Boyle concluded that "the volume of 
a gas varies inversely with the pressure." This best illustrates the 
A. formulation of an hypothesis. ---: 
B. deduction from a scientific law. 
C. reasoning from the abstract to the concrete. 
D. testing of an hypothesis. 
E. use of inductive reasoning. 
4. Which of the following is most destructive to a theory? 
A. The opposition of a great scientist. 
B. A new and conflicting theory. 
C. A carefully formulated subjective opinion. 
D. New facts contradicting the theory. 
E. A new hypotheSiS in opposition to the theory. 
5. Which of the following best expresses the purpose of experimentation? 
A. The application of ageneral law to a new situation. 
B. The obtaining of new evidence to test an hypothesis. 
C. The obtaining of evidence which will support a theory. 
D. The obtaining of evidence which will disprove a theory. 
E. The elimination of subjective thinking from the behavior of a scientist. 
6. A scientist thinks that he understands why a certain cause produces a certain effect, 
but he refuses more than tentatively to accept his explanation until he has collected 
adequate data. It is evident fran the above alone that this scientist possesses 
A. scientific knowledge. 
B. ccmoion sense. 
C. scientific attitude. 
D. the correct solution to his problem. 
E. a willingness to rationalize. 
7. When one evolves a new explanation of why a certain cause produces a certain effect 
with the idea of testing the explanation by means of data, it is most appropriate 
to call the explanation 
A. a deduction. 
B. a SCientific law. 
C. an exampl.e of inductive reasoning. 
D. a general theory. 
E. an hypothesis. 
READ THE FOLLOWING SELECTION CAREFULLy. It is taken from a book called "Life on the Mississippi." 
(1) "In the space of one hundred and seventy-six years the Lower Mississippi has shortened itsel:f two hundred 
and forty-two miles. That is an average of a trifle over one mile and a third per year. (2) Therefore l any 
calm personl who is not blind or idiotic l can see that in the Old OOlitic Silurian Periodl just a million 
years ago next Novemberl the Lower Mississippi River was upward of one million three hundred thousand miles 
10ng1 and stuck out over the Gul:t of Mexico like a fishing rod. And by the same token any person can see that 
seven hundred and forty-two years frcm now the Lower Mississippi will be only a mile and three quarters 10ng1 
and Cairo and New Orleans will have joined their streets together 1 and be plodding comfortably along under a 
single mayor and a mutual board of aldermen. There is something fascinating about science. One gets such 
wholesale returns of cOnjecture out of such a trifling investment of fact." 
Blacken ~ lettered space to designate the best answer. 
8. Statement 1 about the shortening of the Lower Mississippi is 
A. nothing more than a guess. 
B. presumably true because rivers usually become shorter as they grow older. 
C. presumably true because the necessary measurements could have been made in the period indicated. 
D. presumably false because everyone knows that the Mississippi is lengthening inl3tead of shortening. 
E. presumably false because the necessary measurements could not have been made by a single individual. 
9. The length of the Lower Mississippi a million years ago as given in statement 2 is 
A. a fact. 
B. the result o:t reasoning on the basis of extension of data. 
C. a hypothesis to be tested. -; 
D. the result of testing. 
E. evidence upholding or disproving a hypothesis. 
10. Statement 2 was obtained by 
A. making a generalization on the basis of facts. 
B. inductive reasoning from a previously known generalization. 
C. simple calculation without assumptions. 
D. calculation assuming a constant rate of change. 
E. inference from geological studies. 
11. The validity of statement 2 is 
A. disproved by the fact that the action described is obviously impossible. 
B. impossible to prove or disprove, because one cannot live the length of time indicated. 
C. impossible to prove or disprove, because no instruments are available to measure such distances or 
periods of time. 
D. impossible to checkl becauae no geolo~cal data are available covering the period of time mentioned. 
E. impossible to check experimentally by direct measurements. 
12. Statement 2 is probably 
A. true, because by the process of extrapolation statement 2 follows frcm statement 1. 
B. true, because the statement is obvious. 
C. fal.se, because no one ever saw the Lower Mississippi a million years ago. 
D. talse l because other geological data are ignored. 
E. difficult to prove either true or false. 
13. The 242-mi1e shortening ot the Lower Mississippi reterred to was probably caused by 
A. erosion of that portion sticking "out over the Gulf' of Mexico like a tishing rod." 
B. widening ot the Gulf' ot Mexico through sinking of its shores. 
C. an increase in the width o:t the MiSSissippi. 
D. a decrease in the number o:t curves and a straightening of the river channel. 
E. a decrease in the amount of water carried by the river. 
14. A science teacher might use this article to 
A. show that one should not make wholesale conjectures based on inccmplete data. 
B. show that he understands the geology ot the Lower MiSSissippi. 
C. Show that science is tascinating. 
D. show the reaction of a calm person, who is neither blind nor idiotic. 
E. present a history o:t the Lower Mississippi. 
Arter each exercise number on the answer sheet, blacken ~ lettered space to designate the correct 
answer. 
15. A certain fossil is very abundant and easy to identify. It has a wide geOgraphic distribution. 
The organism producing the fossil has not changed significantly during the last three geolOgical 
eras. This fossil is not a good index fossil because 
16. 
A. it has wide geograPhic distribution. 
B. the ease with which it can be identified may be misleading. 
C. it will appear the same in successive strata. 
D. of all of the above reasons. 
E. of none of the above reasons. 
The 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
present shape of the Great Lakes is due Chiefly to 
down-washing of the earth' s crust. 
glacial gOUging of rock strata of varying hardness. 
water fran the melting glacier. 
alternate elevation and subDergence of the region. 
side-slipping of the Niagara limestone fran Niagara Falls to Lake Michigan. 
17. Hundreds or years ago natural levees in the lower MissiSSippi Valley were about 3 ft. high. Man 
has built these levees to greater heights in an attempt to retain seasonal flood waters. One 
must conclude that more water is being diverted into the river channel because man has 
18. 
A. cut down huge forests. 
B. plowed under pasture lands adjacent to the river valleys. 
C. diverted more water into the river valleys. 
D. filled in swamp lands adjacent to the river valley. 
E. done two or more of the above things. ~ 
An unconformity in rock strata as shown in the 
diagram indicates 
A. deposition of large quantities of unsorted 
material. 
B. that a transitory feature definitely existed 
in the area at one time. 
C. a long period of erosion followed by 
sul:miergence and sed:1.mentation. 
D. that igneous rock is usually beneath the 
sedimentary layers. 
E. that mountains have been :groduced at one 
time due to differential erosion. 
19. In a series of sedimentary :-oock layers 
A. a layer of limestone always is beneath the layer of sandstone. 
B. the most recent layer of the series is sandstone. 
c. the most recent layer is the top layer. 
D. the layer at the bottan of the series is the most recent layer. 
E. nothing can be said about the time sequence of the layers in the series. 
20. If an igneous intrusion has passed through a layer of sedimentary rock in a series of such layers 
A. the intrusion is probably younger than the layer through which it passed. 
B. the intrusion 1s probably older than the layer through which it passed. 
C. a (!JI!IYser is likely to be formed. 
D. an unconformity will probably result. 
E. no conclusion can be drawn as to the time sequence of the layer of sedimentary rock through 
which the intrusion passed and the intrusion. 
21. The most useful information regarding the canposition of the interior or the earth can be derived 
f'ra!1 "earthquakes since 
A. different type. of earthquake waves travel at different speeds. 
B. earthqu8.ke waves travel at different rates through different media. 
C. earthqUakes \UN8lly release materials :frail. within the earth which can be studied as to 
ca.u:poeition. 
D. 1;11e earth i8 eolid throughout. 
E. the amplitude of vibration varies with the type of waves. 
UI'III~II~ 
22. In a Chicago ~ the lial.ls are thick horizontal l.ayers 01: a paJ.e gray rock which contains l118ny 
tiny shells of manne anima.l.s. This rock dissolves slowly in water containing carbon dioXide. It 
is probably 
A. granite. 
B. limestone. 
C • basalt. 
D. sandstone. 
E. shale. 
23. In a certain region, a series of sedimentary rock strata. has been subjected to extensive folding. 
24. 
Therefore 
A. metamorphic rock is probably present in the area. 
B. any young valley in the area would be converted to a more mature stage. 
C. igneous rock must be present in the form of sills and dikes. 
D. the sedimentary rock has been converted by pressure into clay and soil. 
E. the land surf'ace is now thoroughly drained by a system of new young valleys. 
The 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
land surface as found in a mature region 
is mostly covered with steep sided canyons. 
is mostly covered with original upland. 
shows such depositional features as moraines. 
is poorly drained by a sluggish system of rivers. 
is thoroughly drained by a complex system of tributary rivers. 
25. In California, roads and stream beds are broken when they cross a line several hundreds of miles 
long. They are displaced some ten feet to one side when they cross the line. This is due to 
(A. volcanic actionj B. landslidesj C. erosion; D. 1:~ultingj E. slumping). 
26. The 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
entrenched meanders and rejuvenated streams 01: the present Appalachian Mountains are eVidence 01 
the occurrence of crustal re-elevation. 
the 1:ormation of a new geosyncline. 
glacial action. 
slipping and faulting. 
the presence of alternate layers of hard and soft rocks. 
27. Which 01: the following characteristics would enable you to recognize the deposits of a continental 
ice sheet? 
A. Sediments unsorted with respect to size. 
B. Sediments containing many dii'f'erent types of rock, spread over a large area. 
C. Sediments having an irregular, hilly, undrained topography. 
D. All 01: the above. 
E. None of the above. 
28. The deposition 01: sediment by a stream increases as the 
A. velocity increases. 
B. velocity decreases. 
C. particle size decreases. 
D. volume of water increases. 
E. slope of the bed increases. 
29. Which one of the .t:'ollowing would offer the best basis for concluding that a certain layer of shale 
30. 
in New York was deposited at the same time as one in California? 
A. They are the same distance below the surf'ace. 
B. They contain similar fossil remains. 
C. They have the same chemical camposi tion. 
D. They are both sedimentary rocks. 
E. Each one is between two sandstone layers. 
The 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
eXistence of a flood-plain along a stream indicates that 
the stream must be more than 15 million years old. 
the stream has cut down to very hard rock. 
the stream's rate of downcutting has decreased to almost, but no:t quite, zero. 
the rate of weathering has increased markedly, and rather rapidly. 
the stream is very old, and will shortly die for lack of water. 
31. Caverns and underground tunnels occur in limestone strata. when ground water (A. contains #ssolved 
minerals; B. has been heated by contact with hot masses of rock; C. emerges to 1:orm a spring; 
D. attacks a recent igneous intrusion; E. contains dissn1Vf1Od 1"A.,.hnn iii "viii .. \ 
A rock formation has all of the following observed characteristics: 
(W) It is stratified and crossbedded 
(X) Its chemical composition is almost pure Si02 (Y) It is not a metamorphic rock 
(Z) It contains fossil trilobites 
32. The rock (A. is quartzite; B. is not quartzite; C. mayor may not be quartzite, i.e., it is 
impossible to tell). 
33. This conclusion follows from (A. characteristic W; B. characteristic X; C. characteristic Y; 
D. characteristic Z; E. insufficient data). 
34. The rock (A. is limestone; B. is not limestone; C. mayor may not be limestone, i.e., it is 
impossible to tell). 
35. This conclusion follows from the observation of (A. characteristic W; B. characteristic X; 
C. characteristic Y; D. characteristic Z; E. insufficient data). 
36. The rock (A. is sandstone; B. is not sandstone; C. mayor may not be sandstone, i.e., it is 
impossible to tell). 
The statements below represent the effects of certain causes. After the first of the two numbers 
following the statement, blacken the one lettered space which designates the cause. After the second 
number blacken the ~ lettered space """'Which deSignates tpe rock, mineral, or geolOgical formati~ 
involved in the cause and effect relationship. . 
Statement: Unsorted material containing granite particles is found over limestone bed rock. 
37. (A. Glaciers; B. rivers; C. ground water; D. volcanic activity; E. wind.) 
38. (A. Alluvial fan; B. delta; C. loess; D. moraine; E. outcrop.) 
Statement: An amphitheater-like depression is close to the top of a certain high mountain. 
39. (A. Wind; B. running water; C. ice; D. Oxidation, hydration, and carbonation; E. atmosphere.) 
40. (A. Cirque; B. canyon; C. sinkhole; D. crevasse; E. pothole.) 
statement: A rock containing feldspar, quartz, and mica assumes a banded appearance. 
41. (A. Weathering; B. ground water; C. sedimentation; D. carbon dioxide; E. diastrophism.) 
42. (A. Shale; B. gneiss; C. conglanerate; D. quartzite; E. slate.) 
Statement: A certain rock contains parallel scratches on its face. 
43. (A. Wind; B. running water; C. ice; D. wind and ice; E. waves.) 
44. (A. Geode; B. striae; C. stalactites; D. metamorphosed rock; E. concretions.) 
Statement: Thick depoSits of fine material from thirty to one hundred feet thick occur without 
horizontal stratification. 
45. (A. Glacier; B. rivers; C. ground water; D. wind; E. rain.) 
46. (A. Talus; B. till; C. loess; D. delta; E. alluvium.) 
Statement: A certain rock is hollow on the inside and partly filled with crystals of quartz. 
47. (A. Ground water; B. carbonated water; C. hot water; D. steam expansion; E. replacement.-) 
48. (A. Concretion; B. stal8,BJII:fte; C. travertine; D. geode; E. cirque.) 
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After each exercise number on the answer sheet, bl.acken the ~ lettered space which designates the 
correct answer. 
49. In the diagram there is no example of (A. a recent period of diastrophism; B. an ancient period 
of diastrophism; C. a recent period 'of gradation; D. an ancient period of gradation; E. a recent 
volcanic disturbance). 
50. In the diagram there is no example of (A. a tension fault; B. a thrust fault; C. an unconformity; 
D. an anticline; E. a syncline). . 
51. Fomation IV was made by (A. wind erosion; B. running water; C. ground water; D. ice; E. waves). 
52. The rock in III is most likely to be (A. limestone; B. granite; c. quartzite; D. conglomerate; 
E. marble). 
53. The rock in I is most likely to be (A. limestone; B. slate; C. obsidian; D. graxiite; E. gneiss). 
54. The most anCient event labeled in the diagram, with the possible exception of In, is the 
(A. fomation of XX I; B. formation of IV; C. fonnation of YY I; D. fonnation of n; 
E. fomation of I). 
55. The most recent event labeled in the diagram is the (A. fonaation of XXI; B. fonaation of IV; 
C. fomation of ZZ I; D. formation of yyl; E. folding of the rocks in II). 
56. XX' was formed before (A. yy. was made; B. the rocks in I were deposited; C. ZZI was made; D. the 
rocks in II were deposited; E. the strata in II were folded). 
57. 
58. 
The fact that remains of marine anilIIals have been found far inland is evidence of (A. volcanism; 
B. diastrophism; C. gradation; D. eroSion; E. exfoliation). 
It is possible to tell whether a rock has been formed close to the surface or at great depths 'by 
its (A. color; B. crystal size; C. ccmposition; D. acidity). 
59. A sedimentary rock whose sediments consist of clay or mud is known as (A. shale; B. limestone; 
C. chert; D. conglomerate; E. sandstone). 
60. The metamorphic equivalent of granite is (A. marble; B. quartzite; C. a gneiss; D. a schist; 
E. a slate). 
After each exercise number on the answer sheet, blacken ~ lettered space to designate the correct 
answer. 
" 
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61. If' the glass tubing of the ~ter were 
punctured at point A in the drawing, the 
mercury in the column would 
A. remain at its present height. 
B. fall distance B and rise toward C. 
C. slowly rise in-the tube and overflOW 
at A. 
D. no longer weigh 30 pounds per cubic 
inch. 
62. At an altitude of 24,000 f'eet the height of' a mercury column in a baraneter is 11.80 inches, 
Wile at sea level it is 29.92 inches. One can inf'er f'rom these data alone that 
A. there is insufficient oxygen at 24,000 f'eet to support lif'e. 
B. the air contains much less than 20 per cent oxygen by volume. 
C. there 1$ almost no carbon dioxide in the air. 
D. the weight of the air above 24,000 f'eet is allbut 40 percent of' the weight of the air above 
sea-level. 
E. water will not boil at this altitude. 
63. At sea level, the weight of a column of' mercury of one square inch cross sectional area in such 
a barometer is approx:il!lately 
A. 30 pounds. 
B. 15 pounds. 
C. one-half" pound. 
D. 30 ounces. 
E. 15 ounces. 
64. Moving air seems cooler to a person than still air, because 
A. moving the air gives it a lower temperature. 
B. moisture f'ran the body is evaporated more rapidly. 
C. moving air on the f'ace reduces evaporation. 
D. moving air has the greater specif'ic heat. 
E. still air has the greater specif'ic heat. 
65. st. Louis and Chicago have about the same average minimum low temperatures during the winter 
even though Chicago is about 300 miles f'arlher north. One ex:pl.ana.tion is that 
A. St. Louis is closer to sea-level. 
B. 300 miles is insufficient to note changes in average minimum low temperatures. 
C. Lake Michigan loses heat slowly. 
D. river towns have mild winters. 
66. If the temperature of a certain time of' day is 850 F. and the relative humidity is 94 percent, 
A. relative humidity will have to decrease bef'ore rain will f'all. 
B. it is sure to be raining. 
C. any increase in temperature will be accanpanied by an increase in relative humidity. 
D. an increase in temperature of 150 will cause rain. ' 
E. it will rain if' the temperature decreases sufficiently. 
61. What is meant by saying that the relative humidity on a certain day is 801>1 
A. That water vapor in the air oonstitutes &f1, of' the air. 
B. That the air contains 80 parte of' water to 100 parts of dry air. 
C. That the air contains ~ of the water vapor it is capable of holding. 
D. That the air contains the same UIOunt of' water that it would contain at Boo Fahrenheit. 
68. Clouds form when 
A. there is an increase in the temperature of the air. 
B. the center of an air mass arrives at a given area. 
C. Wind velocities reach a certain critical value. 
D. moist air rises to higher elevations. 
E. the air has absorbed a certain amount of heat fran the sun. 
69. Lines on a weather map connecting points of equal atmospheric pressure are called 
A. isotherms. 
B. isobars. 
C. fronts. 
D. cyclones. 
E. anticyclones. 
The diagram below is a vertical cross section of weather conditions existing in the Middle West 
during the late days of the month of March. Immediately below the diagram is a list of weather 
conditions existing at the various cities appearing on the diagram. Ai'ter the number on the 
answer sheet which corresponds to that of each of the following items, blacken the ~ lettered 
space which designates the city at the right to which the item correctly refers. 
Gary, Fort Wayne, 
Indiana Indiana 
70. Overcast sky of stratus clouds with steady rain. 
Temperature: 40 degrees. Humidity: 95'1>. 
Falling barometer. 
71. Overcast skies of vertically developed clouds 
with heavy showers. Temperature: 51 degrees. 
Humidity: 98'1>. Rapidly falling barometer. 
72. High overcast sky of cirrus stratus and alto-
stratus clouds. Temperature: 35 degrees. 
Humidity: 65'1>. steady or slightly falling 
barometer. 
73. Scattered clouds of vertical developnent. 
Temperature: 31 degrees. Rapidly rising 
barometer. 
74. Broken sky of stratus clouds with high broken 
clouds of cirrus. Temperature: 49 degrees. 
Relative humidity: 85'1>. Slightly falling 
barometer. 
Toledo, 
Ohio 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
'.' 
'\.' 
Cleveland, 
Ohio 
Joliet, Illinois 
Gary, Indiana 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Toledo, Ohio 
Cleveland, Ohio 
~Irll 
Ai'ter each item number on the answer sheet, blacken space 
A if the statement is true of a high pressure area 
13 if the statement is true of a low pressure area Q if the statement is true of both a high pressure and a low pressure area 
D if the statement is true for neither a high pressure nor a low pressure area 
75. In the Northern Hemisphere, the wind in such an area is moving as indicated in the diagram. 
76. An area in which the air is rising as one goes toward. the center. 
77. When the air in such an area has ccme down fran the north we experience cool and dry weather. 
78. All regions covered by such areas will have the wind blowing fran the same direction. 
79. The general direction in Wich the air in such an area moves is due to the rotation of the earth. 
80. Such an area is more often than not associated with cloudy weather and rain. 
After the number on the answer sheet Wich corresponds to that of each of the following paired items, 
blacken one lettered space to indicate that 
- A the item in Column I is greater than the item in Column II 
13 the item in Column II is greater than the item in Column I 
C both items are equal, or it cannot~be said that one is greater than the other 
Column I 
81. Extent to which dry weather is characteristic 
of the equatorial zone. 
82. Tendency of winds in the zone between 300 N. 
and 600 N. to blow from the west. 
83. The height of the mercury in a baraneter at 
the foot of a mountain. 
84. Extent to which during summers in the 
temperate zones, high pressures and low 
temperatures characterize large land areas. 
Column II 
Extent to Wich rainy weather is characteristic 
of the equatorial zone. 
Tendency of winds in the zone between 300 S. 
and 600 s. to blow fran the west. 
The height of the mercury in the baraDeter 
when carried to the top of the mountain. 
Extent to Wich during summers in the 
temperate zones, low pressUI'ee and high 
temperatures characterize large land areas. 
For each of the following items, blacken one lettered space to indicate that the pbenanenon described in 
the item is due to A the rotation of the earth on its axis 
13 the revolution of the earth about the sun 
C the inclination of the earth's axis 
15 a canbination of the revolution of the earth about the sun and 
the inclination of the earth's axis 
E the sanelffiat flattened, but essentially spherical shape of the earth 
85. Variation in altitude of the Polar star with changing latitude. 
86. Apparent eastward. motion of the sun among the stars. 
87. The increasing area of the earth Wich becanes visible as one ascends in a balloon. 
88. The succession of day and night. 
89. The succession of the seasons. 
90. Variation in the length of day and night during the year (except at the equator). 
91. The apparent back and forth motion of tl'.~ near stars with respect to the more distant ones. 
92. The westward motion of the pala.r Winds. 
93. Change in angle at which the sun's rays fall on Chicago at noon on different days. 
A:f'ter each exercise number on the answer sheet, blacken ~ lettered space to designate the correct 
answer. 
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95. Which of the following is the best proof that the earth rotates on its axis, in other words, the 
observation cannot plausibly be explained in sane other way? 
A. The sun rises in the east and sets in the 'West every day. 
B. star trails Circle about the North star if the camera is POinted at the North Star. 
C. stars are on the meridian a little later each night. 
D. The plane ot swing ot a long pendulum changes as the hours go by in all places on earth except 
at the equator. 
E. Nearby stars shi'ft in their direction fran the earth more than do the distant stars. 
96. An observer in Minnesota notes that the North Star is 500 above the horiZon. The observer's 
latitude is 
A. 500 N. 
B. 400 N. 
C. 00 N. 
D. indetenninate. 
91. If an individual. were able to get to the moon, he would tind certain conditions which would be 
detrimental to life. In the tollowing, all but one are experiences the observer might encounter. 
Select the one possibility that you know is in error. 
A. There would be no oxygen to support lite. 
B. There would be extreme temperature changes fran day to night. 
C. Only one side ot the earth would ever be visible fran the moon. 
D. There would be a small gravitational effect as canpared to the earth. 
E. The earth would be visible as a large reflector ot -flunlight. 
98. Suppose that men in a space ship are able to land on the moon when it is a new moon and on the side 
toward the earth. Which of the following would be true? 
A. The earth would appear like a very large full moon. 
B. The moon's surface around their landing place would be totally dark. 
C. The earth would appear faintly illuminated by moonlight. 
D. The earth would look like a quarter moon. 
E. The moon's surface around their landing place would be in bright Sunlight. 
99. The sun shines on the North Pole area day and night tor almost six months every year yet it is 
extremely cold there during this time. The reason for this is that 
A. there are large areas ot water which are difficult to heat up. 
B. there are large land areas which are difficult to heat up. 
C. the other six months there is no sun at all, 
D. at no time is the altitude of the sun very high. 
E. the rotational speed of the pole area is much smaller than that of the equatorial area. 
loo. It is ccmnonly said that people in general in ancient times believed that the earth is tlat. It 
ancient astronaners had also believed this, they would have been unable to measure the 
A. altitude of the sun. 
B. time of the solstices. 
C. size ot the earth. 
D. t1me ot day. 
E. length of the year. 
lOl. Observation of a full moon as it enters the earth's shadow during an eclipse of the moon is useful in 
A. studying the corona of the sun. 
B. providing evidence that the earth is a sphere. 
C. discovering whether or not the moon has any atmosphere. 
D. determining the distance of the moon fran the earth. 
L02. If one knows only that the sun and moon have very nearly the same angular or apparent size when 
observed in the s~, it can be concluded that 
A. the sun is much larger than the moon. 
B. the sun is much further fran the earth than the moon. 
C. the sun is both much larger and. much further awe:i than the moon. 
D. more info:rmation is needed to prove that the sun is much larger and further away than the moon. 
Exercises 103 to 114 pertain to the above diagram. 
103. Which of the following are in the same plane? 
II 
, 
Autumnal 
Equinox 
A. The orbit of the earlh and the celestial equator. 
B. The orbit of the earth and the equator of the earth. 
C. The orbit of the earth and the ecliptic. 
D. The celestial equator and the equator of the sun. 
E. The axis of the earth in all four positions shown. 
--
104. Which of the following are in the same plane, but not the plane of the correct answer of the preceding 
exercise? 
A. The equator of the earth and the celestial equator. 
B. The equator of the earth and the equator of the sun. 
C. The ecliptiC and. the celestial equator. 
D. The equator of the earth and the orbit of the earth. 
E. The celestial equator and. the orbit of the earth. 
105. At the time, of the vernal equinox the earth is in position (A. I,; B. II,; C. III: D. IV). 
106. This is true because at the time of the vernal equinox 
A. the earth is nearest to the point labeled Vernal Equinox. 
B. the sun appears to be at that point in the sky. 
C. only on March 21 are days and nights of equal length all over the earth. 
D. the vernal equinox is the beginnjng of summer in the northern hemisphere. 
E. on September 23 the earth is between the vernal equinox and the sun. 
107. The. best time of year for exploration in the antarctic is when the earth is in poSition (A. Ii B. II,; 
C. III,; D. IV). 
108. To an observer on the earth the sun appears to be on the ecliptiC when the earth is in (A. position II 
only,; B. position IV only,; C. poSitions II and IV only,; D. positions I and III only,; E. any orbital 
position). 
109. Persons located on the Tropic of Cancer see the sun directly overhead when the earth is in position 
(A. I,; B. II,; C. III,; D. IV). 
110. When the altitude of the noonday sun is at a minimum in Chicago, the earth is at poSition (A. Ij B. II,; 
C. III,; D. IV). 
I~IIIIIH • 
..t.ll. The 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
planes of the celestial equator and. the ecliptic intersect at an angle of 23.50 because 
the orbit of the earth is an ellipse rather than a circle. 
there are seasons on the earth. 
the earthrs axis is tilted this amount from the plane of its equator. 
the earth's axis is tilted this amount from a line perpendicular to the plane of its orbit. 
the Tropics of 'Cancer and of Capricorn are each 23.50 from the earth's equator. 
112. Equal days and nights occur all over the earth when the earth is in 
A. position II only. 
B. position IV only. 
C • positions II and IV. 
D. positions I and III. 
113. No sunlight reaches inside the antarctic circle when the earth is in position (A. I; B. II; C. III; 
D. IV). 
114. While you are taking this examinAtion, the earth is between positions (A. I and II; B. II and III; 
C. III and IV; D. IV and I). 
115. If the diameter of the earth were twice its present value while the mass remained the same, the weight 
of an object on the earth's surface would be 
A. one-fourth its present value. 
B. one-half its present value. 
C. the same as its present value. 
D. twice its present value. ~ 
E. four times its present value. 
116. What eVidence that the earth revolves about the sun was not available to Tycho Brahe or to Galileo, 
although both recognized the significance of such evidence? 
A. Observation of the phases of Venus. 
B. The transit of Venus across the sun's disk. 
C. Revolution of the satellites of Jupiter. 
D. Fluctuations of the Cepheid variables. 
E. Annual parallactiC displacement of stars. 
117. Venus shOW'S phases like the moon. Which one of the following gives the best explanation of this 
phenomenon? 
A. Venus moves around the sun in an orbit within the orbit of the earth. 
B. Venus is smaller than the earth. 
C. Venus moves faster than the earth. 
D. Venus revolves about the earth. 
E. Venus is a satellite of another planet. 
118. Observation of irregularities in the orbit of Uranus lead to the discovery of Neptune. The calculations 
were based on 
A. data carefully collected by Tycho Brahe. 
B. Kepler's Law of Areas. 
C. the Law of Independence of Motions. 
D. Newton's First Law of Motion. 
E. the Law of GraVitation. 
119. Direct observational evidence of the curvature of the earth may be obtained by observing 
A. the moon and nearby planets and noting that they are spheres. 
B. the motion of a long pendulum, such as the one in the Museum of Science and Industry. 
C. star trails at night and noting that they are curves, except at the equator. 
D. the shadow of the earth during a partial eclipse of the moon. 
E. the size of the sun in the East and its setting in the West. 
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At times the earth, sun, and. moon may be in positions in space along, or nearly along, a straight 
line through these bodies, although their order may differ :t'rom that just given. The same is true of the 
earth, sun, and. a given planet. Select from the first group of answers for items 120 to 124 and. frem the 
second group for items 125 to 129. 
120. The order during a lunar eclipse. 
A. Sun - moon - earth only 
121. This is an order which never occurs. B. Moon - earth - sun only 
122. The order during spring tides. c. Moon - sun - earth 
123. The order during neap tides. D. Sun - moon - earth or moon - earth - sun 
124. The order when the moon is full. E. None of the above orders 
---- -------
125. The order when Venus appears smallest. 
A. Sun - planet - earth 
126. The order when Jupiter is in opposition. B. Planet 
- earth - sun 
127. The order when Venus transits the sun. c. Planet 
- sun - earth 
128. The order when Mars is most easily observed. D. None of the above orders 
129. An order true only o~ the inferior planets. 
Read the ~ollowing selection care1'ull.y and. then answer the exercises. 
A number of science fiction stories, canic strips and. motion pictures ha~ dealt with possible :f\tture 
space travel. The situations depicted are not necessarily :lJD:possible. The military authorities and. 
scientists o~ various countries are giving serious consideration to the problems of space travel. 8aDe 
of these problems have to do with the effects on the human body of the accelerations which it is necessary 
to attain in order to leave the earth. others are concerned with the conditions in interplanetary space, 
and. the kinds of ships and equipoent which it will be necessary to bu1ld in order to travel or exist there. 
These problsms are well-known to writers of science fiction. To make their stories as near to reality as 
possible they take these problems into consideration. Therefore, all such stories have certain principles 
in cazmon. The following items are based on these cQDlllOn principles. 
130. Space suits are usually shown as equipped with heavy shoes having thick magnetic soles. These 
serve to 
A. hold the ~eet downward and. the body in an upright position. 
B. neutralize the effect of abnormal magnetic phenaaena which occur in space. 
c. increase the wearer's weight. 
D. enable the wearer to operate various instruments by remote controls. 
E. enable the wearer to cling to iron surfaces inside or outside of the ship and avoid floating 
freely in space. 
131. Future travelers, wearing space suits, may sometimes walk about on the outside o~ a spa.ee ship while 
the ship is moving with uniform. velocity through ~pace between the earth and Mars. They will be 
subject to all of the following hazards except 
A. being struck by meteorites. 
B. becaning dangerously chilled. 
c. being blown off the ship. 
D. being exposed to cosmic rays. 
E. suffering fran lack of oxygen. 
132. On approaching a planet, the space navigators turn the ship around so that the tail o~ the ship is 
nointed toward the surface because 
A. the control roan o~ the ship would otherwise be upside down. 
B. the tail is heavier than the nose. 
c. the tall is not so sharp as the nose, and would not beccme stuck in the surface so easily in 
case of an emergency landing. 
D. they wish to be in a position to take off. 
E. they wish to slow their fall by firing their rocket motors toward the surface. 
133. If thel.anding is on the moon the travelers in space suits are shown to carry heavy loads 1/ith 
ease I and to take tremendously long steps while running because 
A. of the excitement of being in a new and strange env:i"ronment. 
B. there is less graVitation attraction on the moon than on earth. 
C. the earth is pulling them away fran the moon. 
D. of the absence of air on the moon. 
E. they have more energy on the moon. 
134. The travelers on the moon see the sun and other stars shining in a black sky because the 
A. atmosphere on the moon is dark. 
B. moon is nearer the stars. 
C. moon possesses no atmosphere. 
D. moon's surface is extremely cold. 
E. travelers have dark glass in tlie windows of their space suits. 
After each item number on the answer sheetl blacken the ~ lettered space which deSignates the lIOrd 
or phrase that would correctly caJIplete the item. Neglect air resistance. 
A Zero 
Ii Constant I but not zero 
C Increasing at a constant rate 
D Decreasing at a constant rate 
135. The acceleration of a freely falling body is ••••••• 
136. The velOCity of a freely falling body is ••••••• 
137. The acceleration of a car traveling south at a continuous rate of 30 miles per hour is ••••• • 
138. The acceleration of a carl stopping for a red light at the rate of 5 feet per second 
per secondl is ••••••• 
139. The velocity of a car moving with an acceleration of II feet per second per se~ond is ....... 
140. The velocity of a carl coasting after the motor has been shut offl is ....... 
141. The velocity of a carl when the push of the motor just equals the frictional forces tending to 
stop the carl is ••••••• 
142-. The acceleration of a cable car being towed up an incline by a motor which turns the cable drum 
50 revolutions per minute is ••••• • 
143. If an object is moving in a given direction at a constant velocity and there is no friction or 
air resistancel the force is ••••••• 
144. If the velOCity of the object referred to in item 143 is increasing at a constant rate l the 
acceleration is •••••• 
145. If the velocity of the object referred to in item 143 is increasing at a constant rate l the 
force is ••••••• 
146. If the acceleration of the object referred to in item 143 is increasing at a constant rate, the 
force is ••••••• 
T ! ....."ch of the items below is an application of or is related to one of the layS listed in the coltJlllIl at 
the right. After each item number on the answer sheet, blacken the ~ lettered space which indicates 
the lay to which the item refers. 
141. When a gun is fired, it will recoil. 
148. A car rounding a curve too fast goes off the road. on 
the outside of the curve. 
149. When a falling object strikes the earth, its energy of 
motion is converted into an exactly equivalent amount 
of heat. 
150. The .heavier cars must have more powerful engines if 
they are to have "pick-up" equal to lighter cars. 
151. When two bodies are moved so that the distance between 
them is twice as great as it was before, the force of 
attraction between them becomes one-fourth of its 
original value. 
152. If one jerks a smooth tablecloth quickly enough, it can 
be removed without disturbing the heavy dishes on it. 
153. The work output of any maChine, increased by the work 
converted into heat by friction, must always be equal 
to the input. 
'i 
154. The force vi th which the sun attracts the earth is 
exactly equal to the force with which the earth 
attracts the sun. 
A. Every body continues its 
state of rest or of unifo~ 
motion in a straight line, 
unless it is compelled to 
chanae that state by a 
force. 
B. The acceleration imparted 
to a body is Proportional 
to the force acting and tsieS 
place in the same direction 
as the force applied. 
c. To every action there is 
always opposed an equal 
reaction; or the mutual 
actions of two bodies on 
each other are always 
equal and opposite. 
D. Lav of Conservation of Energy. 
E. Lav of Gravitation. 
In the table below the distances traveled each second by objects A, B, C, D, and E are given in teet. 
Assume that there is no friction. 
A B C D E 
First Second 1 Q 16 36 20 
Second Second 3 6 48 24 16 
Third Second 6 ~ 80 18 12 
Fourth Second 10 6 112 24 8 
Fifth Second 15 ~ 144 36 4 
After each item number on the answer sheet, blacken the ~ lettered space which' deSignates the moving 
object to which the item refers. 
155. This could be an object falling fran rest near the earth's surface. 
156. This object comes to rest at the end of the fifth seccmd. 
151. This object has a variable, but always positive acceleration. 
158. This object has a uniform velocity. 
159. The acceleration of this object is constant, but changes in sign from negative to positive. 
160. The acceleration of this object is 32 teet per second per second. 
161. This object has no acceleration. 
162. No force is acting on this object. 
163. This object has a uniformly decreasing velocity. 
164. The. increasing velOCity of this object is due to a unifol'll. force. 
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Blacken ~ lettered space to designate the correct answer. 
166. What is the distance from X to Z? 
A. 224 feet. 
B. 784 feet. 
C. 1082 feet. 
D. 1568 feet. 
165. Assuming that air resistance is negligible, 
a bullet fired from a gun at X strikes the 
ground at Z seven seconds later. If it were 
not for the earth's gravitationaJ. attraction, 
the projectile would reach point Y in seven 
seconds. What is the distance from Y to Z? 
A. ll2 feet. 
B. 224 teet. 
c. 784 teet. 
D. 1568 feet. 
E. Insufficient data are given to determine 
this distance. 
E. Insufficient data are given to detennine this distance. 
The fact that the bullet reached Z in the time it would take to tall from rest at Y beat 
illustrates -
A. the law of falling bodies. 
B. the law of gravitation. 
C. the effect of terminal velocity. 
D. the law of independence of motion. 
E. none of the above laws. 
168. If the bullet fell fram rest at Y to Z, what velOCity would it have on striking Z1 
A. 49 feet per second. 
B. ll2 feet per second. 
C. 224 feet per second. 
D. 256 feet per second. 
E. 400 feet per second. 
169. Bullets from a 45 cal. pistol have a velocity of about 500 miles per hour. Such a bullet is 
fired due West from the tail of a jet plane traveling due East at 800 miles per hour. lIIIlIediately 
after the pistol is fired, the velocity and direction of the bullet relative to the earth's 
surface are 
A. 500 miles per hour, West. 
B. 1300 miles per hour, East. 
C. 300 miles per hour, West. 
D. 300 miles per hour, East. 
E. 800 miles per hour, East, since the bullet never leaves the pistol. 
110'. A Ship floats because 
A. it displaces a weight of water equal to its own weight. 
B. the air in the hold is buoyant. 
C. the surface tension of the water prevents it fram sinking. 
D. water is nearly incompressible. 
E. its shape corresponds to that of the flcnr-lineS of the water. 
111. If a baseball is thrown straight upward, at the very top of its flight 
A. its potential energy is equal to one-half of its kinetic energy. 
B. it possesses no energy. 
C. its potential energy will be at a minimum while its kinetic energy will be ma.ximUm. 
D. it will possess no potential energy and one-half of its kinetic energy. 
E. it will possess no kinetic energy and its maximum potential energy. 
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After the number on the answer sheet corresponding to that preceding each of the follOWing paired items, 
blacken space 
A if the two things referred to tend to increase together, or to decrease together 
13 if one of the two things tends to increase while the other tends to decrease 
C if neither of the above relationships exists 
(Assume that other factors remain the same.) 
112. The potential energy of a falling body. 
The kinetic energy of the same body while falling. 
113. The rapidity of motion of the molecules of a gas. 
The temperature of the gas. 
114. The 'Weight of an object. 
The rate at which the object falls when dropped in a vacuum. 
115. Distance through which a body has fallen in a vacuum. 
Velocity at which the same body is falling. 
After the item number on the answer sheet, blacken the one lettered space indicating the term at the right 
to which the item most correctly refers. ~ 
116. The quantity of heat needed to melt unit mass of a substance 
at its melting point without change in temperature. A. Convection 
111. The process of heat transfer where heat energy passes B. Specific heat 
through a substance from molecule to molecule. 
C. Heat of fusion 
178. The process of transferring heat which is employed in 
warm air heating systems. D. Heat of evaporation 
179. The quantity of heat necessary to change the temperature E. Conduction 
of unit mass of a substance one degree in temperature. 
Blacken ~ lettered space to designate the correct answer 
1.80. Suppose 'We have a pitcher of ice in ice-water, any part of which 'We may use to cool a beverage. 
Would 200 g. of ice or 200 g. of ice-water be more effective in cooling a beverage? 
A. Ice, because it's colder. 
B. Ice-water, because its specific heat is greater. 
C. Ice, because its specific heat is greater. 
D. Ice-water, because it's heavier. 
E. Ice, because of its heat of fusion. 
181. The efficiency of an engine (steam or internal combustion) is greatest if the 
A. temperature of intake is not so high. 
B. engine is not too big. 
C. intake temperature is high and the exhaust temperature is low. 
D. :ruel is highly refined. 
E. temperature of exhaust is high. 
182. Regions near large bodies of water are much less subject to wide variations of temperature than 
inland regions, because of the 
A. low heat capacity of water. 
B. high heat capacity of water. 
C. low heat conductivity of water. 
D. high heat conductivity of water. 
, .,=:~-
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1.83. 'DIe azoount of work required in stopping a pitched baseball is equal. to the 
A. vel.oc1ty of the baseball. 
B. ld.net1c energy of the baseball.. 
c. mass of the baseball. times its acceleration. 
D. potenti81 energy of the baseball in the catcher's mitt. 
E. square of the veJ.oc1ty of the baseball. 
J.8li.. In raising an object to a given height by means of an inclined pl.ane, as CQIrpa.red. with raisj,Jlg 
the object vert1ca.U.y to the same height, there is a reduction in the 
A. total. amount of 'WOrk required. 
B. azoount of potential. energy acquired by the object. 
c., speed with which the purpose can be accomplished. 
D. force required. 
E. amount of energy required. 
;: III 
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AIR 
1.85. When the piston is pushed down in a cylinder of air as shown in the diagram what occurs is best 
SUlllllBrized by saying that 
A. the temperature of the air drops, because the air molecules more frequently collide 'With each 
other and with the walls of the cylinder thus losing energy. 
B. the energy expended in pushing down the piston causes the air molecules to sJ.cnr down as they 
are pushed together. This is an example of the conservation of energy. 
c. the energy expended in pushing down the piston increases tJ:le k.1neticenergy of tbe a:lr 
molecules raising their temperature and causing them to collide more frequentl.y with each 
other and the cylinder walls. 
D. the piston canpresses the air thus increasing the pressure on the wa.Us of the cylinder. 
The cylinder itself cools off because the air molecules absorb heat trcm it. This is an 
e:xanpl.e of action and reaction being equal and opposite. 
E. the air heats up and its reduction in volume causes its molecules to have greater attraction 
for each other. Because of this the average velocity of the air molecules is decreased. 
When you have finished the test go over each of your marks again with the special. pencil 
to make each mark solid, black and glossy. Erase all superfluous marks on ~he answer sbeet 
no matter how tiny. 
YOUR SCORE WILL BE 'REDtm!D BY AN AK>UNT EQUAL TO THE NtI4BER OF EX'!'RA MARKS ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET. 
W?en you have finished the test turn to page 20. 
III" 
The following items are not a :part of the test. ~ regular and TV students are asked to 
classify items 186-190. TV students are also asked to class1f'y items 191-200. Your a.nawers 
should express your honest convictions. Your answers w1ll have no effect on your mark for 
~couru. -
Atter the number on tbe answer sheet which correspoDds to that of each ot the tollowing 
statements blacken space 
All students: 
A it you strongly agree With the statement 
13 if you agree With the statement 
C it you neither agree nor disagree With the statement 
D if you disagree With the statement 
i it you strongly disagree With the statement 
186. Inventions and discoveries in the physical sciences have created problema which science 
cannot solve. 
181. The physical science couru has tausht me to reason more critical.ly than other courses 
I have taken. 
188. Mathematics and science should receive greater 8Itphasis than other subJects in our 
high school.s. 
189. As a result ot physical science instruction I expect to have a per.manent interest in 
science. 
190. The scientific method is tlIe best method of obta1n1ng knowledge concerning nature. 
TV students only: 
191. Television instruction is better able to hold one' s attention than regular classroom 
instruction. 
192. During teleVision instruction one is haDdicapped by not being able to ask questions 
1.DIDediate1y about points vh1ch are puzzling. 
193. TeleVision instruction is better organized than regular classroom instruction. 
194. Television demonstrations are not as clearly visible as those in regular classroom 
instruction. 
195. Television instruction is more interesting than regular classroom instruction. 
196. In television instruction one tee1s that the teacher is tal k1ng directly to him rather 
than to a class. 
191. Television instruction makes one more anxious to learn vhat is taught than regular 
classroom instruction. 
198. TeleVision instruction would be more effective if' followed 1.DDediately by a discussion 
period With a teacher who can supplement vhat was said over TV. 
199. In one lesson of television instruction so much material is presented that one is not 
able to understand it tully. 
200. A repeating of key points at the eDd ot a teleVision leSSOD is very he1ptul.. 
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